30 juni 2021

De Minister van EZK,
per adres Staatstoezicht op de Mijnen t.a.v. afdeling Bestuurszaken
Postbus 24037
2490 AA ’s-Gravenhage
via e-mail: info@sodm.nl
Dérde appendix behorende tot het bezwaarschrift tegen besluit van 6 mei 2021 afwijzen verzoek
tot handhaving met dB(C) weging inzake overlast van de UGS-Norg. Uw kenmerk 21130599
“De leugen van de dB(A) weighting als misbruikte overlast normering”
Even puur uit interesse naar de Sennheiser MKH-110-1 (microfoon) doorspittend bracht nog weer
meer oude nieuwigheid boven water.
Om even in de sfeer van deze derde appendix te komen
of het nu halve DNA strings of hertzgolven betreft, het is allemaal wat wormachtig.

bron afbeelding: commons

Empathie tegenover economie, geluidsoverlast tegenover economie, Covid-19 tegenover
economie, 7.500.000.000 aardbewoners tegenover het Wereld Economisch Forum, het zijn
allemaal duale belangen. Iets is “duaal” indien het aan twee in principe onverenigbare en/of
tegenstrijdige principes voldoet. Urgenda die haar strijd basis heeft vanuit digitale-humaniteit
versus de realiteit van wat een mens tot een mens maakt helemaal los van economische waarden.

Bronnen boven en onder onbekend, gekopieerd vanaf Google.
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Wie legt mij het verschil uit tussen een jood en een nazi als het om economie gaat…
dan ontstaat plotseling de dualiteit.
Geluidsoverlast van lage bas geluiden (LFg) tegenover de economie betekent duaal denken en
duaal doen.
Het is heel simpel, ben je een narcist die denkt vanuit macht, een functioneel narcist die
dienstbaar is aan de narcist of ben je een oprecht samen-mens die de eigen ziel nog in stand
poogt te houden.
Op het moment dat het om de heilige koe van de economie gaat heb je steevast te maken met
narcisme, zo niet psychopathie en vinden de narcisten dat er teveel mensen op de aarde zijn.
Joseph Goebbels, de minister van propaganda voor Nazi Duitsland begreep de kracht van het
herhalen van leugens. "Als je een leugen vertelt die groot genoeg is en deze blijft herhalen
zullen mensen het uiteindelijk gaan geloven.”
Feitelijk is het gewoon narcistisch (nazistisch) gedrag dat ten koste gaat van empathie.
Dit fenomeen, dat alomtegenwoordig is in de hedendaagse economie, politiek, reclame en sociale
media, staat in de cognitieve psychologie bekend als het "illusoire" waarheidseﬀect.
In 2010 poogde ik bij het Nederlands mysterie van onwijs al kennis naar binnen te brengen die
toen alleen nog werd toegepast door het Leger des Heils als therapie voor ontspoorde criminelen.
Het Ministerie van onderwijs bleek echt onwijs te zijn, vandaar maar mijn eerste website met de
retorische vraag HoeDenkIk.nl voor de lezer.
Als je mensen niet leert zelf logisch na te denken trappen ze zo in de herhaalde-leugen-valkuilen
van de narcisten welke narcisten dat meestal doen vanuit hun hang naar macht in de
economische wereld. Het is een al vele jaren (eeuwen) bekend conspiracy fenomeen.
Het illusoire waarheidseﬀect (ook bekend als de illusie van het waarheidseﬀect, of het
herhalingseﬀect) is de neiging om te geloven dat “als valse informatie maar wordt herhaald” de
blootstelling aan die informatie geeft dat mensen het gaan geloven; gewoon brainwashing.
(ik begon in 1996 al na vier en een halve dag van in totaal acht dagen met meer dan 12 uren
zware verhoren per dag door de recherche, met inzet van de verboden Zaanse Methode, dingen
te geloven over mezélf die helemaal niet waar bleken te zijn. Hun doel toen was belangen te
beschermen op basis van een valse zedenaangifte).
Het illusoire waarheidseﬀect speelt een belangrijke rol op gebieden als verkiezingscampagnes,
reclame, nieuws media en politieke propaganda.
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Mijn ex was ten aanzien van wie zij echt was een illusionist, dat je een valse spiegel voorhouden
wordt gebeurt je dus overal, iedereen die macht nastreeft kan en zal dit doen.
Wie de manipulatieve economie controleert heeft de wereldmacht.
De dB(A) weging bij geluid overlast is economische macht ten koste van gewone mensen.
Dus ik ga nog maar een boekje open doen.
De wereld gaat niet ten onder aan een teveel aan mensen noch aan joden, moslims, bruine, gele,
zwarte mensen, Noord Koreanen of Chinezen.
De wereld gaat ten onder aan mensen die té narcistisch worden en leven ten koste van anderen
en die mensen vind je onder de joden, moslims, bruine, gele, zwarte mensen, Noord Koreanen en
Chinezen.
Waar het om gaat is of je een doorgeslagen narcist bent of niet, want wat gezond narcisme
hebben we allemaal nodig.
Mensen die tegenwoordig denken vanuit de nieuwe digitale-humaniteit zijn veelal narcisten die
ook geloven in de maakbaarheid van de mens en dan heb je het gelijk weer over de doorgeslagen
illusionaire beleving waar steeds meer mensen in zijn gaan geloven.
Er jeukte in mijn ziel nog iets over de MKH-110 & MKH-110-1 van Sennheiser, dus keek ik zomaar
weer verder op internet. Ik vind analoge techniek prachtig.
Vond ik daar een oud blog waarin iemand terloops even bekend maakte dat de MKH-110 naast
voor wetenschappelijke metingen met name ook bestemd was voor militaire doeleinden.
Okay, ik heb in de bezwaar procedure 21130599 nu dus dit vierde deel op de rails staan.
Deel 1 is het hoofd bezwaarschrift “de ﬁlter switch van de Nagra 4.2 van Kudelski”
Deel 2 is de eerste appendix; “De dB(A) Conspiracy-Methode van de Nieuwe Economische
Wereldorde met de nadruk op de Nagra 4-SJ en de Sennheiser MKH-110”.
Deel 3 is de tweede appendix; zijnde mijn vraagstelling aan het ISO instituut te Genève en het
Nederlands Norm Instituut waarop ik nog geen antwoord heb gekregen.
Dit is deel 4, de derde appendix; “De leugen van de dB(A) weighting als misbruikte overlast norm”
Even “Sennheiser MKH-110 military use” googelen leverde mij al heel snel resultaat op.
Gelijk even stevig uithalen;
de gehele controlerende geluidsmeet industrie en wetgevers, adviserende organisatie, dus ook
het Ministerie van EZK en het SodM en de GGD zijn inzake de dB(A) weging bewuste
economische oplichters of onwetend of ze zijn super dom.
Met de nieuwe adviezen van 2020/2021 worden de ISO, NEN en DIN normen gemanipuleerd tot
iets anders, namelijk dat “de gemiddelde mens” alles wat buiten de dB(A) curve valt voor de mens
niet hoorbaar is.
Ik vond “Studying Boundary Microphones” (Grensmicrofoons Bestuderen) van 21 pagina’s van
R. Danielson 10.2006. Inzake “The Pressure Zone Microphone (PZM)” op website nanopdf.com
Volgens mij is die R. Danielson een echte crack geworden op wetenschappelijk gebied inzake de
gevolgen van geluid op de mens.
En ik vond een hele oude brochure van 98 pagina’s van Sennheiser, Micro-revue 70/71.
Het interessante van dit bewijs is dat het bestaan van laag frequent geluid al decennia lang
bekend is, ook dat het gevolgen heeft voor de gezondheid van de mens maar wetenschappelijk
onderzoek al tijdens diezelfde periode werd en nog steeds actief wordt weggehouden door de
economische bestuurslaag hetgeen dit verberg-ontken-gedrag hen tot een criminele organisatie
verklaard.
De op mij toegepaste economische misbruik jeugd heeft ook haar keerzijde en die is dat ik met
alle apparatuur van mijn ouders kon spelen/werken, van welke apparatuur ik er veel terug zag in
de Sennheiser Micro-Revue 70/71;
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1954 pagina PDF 18 / Micro-Revue pagina 11, MD21 microfoon
1960 pagina PDF 25-26 / MR pagina 18-19, MD 421 microfoon
Pagina PDF 32 / MR 25, MD 408 N
Pagina PDF 33-34 / MR 26-27, MD 214 N
Pagina PDF 41/ MR 34, MKH-105
Pagina PDF 43-44 / MR 36-37, MKH 124
Pagina PDF 45-46 / MR 38-39, MKH 405
Pagina PDF 47-48 / MR 40-41, MKH-415
1961 Pagina PDF 49-50 / MR 42-43, MKH-815
PDF 78 / MR 71, Receiver EM 1008
PDF 79 / MR 72, MD 405 T
PDF 86 / MR 79, Studio Pocket Transmitter SK 1007
1967 PDF 87 / MR 80, Portable Mixer M101.
Allemaal mee gespeeld, thuis en op locaties in binnen en buitenland.
Besef dat ik toen die Sennheiser Micro-Revue werd uitgebracht in 1967 nog pas 10 jaar was toen
de Sennheiser vertegenwoordiger de M101 mixer aan de eettafel in de huiskamer, waar ik bij
stond, kwam demonstreren.
Een interessant stuk Sennheiser apparatuur dat ik niet kende vond ik op pagina PDF 97-98 / MR
90-91, een meetinstrument “Weighting Filter FO-55”.
Net als de Nagra 4-SJ in 1972 uit kwam kan je met dit apparaat ook de kalibratie norm
controleren waarmee een hele keten hoogwaardige apparaten op elkaar kon worden ingeregeld.
Op die pagina wordt uitgelegd waar dat weighting apparaat voor is.
Namelijk, net als al die ASA, ISO, DIN en NEN methodes allemaal één wereldstandaard
probeerden te bereiken voor het kalibreren, afstellen, gelijktrekken van allerlei apparaten van
verschillende fabrikanten en apparatuur en televisie en radio stations op elkaar af te stemmen met
één vastgestelde norm.
Die norm was en is bedoeld qua inregelen van hoogwaardige apparatuur wereldwijd één norm
te hebben zodat er niet van alles aan kwaliteit standaards door elkaar heen ging lopen.
Vergelijk het met kilometers en mijlen, of links en/of rechts rijden, gewoon afspraken.
Die curve die wereldwijd is gebruikt als afregel kalibratie standaard is de dB(A) weighting.
Op pagina PDF 98 / MR 91 staat een mooie graﬁsche uitleg……….
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Nou, wat hebben die klootzakken van de economische industrie nou gedaan middels de illusie
van het waarheidseﬀect is dat ze de oude ASA norm uit 1936 -die slechts een gemiddeld
karakter schetst van het gemiddeld menselijk gehoor, dus qua leeftijd, geslacht en al, maar
slechts maximaal 50% van het gehoor van de gemiddelde mens vertegenwoordigd, mits per
mens meermaals getest- en die industriële karakter curve wordt heden ten dage misbruikt als wat
een mens gemiddeld zou kunnen horen en bij Laag Frequent (bas geluid) metingen wordt al bij
voorbaat ingevuld als maximaal hoorbaar geluid (ISO standaard 389 7-2005) en dáár zit de
keiharde leugen waarmee de bevolking, om in geluidsnormen te blijven, keihard wordt verneukt.
Die dB(A) (B), (C) & (D) weighting normen zijn meet-normen ter calibratie van onderlinge
apparatuur en zeggen keihard geen ene verkrachte reet over LFg (bas geluid) overlast.
Het mooie aan dit graﬁekje van Sennheiser van nu zo’n 51 jaar oud is dat zij de meetwaarde
aangeven volgens DIN 45405 van het Gewogen Geluid Voltage bij de kalibratie norm en links
boven tegelijkertijd met een ander stippel lijntje ook de DIN 45405 Geluid Voltage aangeven van al
het bestaande geluid om ons heen waarvan het grootste gedeelte vlak meeloopt met de NUL dB
lijn en die zie je helemaal rechts dan weer tevoorschijn komen.
Oftewel, de weeg-norm die wordt toegepast is een kalibratie-norm voor apparatuur en niét voor
het menselijk oor.
Wat je verder, als je de moeite neemt, ook tegenkomt in die ISO, DIN en NEN normen is dat de
werkelijkheid van het menselijk oor in 50% van de metingen sowieso afwijkt van de dB(A)
kalibratie norm en die dB(A) weighting alleen geldig is op het menselijk gehoor áls die met zeer
precies vastgestelde methoden én bij herhaling is vastgesteld bij die mens zelf.
We zijn en worden dus gewoon belazerd vanuit andere belangen dan de belangen van de burger.
Dan het volgende trigger point der oplichting van de burgerij door de economie.
Ze weten het verdomme
óf de Rijksoverheid, SodM, en organisaties als het NSG etcetera en de wetenschap zijn écht
volstrekt stupide en hebben
óf geen cognitieve denkvermogens
óf plegen zij deze criminele manipulatieve narcistische oplichting gelijk Goebbels propaganda
machine voor hun eigen economisch gewin ten koste van de gezondheid van de bevolking.
Toeval of niet, sinds de publicatie en indienen van mijn eerste bezwaarschrift 21130599 draait de
UGS-Norg van de NAM als een tierelier.
Op bladzijde PDF 42 / MR 35 staat een uitleg over de MKH-110 en MKH-1010-1, met name de
laatste kan vanaf O,1 Hz registreren en die microfoons zijn speciaal ontwikkeld voor metingen én
militaire toepassingen en kunnen extreme omstandigheden aan. Met name die MKH-110-1 gaat
wel tot een gevoeligheid van 5000 µbar.
In die andere bijlage Studying
Boundary Microphones staat op
PDF pagina 126 ook een leuk stukje
over een militair gebruik van
microfoons zoals de MKH-110.
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”Hierboven ziet u een microfoon die in 1998 is ontworpen door George W. Swenson, Jr. van het Corp
of Engineers van het Amerikaanse leger en wordt beschreven als "vlakke reﬂectormicrofoon
ontworpen voor de frequentieband van 10 tot 40 Hz. Dergelijke lage frequenties zijn kenmerkend voor
de geluiden die worden geproduceerd door explosies, en het geïllustreerde apparaat is gebouwd om
het omgevingsgeluid van een militaire artillerie-trainingsfaciliteit te bewaken. De afmetingen van de
reﬂector zijn 4,5 x 9,0 m en de microfoon is op grondniveau direct voor het oppervlak gemonteerd.
Het systeem, inclusief het grondoppervlak, waarvan wordt aangenomen dat het ondoordringbaar is bij
deze frequenties, is (wat betreft het ontvangstpatroon) equivalent aan een vierkante reﬂector van 9,0
m in onbegrensde lucht.”
waarmee maar gezegd is dat dit soort van laag frequent geluid gewoon al decennia lang bekend is en
met het misbruik van de dB(A) kalibratie weighting wordt gedaan alsof “de bromtonen” van
windturbines, buiten warmtepompen en grote gasinstallaties als die van de NAM Grijpskerk, UGSNorg en grote gasleidingen allemaal voor de mens onhoorbaar zijn.
Dan zeggen al die ASA, ISO, DIN en NEN standards nog iets; bij ISO 389-1:2017 & ISO 7029:2017
wordt bij Pressure en met name bij The Threshold Level er dan klein en tussen haakjes
-(of a given ear)- achter geschreven en dat betekent -(van een bepaald oor)- PDF pagina 132.
Wat je ziet als je de steeds vernieuwde versies goed leest is dat over de jaren de ISO prutsers de
details steeds meer verwijderen, zoals onder andere -die van een bepaald oor- ontbreekt geheel in
de nieuwere versies, dus zó word het volk ook belazerd met toegepaste salamitactiek door de
commerciële organisaties der standaardisering ten behoeve van de economie.
Dus die door het NAA ingetekende roze curve in “Deel 1 Hoofd Bezwaarschrift “de ﬁlter switch van de
Nagra 4.2 van Kudelski” op pagina 64 is bull-shit, een illusie van het waarheidseffect.

Inderdaad, van een bepaald oor gemeten na kalibratie middels de dB(A).
Voor de complete versies van al die op elkaar aansluitende levensstandaarden bepalende
standaardiseringen van de ISO, DIN, NEN organisaties dien je overigens te betalen en dan ben je
al arm voor je al die ingewikkelde stukken hebt kunnen analyseren, ik heb het bij hun eigen
samenvattingen gehouden, die zeggen al genoeg. Overigens horen deze regelgevingen gratis en
openbaar toegankelijk te zijn.
Bij overlast dient de overlast individueel bepaald te worden omdat waar een mens last van kan
hebben heel ver uit elkaar kan liggen, hetgeen mij bij het laatste onderwerp brengt in deze
appendix drie.
Het begint sinds de jaren 90 dat de Rijksoverheid ook de kleuters al digitaal wilde gaan
humaniseren.
Heel veel qua digitale-humanisatie is qua opzet al opgestart rondom 1969 t/m 1972.
Die tijdlijn heb ik al eerder uitgeschreven.
Het vervreemden van het menselijk individu van het eigen lichaam is toen al ingezet.
Fritz Sennheiser starte zijn bedrijf al op in 1945. Interessante achtergond als je dat in de periode
1940/1945 bekijkt. Ook snel na de oorlog samenwerking met Siemens. Fritz werkte voor de nazi’s
aan een techniek om berichten gecodeerd te verzenden. Was dat wellicht al met de Enigma
codeermachine…
In de jaren 60 kwam de Sennheiser MKH-110 op de markt voor o.a. militaire doelen.
Henry Kissinger, Adam Weishaupt, Klaus Schwab, Siemens, het Adelaarsnest, alles kwam uit
Bayern.
Je geschiedenis een beetje bijhouden is best interessant, moet je wel cognitieve en associatieve
eigenschappen hebben.
In het onderwijs is begonnen de mens steeds verder te vervreemden van zijn gut-feelings, het
buikgevoel, er wordt geleerd dat buikgevoel te verloochenen.
Heden vertrouwen we meer op wat ons als mensen wordt aangereikt via onze smart-phone’s;
onze slimme levensgezellen, maar wie vult die slimme schermen met welke info?
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En als we ergens last van hebben rennen we naar de dokter die ons pillen voorschrijft en welke
dokter meestal niet kijkt of de oorzaak wellicht door je leef omgeving/situatie wordt veroorzaakt.
Alles is digitaal-humanisme geworden, neem het gewaagde illusoire waarheidseﬀect van
Covid-19. Die ziekte bestaat ja, maar niet zoals die illusionair wordt gepresenteerd door
wereldleiders en illusionisten zoals Hugo de Jonge.
Neem alleen afgelopen week 26 van 2021 waarin er weer een illusie werd gepresenteerd op de
smart-beeldschermpjes en wel dat er alweer zo’n 661 Corona doden per dag vielen in Rusland.
World Fact Book (CIA)
Er leven 142.320.790 mensen in Rusland,
er sterven daar normaal 13,4 mensen per 1000 inwoners per jaar.
142.320 mensen x 13.4 = 1.907,088 mensen die gemiddeld per jaar sterven.
1.907.088 : 365 dagen per jaar = dat er gemiddeld per dag 5.224 mensen die sterven.
Dus waarom doen we alsof de wereldwijd ingevoerde vervanger van de reguliere griep, de Corona
Covid-19, een ramp veroorzaakt binnen Rusland met per dag slechts 661 Corona doden,
áls dat al waar is, want, overál wordt volgens verholen gemaakte afspraken als het maar even
kan, iedere dode weg-geboekt op Corona, ook al had die reeds ernstige comorbide
aandoeningen.
Ja, als je niet hebt geleerd om zélf cognitief, associatief en vanuit je gut feeling na te denken,
tja, dan denk je over mensen die deze eigenschappen nog wel bezitten dat het
conspiracy denkers zijn en vertrouw je vanuit illusionistische angst toch gewoon liever maar op
die obersturmbannführer die je dagelijks, net als met de dB(A) leugen,
even op je slimme schermpje verder komt desillusioneren.
Die SS’ers hielden ook al zo van schoeisel met veel uiterlijk vertoon waarmee zij
maar wat gaarne burgers vermorzelden.

Robbert Huijskens

Lianda van Velzen

Lindelaan 18
9342 PL Een
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1945

At the end of the Second World War, the
then Dr. F. Sennheiser started togeher with about
twelve co-workers his "LaboratoryWennebostel" in this
old farmhouse located in a village called Wennebostel,
just south of the Luneburger Heide in West Germany.

1946

Because of its good acoustical qualities,
radio stations began to purchase the first dynamic
microphone MD 2 which had been completely developed by "Labor W " .
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1949

Thanks to the early research in dictating
microphones, close contacts were made with the
major dictating machine manufacturers allover the
world and today Sennheiser is still considered the
leader in this field .

1950

The very first power amplifier of the
Company complied , almost without exception, with
the terms of the Hi-Fi Norm DIN 45500 which were
established only many years later.
3

1951

1952

1954

1955

The Company went into the production of
highly specialized audio transformers of complicated
design, thus consolidating its contact with the electronic industry.

The dynamic professional microphone
MD 21 has become one of the most widely used microphones by reporters at radio and TV stations and
is considered even today the cornerstone in the
entire program of the Company.
4

Magnetic transducers for dictating machines as well as for hearing-aids opened up new markets; the magnetic subminiature microphone MM 301
formed the basis for the manufacture of miniature
hearing aids.

The Company employed at that time more
than 250 people. The foundation for an ambitious
new building was laid which would fit harmoniously
into the rural landscape.

~
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1958

With a staff that had increased in the
meantime to 450 people the name of the Company
was changed from "Laboratory \lVennebostel" to
"Sennheiser electronic". The first wireless microphone system " Mikroport" left the factory .

1961

Also with regard to condenser microphones Sennheiser electronic started to offer something special. "Shotgun" microphones make it possible to keep the microphone for television and film
use always out of the camera range.

SEI\II\IHEISER
~

1960

The promIsIng professional dynamic directional microphone MD 421 was introduced at the
Hannover Fair. So far well over 100,000 units have
been sold all over the world.

1965

With the new stereo set "Philharmonic",
speakerbox and amplifier were incorporated for the
first time into so-called amplifierlspeakerboxes and
are now in use at radio and TV stations.
5
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1967

1968

With the portable audio mixer M 101 Senn
heiser electronic consolidated its position in the
studioequipment field since this new item closed a
gap in the market especially as far as small sound
units were concerned ,

The biggest success in the new product
group "dynamic headphones" was  and still is 
the "OpenAir" stereo headphone HD 414, Over
150,000 units are in use so far,

1970

facturing program is being consolidated and the vol
ume of public relations activity has been increased,
as planned.
Also in the current year, when the Company will cele
brate its 25th anniversary, it will keep on tackling all
new tasks with great energy and initiative ,

The Company with more than 750 employ
ees is still headed by Professor Dr. F, Sennheiser,
who has been lecturing for years at the Institute of
Technology in Hannover, Germany. Research, design
and planning are being carried out in an ambitious
new building complex . At the same time the manu
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Interesting facts
about microphones
N iere
Kuge l

Ach l
Ke ule
S up er K ard ioid e

C ardio id
Omn idire ct iona l
F igure Eight
" Club sha ped" supe r di rec tion al ch arac te ri stic
Sup e r Card ioid

In the following specifications technical terms arise
which we would like to explain.

1. Sound and Sound-Waves
Sound in physical terms means vibration of air
particles, small fluctuations of air pressure whi ch
spread like waves from a source of sound. A
space in which this is occurring is referred to as
a sound-field . It is the purpose of a microphone
to convert sound-waves into electrical energy.
The quality of a microphone is its ability to
effect this conversion accurately.

2. Sound Pressure
The human ear responds to the change in pressure in a sound-wave . The amplitude of the
pressure variation s is measured in ~ lbar
(equivalent to dynes per square centimeter) . A steady
pressure of one ~lbar
represents one millionth of
the pressure of the atmosphere which surrounds
us. If you listen to someone speaking in a normal
voi c e at a distance of about two feet the alternating pressure which your ears are detecting is
about one ~lbar
.

duct
IS -

The world is slowly changing from this old
system of units and the flbar is gradually being
replaced by the new unit of sound pressure, the
Newton per square meter (N/m2). This is a unit
from the new international MKSA * system .
Engineers and Scientists have been using this
system for some time since it has a number of
advantages over the old CGS ** system from
which the Microbar derives. There is a simple
relationship between the Newton per square
metre and the Microbar: 1 N/m 2 = 10 flbar .

)ver

3. Microphone Characteristics, Directivity
Like th e human ear many commonly used microphones respond to the alte rnating pressure in
the sound-wave and convert these fluctuations
of pressure into electrical energy . With such
mi c rophones the sound pressure acts on the
outside of th e diaphragm only. This means in
practice that they respond to sounds from a II
directions equally well. They have , as it is called,
an approx imately omnidirectional characteristic.
There is also an important group of microphones
which are useful because they respond to sound
pressure gradient. This means in practice the
pressure d iff ere n c e between adjacent points
in a sound-field . In this type of microphone the
back of the diaphragm is also exposed to the
sound-field but through an acousti c labyrinth .
The result of this type of construction is that the
microphone does not respond equally to sound

vol;ed ,
~Ie

" The M K SA syste m use s basic units of th e me te r, ki log ram, seco nd an d
ampe re, and all oth e r un its a te de ri ved fro m the se .

all
H

T he e GS sys tem work s on th e basis o f the cen ti me ter, gr am and secon d,
and th e el ec trica l un its are rela te d to Ih e se .
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from all direction s. There are various types of
directional microphones, those with a cardioid
characteristic , thos e with a super-cardioid characteristic, and also the figure 8 characteristic .
The cardioid characteristic is particularly interesting since it represents a maximum sensi tivity in the forward direction with a minimum
pick-up of random sounds reflected from the
walls of a room. Since this type of microphone
has the properties which are expected from a
cardioid microphone particularly accentuated ,
the characteristic is frequently referred to as a
super-cardioid.

High Frequen cies

In another design a cancellation (or interference
tube) is fitted in front of the microphone
diaphragm. This results in a particularly directional type of microphone having an almost
cone-shaped directional pattern.

Mid Range
F requenc ;es

Directional microphones show to particular ad vantage in difficult acoustical conditions e. g . in
reverberant (live) rooms, for sound reinforcement use where the microphone may be clo se to
the loudspeaker, and for " spotting" soloists in
stereo recordings .
The illustrations on the opposite page show the
directional characteristics of various types of
microphones. The white cages around the micro phones represent their directional pattern s.

Low Fre quenci e s

4. Frequency, Frequency Response
The qual ity of a m.icrophone is determined by its
capacity to convert all sounds into electrical
vibrations equally well , over the whole audio
spectrum . The pitch of a sound , its frequency, is
measured in hertz (Hz)
cycles per second .
The higher the pitch , the higher is the frequency.
The human ear can perceive sound vibrations
from approximately 16 Hz up to 15,000 Hz
(15 kHz) . For the recording of music a microphone should have an equal response to sounds
from 50 Hz up to 15,000 Hz. For intelligibility of
speech it is sufficient for the microphone to
have a response from about 200 Hz up to 5 kHz.

S tandard M easuring
M icrophone

P roduction Microphon e

=

Sound Wav es

AGe
A mpli fier

Au d io Frequ ency Generator

Graphic Char i
Reco rder
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5. Frequency Response, Sensitivity and the Decibel
In order to record objectively a microphone's
capacity to translate acoustical sounds into
electrical impulses, a frequency response curve
is drawn . It illustrates the variation of 'sensitivity
with frequency of a microphone. The usual way
of making this measurement is shown on page 5.
Sounds of varying frequency emitted by the
loudspeaker in a dead room are picked up by
the test microphone , amplified and recorded on
the frequency response chart.
The sensitivity is the alternating voltage measured in mV (Millivolt) at the output of the microphone which results when a sound-wave with a
sound pressure of 1 pbar falls on the microphone . The sensitivity figures quoted in our data
sheets refer to measurements made in a " free
field" condition with the microphone unterminated and are normally quoted in millivolts
per ~ lbar
. In the MKSA system sensit ivity would
be quoted in
V'm'

N

(Volts per Newton/ m') . There is a simple

relation between the two systems as shown .
1 mV/flbar = 10

mV· m2
N

So for example the free field sens itivity of the
Sennheiser moving coil microphone MD 21 is
approximately 0.2 mV/ flbar (0.2 millivolts per
microbar). In the MKSA system this would be
shown as
2
2 mV · m.

N
For magnetic microphones it IS customary to
quote the sensitivity with the microphone terminated . The value of the terminating resistance
is quoted. The measurement of the sensitivity of a
microphone is performed with the sound-wave
falling perpendicularly on the membrane of the
microphone and unless otherwise stated all frequency response curves are recorded in the
same way (on the axis). To judge the variation
of frequency response with angle of incidence
of sound particularly with directional microphones, other frequency response curves are
often shown typically for sound incidence of
90 °, 135 ° and 180 ° to the axis of the microphone. The difference between the response
at 0 ° and at 180 ° , i. e. the front and the back
of the microphone is frequently referred to as
the front to back ratio of a microphone with a

cardioid characteristic. To interpret a frequency
response curve it is necessary to be able to
assess quickly the various ratios of measured
values of sensitivity at different frequencies . In
electroacoustics a logarithmic scale is used for
the portrayal of the various values whose unit is
the Decibel (dB). The dB scale expresses the
measured values in a logarithmic relationship .
Thus two (values of electrical power) which have
a ratio of 10 to 1 are said to be different by
10 dB, and two electrical voltages having a ratio
of 10 to 1 have a difference of 20 dB . Thus we
have:

o dB
3
6
10
20
40

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

voltage
voltage
voltage
voltage
voltage
voltage

ratio
1 :1
ratio (approx.) 1 : 1,4
ratio (approx.) 1 : 2
ratio (approx.) 1 : 3,16
ratio
1 : 10
ratio
1 : 100

Datas are quoted in dB to enable one to assess
quickly the relationship between two m,easured
values eg o different parts of one frequency
response curve or in comparison of two response
curves or sensitivities .
9

Let uns examine two examples of frequency
response curves. The first example is the fre
quency response curve of an omnidirectional
studio microphone.
The frequency response curve is flat over a
wide frequency range. The decrease in sensitivity
at 20 Hz compared with the sensitivity at 1 kHz is
of the order of 4 dB. You will notice a gentle
rise in the onaxis response (0°) at the higher
frequencies (above 5,000 Hz)  in practice this
is frequently a desirable feature . This high fre
quency rise can be traced to a "pressure doubl
ing" effect which occurs at the diaphragm of
every microphone at high frequencies. For
soundwaves incident from the side of the
diaphragm this pressure doubling effect is ab
sent. This is shown in the dotted response
curve (90 ° ).

that this microphone has a very accurate car
dioid characteristic over a wide frequency range.
For precise stereo recordings it is important
that the microphone should have a smooth fre
quency response for the 90 ° incident sound .
Any central sound source is picked up equally
by the two directional microphones from their
sides.
In our data sheets every microphone has a
stated frequency response. In production small
variations occur. The dotted curves on the fre
quency response chart show the maximum to
lerances allowable. In production every Senn
heiser microphone is tested acoustically in an
anechoic chamber and the frequency response
is recorded .

,
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Examp le 1:
Omnidirectional Microphone MKH 105
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6. Polar Diagram, Directivity

- . ... - 90 °

---- 0 °

Example two , the response curve of a studio
microphone with a cardioid characteristic.
The response curves are smooth over the range
40 Hz to 20 kHz. The onaxis response shows a
gentle rise towards the high frequency end of
the scale. The drop at 40 Hz compared to 1 kHz
is about 6 dB. The curve for sound approaching
the back of the microphone (180°) is 26 dB
below the curve for onaxis soundwaves (at
1000 Hz). The front to back ratio is therefore
26 dB at this frequency. The front to back ratio
is maintained over a wide frequency range (the
distance between the two curves varies on Iy a
little with frequency) , likewise the curve for in
cidence at 90 0 has a very constant spacing from
the onaxis response. From this we conclude
Exa mple 2:
Cardioid Microphone MKH 405
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The directional properties of microphones can
be demonstrated by means of a polar diagram .
The polar diagram shows the shape of the
directional characteristic of a microphone (omni,
cardioid, etc .).
A microphone is placed in a soundfield in an
anechoic chamber at a fixed frequency and is
rotated slowly. The relative sensitivity of the mi
crophone for sound approaching it at varying an
gles is recorded . The sensitivity to sound on the
axis of the microphone (0 '") is taken as a refer
ence of 1.0. The sensitivity of the microphone at
any given angle is shown on the polar diagram by
the distance of the response curve from the
centre of the diagram .
For example let us show you the polar diagram
of the studio cardioid microphone MD 421. For
the sake of clarity the diagram is shown in two
halves. Instead of plotting the six response
curves all together, the response for 250 Hz,
1 kHz and 4 kHz are shown on the left half of
the diagram and the response for 500 Hz, 2 kHz
and 8 kHz are shown on the righthand half of
the diagram. Of course each response curve
would continue as a mirror image of the oppo
site half of the circle.
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In certain situations it is better to have a microphone with a super-cardioid characteristic having
a directivity index of 4 and even more so with
microphones having a cone type characteristic
such as the Sennheiser gun microphone MKH
805. The MKH 805 has a directivity index in the
middle frequencies of approximately 6 and the
index increases from 3 at low frequencies to 11
at high frequencies.
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The purpose of a directional microphone is to
suppress unwanted sounds . The measure of the
power of a microphone in this regard is the socalled directivity factor of the microphone
which can be calculated from the directional
characteristics. The directivity factor indicates
how much greater the total power input of the
room sound would be if a microphone with the
same axial sensitivity had an omnidirectional
characteristic. For an ideal cardioid microphone
the directivity index would have a value of 3.
This means in practice because the directivity
index is related to acoustic power, and the
acoustic power decreases as the square of the
speaking distance, you can increase the speaking distance by a factor f3 (= 1,73 times)
compared with an omni directional microphone
of the same sensitivity . If an omnidirectional
microphone and a cardioid microphone are
placed in the same room and arranged so that
the omnidirectional microphone is 1 m and the
cardioid microphone is 1,73 m from the speaker .
the percentage of room "acoustic sound" will be
the same for the two microphones. Obviously if
the two microphones were at the same speaking
distance the cardioid microphone would give a
more "intimate sound" than the omnidirectional
microphone.

7. Source Resistance, Electrical Impedance
Every microphone has, as a source of electrical
currents, an internal resistance and electrical
impedance known as its source impedance. It is
quoted in ohms usually at a frequency of 1,000
Hz. It is important to know the value of this
source impedance so that the microphone can
be optimally matched to the impedance of the
following amplifier. With dynamic microphones
(moving coil microphones) this source impedance is frequently 200 Q. To connect such a
low impedance microphone to a high impedance
amplifier one should use a step-up transformer.
The effective internal resi stance of the microphone is increased by the square of the turns
ratio of the transformer. For example if the
transformer turns ratio is 1 to 20, the internal
resistance of the microphone of 200 Q would be
increased to a value of 200 Q x 400 = 80,000 Q.
In this case it would be advisable for the input
impedance of the amplifier to be above this
value (80,000 Q) otherwise a transformer with a
smaller tUrns ratio would be required. Suitable
transformers are available from Sennheiser in
various values. Some of the dynamic microphones
have built-in transformers for direct connection
to high impedance amplifiers. These microphones
also have an alternative low impedance output
direct from the moving coil (see paragraph 10).

8. Minimum Load Resistance
Sometimes microphones have a quoted nominal
impedance . This nominal impedance (nominal
terminating impedance) of a microphone is the
value of the electrical resistance into which the
microphone is designed to work , i. e . "a 200 Q"
microphone is intended to work into an impedance of 200 Q. For microphones with a built-in
amplifier e. g. the Sennheiser condenser microphone s, it is most important that the minimum
load resistance values quoted in the data sheets
are observed otherwise distortion will result,
since the source impedance of these microphones is considerably lower than their nominal
impedance.
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9. Overload Levels
Dynamic microphones can withstand such high
sound pressure levels that it is hardly necessary
to quote an overload level. It is different with
condenser microphones since excessively high
sound levels can cause distortion in the amplifying circuits .

10. Balanced and Unbalanced Microphones
Microphones can be connected to amplifiers
and tape recorders with either balanced or unbalanced connections . In the balanced connection both signal leads are isolated from ground .
The two wires from the microphone could therefore be interchanged without affecting the signal.
This would , however, reverse the "phase" of the
microphone and where microphones are being
used in pairs for stereo recording or a "multimike" situation , the phase of the microphone is
important. DIN 45594 is the European standard
for the phasing of microphones.
For unbalanced connections only single core
shielded cable would be required since the
cable shield acts as the second conductor for
microphone signals. However, even for unbalanced connections it is better to use a two
core shielded cable with the second inner core
of the cable acting as the ground return for the
microphone so that hum currents are not induced in this lead. The advantage of balanced
connections is, amongst other things, that when
long cable runs are used and with on Iy moderate
shielding of the cable, interference signals induced in the cable such as hum and switching
clicks will cancel in the input transformer of the
following amplifier. The balanced connection is
almost always used in studio installations where
long cable runs are typical.
The danger of interference in unbalanced circuits using relatively short cables with effective
shielding , is not too serious and is often used by
amateurs because of its simplicity and because
most low priced amplifiers and tape recorders
have unbalanced input circuits .
High impedance outputs from microphones are
always unbalanced, and the high impedance
input of amplifiers are also always unbalanced.
However, very good shielding is required and
only short cables can be used .
In the following data sheets on our microphones
you will see the following codes used: N, H L,
HLM , LM or -2 .
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The suffix N indicates that the microphone is
fitted with a cable connector to the DIN standard 41 524 and is connected according to the
DIN standard 45594 for low impedance balanced
connection to pins 1 and 3. Such microphones
can be connected with up to 200 m of two core
shielded cable without the addition of a step-up
transformer, to tape recorders or amplifiers with
low impedance inputs. For high impedance inputs it is essential to use a step-up transformer
at the amplifier end of the cable. On pages 74
and 75 you can see further details of cable
transformers.

Wiring Diagram N

The suffix HL added to the type number of a
Sennheiser microphone indicates that this microphone has a built-in transformer and that both
high and low impedance outputs are available at
the cable connector wired according to DIN
45594 . It is because of the built-in transformer
that the HL type microphone costs a little extra.
HL type microphones can be connected directly
to all vacuum tube operated tape recorders and
amplifiers having a high impedance input but with
a maximum cable length of 2 m. An HL type microphone will also connect directly to a low impedance amplifier input and with relatively long
cables . Where a long cable is required to an
amplifier or tape recorder having a high impedance input , a step-up transformer must be
used such as type TM 514 HL which has only a
short connection between the transformer and
the amplifier input and will not affect the sound
quality.
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The suffix HLM which is applied to our microphone MD 411 HLM indicates a triple impedance
facility. Such a microphone has the high and low
impedance facilities of an HL microphone and
also a medium impedance output. The microphone connector is wired according to DIN
45594 as shown in the diagram opposite . The
medium impedance output is particularly suitable for transistorized tape recorders and amplifiers. The circuit diagram HLM shows that the
switching from HL to M is effected by an internal
switch. The HLM facility is universal. It enables
connection of the microphone to any type of
amplifier or tape recorder.

Wiring
Diagram HL

Microphones wired as per diagram LM do not
have this connective capacity. Basically, they are
microphones with an M switch which means that
they are designed for medium impedance transistorized recorders. However, the bridge between
contacts 1 and 3 makes it possible to use them
for low impedance unbalanced inputs (as per
diagram L, connections 3 and 2).
The suffix -2 indicates a microphone with a
balanced output and fitted with a large tuchel
connector T 3079/ 2 wired according to DIN
standard 41624. There is no acoustical difference between this and other parallel types
mentioned below.

M

Wiring
D iagram HLM

The suffix -U indicates a low impedance microphone with a balanced output and fitted with a
XLR-type three prong male connector.
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The following mode of connection is advised:
For equipment with high impedance inputs,
use, if possible, low impedance microphones
with step-up transformers . One is then free to use
any desired length of microphone cable. If you
need only 2 m of microphone cable , an HL or
HLM microphone will be more economical since
it can be connected directly without a cable
transformer. For transistorized equipment the
medium impedance M connection is the simplest
possibility. In general the high sensitivity of
Sennheiser microphones enables the low impedance version to be connected directly to
transistorized amplifiers and tape recorders .
Long cables may be used in this connection .

Wiring
Diagram LM

Wiring Diag ram -2
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11. Noise Voltage. Equivalent Noise.
Signal to Noise Ratio

If you bring a microphone into a completely
noise free room and connect it to a very good
amplifier, you will notice a hiss or rustling sound
which originates from the microphone. In dynamic microphones this noise is caused by the
thermal agitation of electrons in the resistance
of the moving coil of the microphone. In con denser microphones this noise derives from
several sources .
The noise output of a microphone can be mea sured with a voltmeter and a weighting network
to the DIN standard 45405. The weighting net·
work is an equalizer which has a frequency
response which s imulates the response of the
human ear to attenuate sounds and enables the
measuring instrument to give an indication of
the subjective effect of the noise. The DIN
standard requires the use of a peak reading
measuring instrument to follow the weighting
network.
From the noise voltage and the sensitivity of the
microphone the equivalent noise output can be
derived in which 2 x 10 - 4 ubar is used as a
reference lev e l. 2 x 10 - 4 ~lbar
represents in
practice the threshold of hearing of the human
ear at 1,000 Hz. With the help of the equivalent
noise figure it is possible to compare the nois e
properties of various microphones with one another and as a matter of fact, independently of
the sens itivity of these microphones.
If the equivalent noise of a microphone is 24 dB
and that of another microphone 28 dB, one
could say that the first microphone can successfully record sounds which are 4 dB quieter than
the second and furthermore, that the noise output of the microphone corresponds to an
acoustic noise with a level of 24 or 28 dB above
the threshold of hearing.
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Unfortunately, the measurement of noise voltages ~nd
consequently of equivalent noise, is
not uniformly handled. Other weighting networks
as opposed to the German standard are used
by C?ther manufacturers and instead of peak
reading measurements, the RMS value is used.
The DIN standard 45591 stipulates that the
noise voltage with a noise measurement system
according to DIN 45405 should be used. Sennheiser microphones are calibrated according to
this standard and this should be borne in mind
when making compar isons with other types of
microphones.
Now according to new international standards
the idea of loudness should only be used for
subjective comparisons with a 1,000 Hz tone .
There is such a discrepancy between existing
measuring instruments and the subjective values
that this concept can no longer be used. For this
reason the concept of equivalent noise volume
will eventually be deleted. Thus there will may be
no recognition for the concept of equivalent
noise voltage. In order to overcome these diffi·
culties in this volume of Micro-Revue for the
first time, in addition to the equivalent noise
figure, a signal to noise ratio is quoted . This
signal to noise ratio re lates to a standard sound
pressure level of 1 N/ m2 = 10 flbar. This sound
pressure represents the peak sound level of
normal speech at a speaking distance of 30 cm
and also represents a typical sound level in a
musical performance . One can therefore say
that the signal to noise ratio is comparable with
a practical situation and can be compared with
the signal to noise ratio of tape recorders, ampli·
fiers, etc. A conversion to the old equivalent noise
concept is quite simple when it is known that
1 N/ m2 is equivalent to a sound level of 94 dB .
From this 94 dB the signal to noise ratio fi g ure
is subtracted to arrive at the equivalent noise
figure. If for ex ample the signal to noise ratio is
60 dB the equivalent noise figure would be
34 dB.
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The majority of broadcast stations in Germany and
throughout the world are using studio equipment
made by Sennheiser Electronic. During the past
25 years Sennheiser microphones in particular
proved to be a reliable aid to the radio , television

1

A pop group using the MD 421 .

2

The MK 12 condenser microphone worn
on the lapel is , due to its minute size,
hardly noticeab le . The SK 1007 tr ansmi tter
is carr ied inside the coat pocket.

3

The MD 214 N Lavali er microphone shockmounted to eliminate contact noises, is
widely used because o f its superior frequency response .

4

The outstanding quality of the MD 421
makes it th e most popular microphone
among p rofessional ent ertainers.

5

The HD 414, already famous for its superb
frequency response, became even more
widely known after i t received a price
winning award for its industrial de~ign
from the G erman Government. It is shown
here during a television newscast.

6

The omnidirectional microphone MD 21 is
o ften used in studios fo r interviewing pu rposes . But also so loi sts can be seen on
TV using this "work-horse" most fre quently.

7

Throughout Europe the MD 421 has become the standard microphone in the
television and broadcast indu stries .

8

This picture you will hardly ever see on
TV . Becau se of the extremely directional
pattern of th e MKH 805 and 815 condenser "shot gun" microphones, th ey are
used on a boom . These microphones pick
up the sound at a large distance, thus
enabling the cameraman to tak e his pi cture without showing the mic rophon e.

9

In the center of the Sennheiser products
is the HD 414 stereo headset of which
more than 150,000 units have been so ld
during the past two years .

and motion picture industries . Sennheiser products
have made many friends - not only in the studio but
also in the home . Our cover shows a few photographs
of TV shows in which Sennheiser products are being
used i. e.:
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Product Group 1
Dynamic Microphones

Studio Microphone MD 21
The dynamic studio microphone MD 21 is one of the
most successful produced by Sennheiser. In the last
15 years over 270,000 of these models have been
manufactured, with a significant proportion of these
being used in radio and television studios throughout
the world.
This microphone has become an international standard for quality and reliability in dynamic microphones. How has this come about? The German
Broadcasting netwo(ks were in need of a reliable
high quality microphone for general purpose use .
The MD 21 was developed to meet this need . The
rugged die-cast casing will withstand heavy treatment but the smooth frequency response meets the
stringent requirements of broadcasting authorities.
In particular, the 5 dB lift in response between 2,000
and 15,000 cycles, gives the added presence re··
quired by the networks. Being an omnidirectional
pressure-operated microphone the MD 21 is relatively
insensitive to wind noise and is most suitable for
exterior use. For outdoor environments a windshield
is available as an accessory, Type MZW 22.

MD 21 Types
MD 21 N The standard low impedance type , wired
as diagram N (pages 12 and 13) . Balanced output.
MO 21 HL Dual impedance type , wired as diagram
HL (pages 12 and 13).
MD 21-2 Low impedance, balanced output, fitted
with large Tuchel connector, type T 3079/2.

Ph ot o· H . E. Muller
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M arie Louise dutlng a broadcast
for' Ihe N orddeut sche Rundfunk

Technical Data

Rudi Carrell dU rin g one of his TV shows .
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MD 21 N
AcousticDI mode o f operation
Frequency range
Tolerance limits

Sen sitivity at 1,000 Hz
Output le vel ref . 1 mW/IO dynes/em '
EJA rating
Impedance

MD 21 ·2

MD 21 HL

Pre ssu re sensi ti ve transducer

Pre ss ure sen siti ve tr ansducer

Pressure se nsitive tran sd ucer

40 - 18,000 Hz

40 - 18,000 Hz

40 - 18 ,000 H z

± 3 dB

± 3 dB

± 3 dB

o f reference curve from

0 1 reference curve from
50 Hz 10 15,000 Hz

of reference curve from

50 Hz 10 15,000 Hz
0 .2 mVl, lbar
± 3 dB
- 53 dbm
- 145.8 db
200 ohm

0 .2 mV/pba r

±3

dB
- 53 db m
- 145 ,8 db
200 ohm

50 Hz 10 15,000 Hz
2.5 mV/ pbar, 2 .0 mV/"bar

± 3 dB
- 53 dbm and - 54 dbm
- 145 ,8 db and - 150 db
30 ,000 ohm
200 ohm

Directional cha racteris ti cs
Connector
Pi n connections

omnidIrectional

omnidirec ti onal

omn idir ectional

T 3260

T 3260

Cable connectors
Stray magnetic field int erference
Dimensions

T 3261
:;.; 100 I'VISO mG
120 x45x46 mm
10 oz .

T 307912
1 + 2 : si gnal
3 &. case: gro und
T 308012

Weight

1 + 3: signal
2 &. case : ground

:!!; 100 ,.V/50 mG
120 x 46 x 46 mm
10 oz .

H : 1 + 2: case : ground
L: 2 + 3: ca se: g round
T 3261
~
100 "VISO mG

120 x 46 )( 46 mm
10 oz .

We reservE! the light Iv a lte r the specifications espe ciall y wi t h rega rd s to techn ical i mproveme nt s.
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Studio Cardioid Microphone
MD 421

Probably the most famous of all Sennheiser micro phones. So popular with Radio and Television users
that Sennheiser were able to go into mass production and bring this superb studio microphone within
the price range of the serious amateur.
To date more than 100,000 of these microphones
have been supplied throughout the world. The outstanding quality and cardioid characteristic have
made this microphone very popular in many radio
and television studios. Almost every European radio
and television station uses this microphone.
The individual frequency response chart that comes
with every microphone will look like the solid curve
on the opposite page . The dotted lines show the
narrow tolerance limits allowed on a production
microphone .
From 2,000 Hz to 17,000 Hz there is a smooth 5 dB
increase in the response curve to add presence to
the recording.
The cardioid directional characteristic is the other
feature that allows natural sound record ings to be
made in difficult situations such as small rooms with
bad acoustics. Average front to back ratio of 18 dB .
Suited for sound reinforcement installations - pop
groups and all situations where a microphone has to
be used near a loudspeaker. In such situations the
variable bass atlenuator will allow maximum clarity
and presence particularly when the MD 421 is used
close to the mouth.

MD 421 types
MD 421 N is the low impedance version, wired according to diagram N (pages 12 and 13). It is fitted
with a standard Tuchel connector T 3260.
MD 421 HL is the dual impedance version , wired
according to diagram HL (pages 12 and 13). Connector as for MD 421 N .
MD 421-2 is low impedance as the MD 421 N but is
fitted with the large Tuchel connector T 3079/2.
MD 421-U is low impedance as the MD 421 N but is
fitted with XLR-type three prong male connector.
Models MD 421 Nand MD 421 HL only are fitted
with a variable bass attenuator. The attenuator is
marked : M (music)
flat response, S (speech)
max . bass cut .

=

=

Added to the MD 421 range are the MD 421 HL
de luxe and MD 421 N de luxe. These microphones
are finished in black and gold consequently are
naturally preferred by musicians for stage work and
festive occasions .

Well known Teldec·S lar Paola
during a recording session with a MO 421
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Technical Data
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Every MD 42 1 is supp li ed wi th it s own facto ry freq uency re spo nse curve .

MD 421 N
Acoust ica l mode of o peration
Freq uen cy range
Tolera nce lim its
Sensitivity ( 1 kHz:)
Output level ref. 1 mW/ l 0 dyne s/c m' .
EIA rating

Impedan ce (1 kHz)
Directional ch aracteris ti cs
Front to back ralio
Bass attenuatar
O utput p l ug
C able connectors
Connections

MD 421-2

Pr essure grad ient
30 - 17,000 Hz
See fre que ncy respo nse
Curve above
0.2 mVfJ.lbar
± 3 dB
- 53 dbm
- 145 .8 db
200 Q
Cardio id

18 dB - 2 d B
Yes

T 3260
T 3261/1
1 + 3 : signa l
2 & case : ground
C)pprox . 5

,IV150

Pressu re gradi ent

Press ure gradient

30 - 17,000 Hz

30 - 17 ,000 Hz

Seo fre quency re sponse
curv e above

See frequen cy respo nse
curve above

0.2 mV/, lbar
± 3 dB
- 53 dbm
- 145.8 db
200 Q

0 ,2 mV/ ,aba r & 2.0 mV/pbar
± 3 dB
- 53 dbm and - 54 dbm
- 145 .8 db and - ISO db
200 Q &
24 kQ

Cardioid
18 dB - 2dB
No
T 307912
T 3080/2
1 + 2 : sig nal
3 & case : gro und

Cardioid

mG

Sens i ti v ity t o magnetic fields
Dimensio n s

1n)( 48)( 46 mm

Weigh!

14

MD 421 HL

oz.

approx . 5 J.lV/50 mG

177 )( 48 x 46 mm
14 oz.

18dB- 2 dB
Yes

T 3260
T 3261 11
1 + 2 high Q
2 + 3 Low Q
ca se : ground
appro)(. 5 J.l V150 m G
1n )( 48

x 46 mm

14 oz.

We reserve th e right to a ller the specific ations especially with regards to Icdlnical improvements .
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Super Cardioid Dynamic
Microphone MD 411 HLM

Although the MD 411 HLM microphone is very
simi lar in appearance to th at of the MD 421 , it wa s
specif ic ally designed for th e ama teur recordist and
costs less than half the price of the MD 421. Naturally some of the features in the MD 421 had to
be omitted. Th e cable is connected permanantly to
the microphone , and the compensating coil for
magnetic leakage fields has b een omitted . There is
also no bass attenuator,
H owe ver, from the home recordist 's point of view,
the MD 411 has some advan t ages over it s big
brother. The amateur does not normally have the
advantage of an acous tically treated studio for his
recordings and th erefo re requires a microphone with
superior directional properties to remove the unpleasant effects of room echoes. Th e MD 411 has
been designed with thi s situation in mind.
Th e response at the sides of a true cardio id microphone such as th e MD 421 is reduced only slight ly
compared with the response on th e axis, Th e
MD 41 '1 however, is a super-cardio id whose response
is greatly attenuated at the sides of th e microphone .
A glance at the polar diagram on page 21 shows
cl early th e superb d irectiona l properties of the
MD 411 HLM at all frequencies.
Stereo recordings are outstanding made with a pai r
of MD 411 s because of the accuracy of the directional characteristics ove r the whole audio spectrum,
The frequency response is cons istent from one
microphone to the next , and even in thi s economical
de sign , the response is controlled to meet the HiF i
standard DIN 45500,
The built-in triple impedance tran sformer enables
the MD 411 HLM to be connected d i rectly to any
tape record e r, High impedance (H) = 25 ,000 ohms
for tube recorders; Medium impedance (M) = 800
ohms for transistorized rec orders; Low imp eda nc e.
(L)
200 o hms for recorders of either type , fitted
with 10V'! impedan ce input circui try .

=

A selector swi tch on the underside of the microphone gives a choice of high and low impedance or
medium impedance connection, as shown on the
diagram on page 13.
The MD 411 HLM comes comp lete with its table
stand-floor stand-adaptor and zip -up cushioned case.

Th e super -cardioid micro phone MO 4\ 1 HLM
bei ng usod (o r comment ary rec o rding
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MO 411 HLM
Acous t ic mod e of ope rat i on
Direc t iona l cha rac teristic
Side attenu at ion at 120
Directivity index
Frequency range
Tolerance l im it s

Se nsi t ivi ty at 1 kH z
Ou tp ut l ev e l ref. 1 mWIIO dynes/em'
EIA rating
Impedance

Pre

~S U(El
gra d ient
Supe r·ca rdioid

: 20 dB - 2 dB
' 3.5 - 0.2
50 H z to 12,000 Hz
to HiFi s tandard DIN 45500
M
0.25 mV/ I,bar

H
1.25 mV/ )L ba r

- 57.1dbm
- 150 db
.! 15
800

- 58 .1 db m
- 154 db
25 kQ ± 20 'I.

0.12 mV/" bar
- 57.5 dbm
- 150 db
200 Q .i. 20 %

1&2

2&3

%

P in connections : case to screen
Swi tch 10 "M"
Switch to "HL"
Oulput plug
Cab le socket req uired
D im ensions
Weighl
We ight of sland

1& 2
Mas 30 (C o ntinent al 3 pin)
Mak 30 S (Co ntin enta l 3 pin)

140x38 x38m m
8 ozs .
2 ozs .

We reserve the righl 10 al ter the spec ificat i o ns esp ecially with regards to te chnical improvements.
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Super Cardioid Dynamic
Microphone MD 402 LM

A high quality but medium priced microphone to meet
the needs of the recording novice was long overdue .
The MD 402 from Sennheiser electronic fills this gap
without sacrificing the well known Sennheiser quality .
Special care has been taken to design a microphone
for the widest possible range of users.
The steel body of the MD 402 is insensitive against
shocks and drops. It contains a high quality and
acoustically sen sitive dynamic system capable of
fulfilling all the wishes of the demanding amateur.
The wide frequency range together with the super
cardioid characteristics ensure best results even in
noisy or reverberant surroundings . The " built-inwindscreen" not only protects the sensitive capsule
but also suppresses the annoying pop and windnoises
when used closely. This special feature ensures good
quality recordings even for the unexperienced .
The MD 402 LM is connected in the medium impedance configuration (see pages 12 and 13) so that
it can be used directly with about 90 % of all taperecorders at present on the market . If only a high
impedance microphone input is available the
TS 514 M transformer-adapter must be used which
is fitted a 5 meter long extension cable . A detailed
description of this adapter can be found in the accessory program on page 53 . The standard 1.5 meter
connecting cable provided uses a three prong male
connecto r as per DIN 41 524 .

Baby' s talk is go ing to be rec ord ed for th e fami ly 's archiv es
w;th the MD 402 LM .
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MD 402 LM
Aco us ti c mode of ope ralion
Freq uen cy ran ge
Tolerance lim it s
Oir

ec

tion

tI ~

chara cteristic s

A tte nuation a t 120 :

Di rectiv ity index
Sens itivity al 1 kHz

Impedan ce

Load
P in connections
Connectors
Cable socke t required

Di me nsions

Weight
Length of cable

pressure gradien t

80 . .. 12 .500 Hz
see graph
supe r cardioid

20 dB - 2 dB
3.5 - 0.2
0 .23 mV/"bar :: 3 d B
750 Q
4 kQ

I -= 3 __ co il
2 ~ gro un d
DIN 41 524, Mas 30
D IN 41 524, Mak 30 S
21 mm 11 x 145 m m
appro r. 185 grams with cab la
1.5 meier

We re se rve the right to alter the spe ci ficat ions e special ly with regards to te chn ical improve ments .
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Studio Microphone MD 211 N

Perhaps one of the finest moving coil microphone in
the world. The frequency response shown below can
be seen to be so smooth and so wide in range that the
MD 211 N might almost be considered to be a
condenser microphone. Its small size and elegant
design have made it equally as popular with orche!'ltral recording engineers as with pop groups .
The test certificate and frequency response curve
issued with every MD 211 N bears testimony to the
fact, that no microphone leaves the factory having a
deviation of more than 2.5 dB from the nominal response from 40 to 20,000 cycles per second. The
extended low frequency response enables the recording of organ pedal notes with thrilling realism,
while the smooth response over the treble range
gives a natural quality seldom heard with a moving
coil microphone. Not only does this microphone
have an outstanding frequency response, it is rugged
and suitable for exterior use.

A windshield, Type MZW 201 , is available.
The MD 211 N has a low impedance balanced output, wired according to diagram N page 12.
For use with tape recorders with high impedance
inputs use step-up cable transformer TM 513 N.
This microphone is also available with Cannon XLR
connector, the model number is MD 211 U.
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Technical Data

MD 211 N

Aco usti cal mo de of ope ration
Frequ onc y range
To leran ce limit s

40 - 20.000 Hz
± 2.5 dB from reference curve

Pre ss ure sensitive transducer

EIA rati ng
Impedan c e a t 1 1000 Hz

(above) (,om 40 10 20.000 Hz
0.13 mV/llba, ± 2.5 dB
- 56.8 dbm
- 149.3 db
:> 200 ohms

Directional charac teristic

Omnidiroctional

Sensi ti vity at 1!OOO Hz .
Output l eve l ref . 1 mW/ l0 dynes/em)

Connector

T 3260

Pin connections

T 3260
XLR

Cab le connecto r
Leakage magnohc fi eld se nsi ti vity
Dim ensio ns
We ig hl
'1Ve re se rve the right to alter th e spec ifi cations especially with regards to techni ca l improvement s
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1 JOO

lOO1X>

Every MD 211 is supplied with an individually plolted frequency response curve.

0' X LR
= 1 + 3 . s igna l,

=2

2 & case . ground

+ 3 : signal , t : ground

T 326111
40 IIVI50 mG
Di ame te r 22 mm , length 120 mm

5 oz .

(/.

Goose Neck Directional
Microphone MD 408 N

Frequently there is a requirement for a microphone
to be mounted on a flexible goose neck . This usually
means paying for a microphone and a goose neck in
addition. Not in this case.
The MD 408 N is a super cardioid microphone builton-to a goose neck stand, complete with a silent operating on-off switch. The result is an elegant but
unobtrusive design which looks well in architectural
installations for sound reinforcement applications
and, mounted on a floor stand, provides a high class
microphone for use on stage. In both situat ions the
directional pattern of this inexpensive microphone
provides a superior result, which will be of great
advantage for the recording Amateur as well.
The advantages of the directional pattern of the
MD 408 N are increased by the extremely smooth
frequency response - extending to 14,000 Hz which greatly reduces the usual tendency to acoustical feedback or "howl round ".
The MD 408 N is wired according to diagram N on
page 12.
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Technical Data
Acoustical mode of operation .
Frequ ency ra nge
Toler8lnce limit s
Sensitivity at 1,000 Hz .
Output level ref. 1 mW/10 dynes/eml
EIA rat i ng .

Impedance at 1,000 Hz .

MD 40B N
Pressure gradient transducer

60 - 14.000 Hz

± 3 dB from the reference curve abovo
0.13 mV
I ~ba,
± 3 dB
- 56.8 db
- 149.3 db
200 ohms nominal
Super *cardi oid

Direct iona l characteristic

Pin connections

.; 15 dB - 3 dB
T 3260
1 + 3 : sig nal (bala nc ed )

Cable connecto r

2 & case: g rou nd
T 3261 / 1

So und recluc Uon at 150

0

to axis above 1,000 Hz

Connector

Dimensions
Weight

Head 40 mm diameter
Length o f stem 300 mm
10 oz s. approx

We reserve the righ t to alter the specifications especially with regards to techn i cal imp rov ements.
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Lavalier Microphone
MD 214 N

This is a very special microphone with a number of
unique features. A considerable research program
was undertaken to determine the best way to achieve
the natural response of the human voice when a
microphone is worn against the chest. If a micro phone with a flat frequency response is used in this
position , the resonance of the chest and the interference of clothing combined produce a tubby and
unnatural sound. It was found that the most natural
voice quality was achieved when a microphone with
a flat response was equalized to have a response
with a dip at 700 cycles in order to reduce the effect
of the chest resonance, and a 5 dB peak between
3,000 and 10,000 cycles, to overcome the masking
effect of clothing . To achieve this, Sennheiser uses
the capsule of the MD 211 N microphone in conjunction with an electrical equalizer .
A further problem with Lavalier microphones is the
interference of rustle - caused by rubbing of the
housing and cable against clothes. To reduce this
effect the capsule of the MD 214 N is springmounted
inside the case . The rectangular section of this case
has the additionell advantage that the microphone is
less inclined to roll from one side to the other on the
wearer 's chest. The MD 214 N is a pressure operated
moving-coil microphone and has therefore an omnidirectional characteristic. A feature which will be
appreciated by service departments is that in case
the microphone cable is damaged it can be changed
quickly and easily by removing the screw link at the
base of the microphone.

MD 214 Types
MD 214 N has a balanced low impedance output,
wiring as diagram N (page 12 and 13).
MD 214-1 • has the same impedance as MD 214 N
but is fitted with a 6 pin T uchel connector for use
with the Sennheiser Mikroport radio microphone.
MD 214 CM has the same impedance and is fitted
with Cannon XLR male connector.
MD 214 CM same as above, but with Cannon XLR
female connector.
~

Tech nica l Dat a page 72

Th e MD 214 d uri ng a broa dcast fo r thr Nordd eut sche Run d lunk

Ph o to: H . E. Muller
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Technical Data

Teldec-$ta r Manu e la with the
La va/i er mic ropho ne MD 214 N
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Up per curve : Frequ ency response used as a lava lier microphone
L ower curve: Frequency response in a f ree soundfield on axi s
Every MD 214 is supp lie d with an in di vi dual ly p lott ed freq uen cy resp o nse curve .

MD 214 N

Acousticill mode o f operation
F requen cy range

fol erance limits
Sens iti vi ty al 1,000 Hz
Oili put lev e l ref. 1 mW/'O dynes/ cm 1
EJA rating

Impedance at 1,000 Hz
Dire ctio na l charac teri sti c
Connect or
Pin con nect ion s
Cable connector
Magne tic fi eld se nsi ti vity
Dimensions

Weighl

Pre ssu re sensitive tran sducer
60 10 15.000 Hz
± 2 .5 d B from the special respo nse
curve (sho wn ab ov e)
0.10 mV/ ,.bar ± 2.5 d B
- 59 db m
- 151.8 db
_ 200 ohms
O mnidirec ti ona l
T 3260 or X LR
r 3260 = 1 + 3; si gnal , 2 & case : g roun d
XLR = 2 + 3 ; s i gna l, 1: g rou nd
T 326 1/ 1
8 ,.ViSO mG
75 x 28 x 28 mm
5 oz . without c abl"!
11 oz . app rox w i th c able

We reserve the rig ht to alte r th e speci fica ti o ns especially w i th regards 10 technical improvem en ts.
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Microphones for Musicians

The studio dynamic cardioid microphone type
MD 421 as described on pages 14 and 15 has been
used successfully by professional musicians for
many years , both for live stage work and recording
purposes.
The popularity of this microphone increased in
stage application with the advent of the black and
gold version MD 421 de luxe. As an all purpose
music microphone the MD 421 series is excellent,
however, it became obvious , particularly with the
increasing demand on the beat scene for a good
vocalist microphone, that Sennheiser electronic
should produce su ch a unit. This in mind design laboratory developed the MD 409 N and the MD 415 N.
The MD 409 N dynamic microphone was designed
for stand mounting to be used by instrum e ntalists
who are unable to hold microphones , yet the properties of the microphone will allow the user to
come within close proximity without distortion or exaggerating the bass response. The anti feedback
properties built into the capsule allow the microphone
to be used within a few feet of the loudspeaker without experiencing any "howl round ". The MD 409 is
fitted with a silent operating ON/OFF switch. The bass
response in the MD 409 and MD 415 has been
specially calibrated to avoid any bass overload
when a vocalist is operating with in a few inches of
the diaphragm .
The MD 415 N has been especially designed for the
vocalist. With all the acoustical features of the
MD 409 N the MD 415 can be quickly released from
a floor stand providing the MZA 415 microphone
adaptor is used . An anti popping shield is built over
the diaphragm for close work and the microphone
case is turned in brass for ruggedness. Both the
MD 415 and the MD 409 are finished in black and
gold. The output of both microphones is balanced
and wired to the N standard (page 12) and can be
used with long cables.

MD 415 N
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MD 409 N

Technical Data
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Po la r diag ra m MO 415 N

MD 409 N
A c oust ical mode of operation
Frequency rangs
Directional characteristic
Attenuation at 145 0 at 1,000 Hz
Sensitivity at 1,000 Hz .
Impedance at 1,000 Hz .
Output socket
Cilble connector
Pin connoctions
Dimen s ions
Weight

Pressure gradient transducer
50  15,000 Hz
Supercardioid
~
14 dB
0.18 mV/pbar

200 ohms
T 3260
T 326111
1 + 3 : signal
2 + case : ground
55 mm x 35 mm x 195 mm

12 oz .
MD 415 N

Acoustic al mode of operation
Frequency range
Directional chara c teristi c
Attenuation at 1,000 Hz
Sensitivity at 1,000 Hz .
Impeda nce at t,OOO Hz .
Output socket .
Cable connector
Pin con nections
Dimensions
Weight

Pressure gradient transducer
60  15,000 Hz
SupercardioI d

:c

18 dB

0.12 mV/~b.,

:!: 3 dB

300 ohms
T 3260

T 3261/1
1 + 3: signal
2 + case : ground
35 mm (J), 140 mm length

11 oz .

We reserve the right to a lter the spec i fications especially with regards to techni ca l improvements.
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Noise Cancelling Microphone
MD 4-2 and Anti-Feedback
Microphone MD 420-2
Close talking microphones are necessary in many
situations today - railway stations, noisy factorie s,
sport stadiums , airport c oncourses , touring coaches ,
etc. A close talking microphone operates by
having both sides of its diaphragm exposed to
the sound waves . It is therefore insensiti ve to distant
sounds , since their sound waves reach both sides of
the diaphragm s imultaneously and largely cancel
out. In use the mi c rophone is held clo se to the
speaker's mouth , so th at more sound energy reaches
the front of the diaphragm than the rear. Cancellation
of the wanted sound is therefore avoided.
The MD 4 is a close t alking microphone , designed
to be held to one side of the mouth. The fidelity of
response at high frequencies - vital for c larity in
public address systems - is ensured by the acoustic
duct in front of the diaphragm. Since this microphone has a figure eight response to distant
sounds, it can be rotated to reduce further interference with a particularly di sturbing noise . The
MD 4-2T is an alternative version with a built-in
on-off switch. The MD 420 is also a close talking
microphone designed to be used in front of the
mouth, but does not require to be quite as close to
the mouth as the MD 4. The principle of operation
is similar, but the MD 420 is designed to have a
super-cardioid characteristic. Since it is used further
from the mouth, a more natural voice reproduction
is achieved .

No;, c Co n ccli; ng M;cropho nc MD 4-2

The natural sound quality and the outstanding anti
feedback features of the MD 420 are ideal advantages
to use this microphone with beat groups and on stage
for public address.
Both microphones are available without switch as
model numbers MD 4-2 and MD 420-2. If the microphones are equipped with switch a T is added to the
type number. A shorter version MD 420-9 is al so
available for mounting on a gooseneck .
All models are wired according to diagram -2 (see
page 13).

Technical Data
Acoust i ca l mod e of o perat ion .
Frequency ra nge
F req ue nc y re spo nse
SenS ItivIt y at 1,000 Hz .
Output level re f. 1 mWI10 dyne s/e m' .
EIA rat ing
Impeda nce at 1,000 H z .
Directional cha ra cteris tic
Att enu ation al 1,000 Hz
Sw itch
Output socke t
P in con nec ti on s

An h·F cedback M;crophone MD 420 -2

MD 4-2
MD 4-2T

MD 420-2
MD 420-2T

Pressu re gradient
t rans duc er
50- 10,000 Hz
S ps ci al for cl ose
spe ak lng
0 .16 mV/pb ar approx .
- 55 db m
- 147.5 db
200 Q

Pre ssure gradie nt
transd uce r
200 - 10 ,000 Hz
S pec ial for close
spea king
018 mV/pba r app ro)(.
- 54 db m
- 146.5 db
200 Q

Fi gure of

a cardioid

at high frequencies
at 90 0 ", 20 d B
on Iype MD 4- 2T

T 307912
1
3

+ 2 : sig na l
+ case: ground

Cab le c onnector
Dimen sio ns.

T 308012

We;ghl

13 oz.

H ea d 60 mm rJ>
Length 180 mm

Sup er ca rd ioid

a l 120 ' -. 18 dB - 3 dB
on Iyp e MD 420 -2T
T 307912
1 + 2: SI gnal
3 + case: g roun d
T 308012
35 mm
130 mm
4 oz .

We res erve the rig ht to alt er the speciiicatio ns especia lly with regard s to technic al irnpmvemenis
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78 mm

MD 420-9

Probe Measuring Microphone
MD 321 N

This new probe microphone is designed prim arily
for industrial acoustic measurements. As the curves
testify it has an unu sually smooth frequency response.
The dotted lin es on the frequency re sponse curve
show the limits of production tolerance of plus or
minus 2.5 dB.
The MD 321 N is intended for use in trouble shooting
and noise suppression of machinery since the probe
can be inserted into inacessible corners to pick up ,
e. g., the soun d of a defective bearing or a noisy gear
wheel.
For acoustic meas urements the small size of the
prob e permits me asurements to b e made without
disturbanc e of the so und field.

./

The probe tube is detachable and can be rep lace d
easily and qui ckly in case of accident or damage .
An import ant feature is that this probe has especially
been desig ned to be used in high temperature environment s e. g . for measurements of so und le ve ls in
hot ex hau st gases.
The MD 321 N is wired according to diagram N on
page 12. Bala nced output.
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Technical Data

MD 321 N

Acou stical mode of operation .

Pre ssure sensitiv e transducer

Frequency range
Tolerance limits
SensitiVIty at 1,000 H z
Outp ut le ve l ref. 1 mW/ l 0 dynes/emf .

50 - 15,000 Hz

EIA ra tin g
Mox . sound leve l for 3

%

I

"'"

""""

.,

Every MD 321 N is suppli ed with an ind ividually ploUed frequency response curve .

dis tortion a t 400 Hz .

See above graph

0.045 mV/ pbar :': 3 dB
- 66 dbm
- 158.7 db
3 mbar

200

Q

Impedance
Directional characteristic

Omnidirec t iona l

Outp ut connector
Pin connections

T 3260
1 + 3 : signa l

2 + case : ground
T 326111

Cable co nnect or
Magne ti c field sens itivit y
Dimens ions .

23 /IV /SO mG
25 mm q:" 440 mm le ng th. Tube 8 mm (])

Weighl

10 oz .

We reserve the rig hl to alte r the speci fications especially with regards to technical improvements
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Product Group 2
Transistorized
Condenser Microphones
It is a well-known fact that condenser microphones
can cope with the most difficult problems in recording mainly because the moving part of a condenser
microphone consists of only a feather-light membrane .
In conjunction with the small dimensions of the ele ments , exceptionally good electro-acoustical charac teristics can be achieved.
So far condenser microphones were known to be not
as rugged as dynamic microphones. Therefore they
were often only used in studios or similar localiti es.
Today there are no objections to using condenser
microphones outdoors . Especially the condenser
microphones made by Sennheiser are famous for
their durability when used under various climatic
conditions.

Connection
The requirements for the voltage matching system
employed demand a low impedance of the source
compared to the load represented by the amplifier
input. The impedance characteristic versus the frequency of the amplifier input as well as of the micro phone thus do not influence the frequency respon se.
The source impedance of the Sennheiser conden se r
microphones is only approximately 20 ohms and the
amplifier input impedance can have any value as
long as it is at least 200 ohms.
Sennheiser condenser microphones generate high
audio voltages, approximately 25 dB above that of
dynamic microphones . Accordingly, even very long
connection cable s may be used without the danger
of noise pickup . Before entering the amplifier, the
level may have to be attenuated in order to avoid
overmodulation of the first stage .

The Radio Frequency System

Power Supplies

Throughout the range of Sennheiser condenser mi crophones the capacitive transducing element is
part of a radio frequency circuit. This means that
unlike conventional conden se r microphones , the
capsule operates at a low impedance. There is no
high polarizing voltage on the diaphragm and , in
consequence , the microphone is less sensitive to
physical shock , humidity and changes of temperature.

Sennheiser electronic introduced the audio wire
powering system, sometimes called A-B powering .
This has become a German engineering standard
DIN 45595 and is being used by the German Federal
Radio and TV Networks. The dc current for the condenser microphone goes through the aud io conduc tors , and regular microphone cables as for dynamic
microphones (2 conductors plus shield) can be used .
Compared to another recent powering system, the
phantom circuit, our A-B powering is isolated from
ground and cable shield . Interference voltages on the
cable shield will not be introduced into the microphone circuit .

The capsule is not required to operate with the
diaphragm in a critical balance between maximum
capacity and high voltage arc-over. The extremely
low noise level of the Sennheiser microphones is
obtained by the use of a crystal controlled radio frequency oscillator. The high "a" of the crystal
oscillator reduces the random radio frequency noise .
The noise output of the microphone approaches the
theoretical noise limit. This fact can be substantiated
by measuring the noise output in free air and then
placing the microphone in a vacuum ; the low noise
level in free air will be reduced even further in a
vacuum , due to the fact that the microphone noise
is mainly caused by the random motion of the air
molecules rather than by the microphone circuit
itself. The high signal output of the Sennheiser condenser microphones means that the signal to noise
ratio of the microphone amplifier is of little importance and for this reason even a poor quality microphone amplifier will appear to have a good signal
to noise ratio when used with a Sennheiser microphone.

The simplest power supply is the battery adapter
MZA 6-2 which can be inserted into the cable. Nine
mercury cells HG 625 allow a continuous operation
up to 60 hours .
For fixed installations, a dual ac line connected
power supply Model MZN 5-1 is available .
The microphones may also be powered directly from
the amplifier, as it is done for instance in the Sennheiser mixer M 101, the Nagra IV tape recorder by
Kudelski (with OPM-3-5) or the SP 7 tape record e r
by Stellavox.
Unbalanced microphone inputs can also be accom modated as shown in the sketch. The diagram below
shows the output and overload level versus the
supply dc voltage .
In larger studio installations, a central dc-power
supply may be advantageous. For each microphone
channel, a switch is provided to disconnect the dc if
dynamic microphones shall be used. There is no
danger of damaging a dyn amic microphone should
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it be forgotten to switch off the dc. Small meters can
be inserted into the circuit to indicate as to whether
the circuit is closed and the correct microphone has
been connected.
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Another possibility is to install separate lines for
dynamic and condenser microphones with transfer
switches at the console .
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Insensitivity to Interference

.r

1

Since the condenser microphones have a high output level, typically 20 dB higher than a dynamic microphone, the cable is less susceptible to pick-up
and interference . The microphone itself has a highly
efficient radio frequency filter which has the secondary advantage that it provides a short circuit to
radio frequency signals that might be picked up in
a long microphone cable. The full range of RF con denser microphones are now fitted with silicon
transistors for maximum long term reliability .
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Transistorized Condenser
Microphone MKH 105

The model MKH 105 is a pressure operated condenser microphone with omnidirectional characteristics. The microphone diaphragm is a gold plated
hostaphan membrane . As shown below, the frequency response extends from 20 to 20,000 Hz and
is free from peaks and dips .
The MKH 105 is remarkably insens itive to handl ing
noise and is therefore suitable both for studio use
and for location work where the high est possible
quality is required. By virtue of the omnidirectional
characteristic the MKH 105 has the lowest sensitivity
to wind nO'ise of all types of microphon e.
Shmuel Rodensky is being inter'Viewed with a MKH 105
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Nominal frequency response curve (with toleran ce limit s) MKH 105
Eve ry MKH 105 is suppli ed with an individually plotted frequency response c urve .

Technical Data
Ac o ustic mod e o f operation

Di rec tional characteris tic
Freq uency range
Output le\lel ro f. 1 mWI10 dynes/em'

EIA RaHng

matchi ng

Pre ssu re re ce iver
Omnidire c tional

20 to 20.000 Hz
- 'Z7 dbm
-121 ,5 db
Approx . 10 ohms
balanced , ungrounded

Impe dance
Minimum

MKH 105

load

Weighted no ise voltage (DIN 45405)

200 ohms
Approx . 7 II\lo lts

Equi \lalent noi se level

DIN 5045-A·Filter
DIN 45405
Tota l harmonic distortion at 100 11bar .
Pow er supp ly \lollage
O pe ra ting curren t
Te mperatu re range
Dimen sions

Weight
Con nec tor

Contact 1
Contact 2
Con ta ct 3
Plug s hell
We reserve the right 10 alt er the specifications especially with regards to technical improvemen ts.
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Appro" 19 dB
Appro', 25 dB
S 5°/1l
10 volts ± 1 \lo lt
Approx.5 ma.

_ 10 to + 70 0 C (14 0 to 158 - F)
1/, in. diameter, 5 in . long
3.2 oz.

Tuchel T 3262
audio , + 10 valls
audio, + 10 \lolts
audio, - 10 volts
shi eld

10000

.,

Transistorized Condenser
Microphones
MKH 110 and MKH 110-1
Both microphones are specially designed for instrumentation purposes . Since the principle of operation
of the Sennheiser condenser microphones allows
the frequency response to extend down to zero Hz,
the low frequency limit of response is set by the
capsule design . In the MKH 110 the response
extends down to one Hz and in the MKH 110-1 the
response extends to 0.1 Hz. The other difference
between the two microphone types relates to
their sensitivity. The MKH 110 has a higher sensitivity, nominally 2 mV/f1bar, whereas the MKH 110-1
has a relatively low sensitivity of 0.2 mV/~lbar.
The
difference in sensitivity implies a similar difference
in overload level. The MKH 110 will respond to a
maximum level of 200 ~lbar,
while the MKH 110-1 will
give an undistorted response to sound levels as far
as 5000 ~lbar.

operate over an extremely wide temperature range.
Silicon transistors are used throughout, and the
capsule itself has been especially designed for
operation under extreme temperatures.
In order that the frequency response not be limited
by the small value of the coupling capacitor in the
output circuit, the audio output on pin 1 of the microphone is connected directly to the output amplifier
without a blocking capacitor. There is, therefore, a
DC voltage of approximately 3 volts on this pin and a
blocking capacitor must be fitted in the microphone
amplifier.
Unlike the studio microphones the MKH 110 and
110-1 operate with a positive battery supply with
respect to ground. See the diagram below.

Both microphones are intended for military and
research purposes and have been designed to
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MKH 110

MKH 110-1

Acous ti ca l mode of operation
Directi o nal chara c terist ic
Frequenc y range
Sensitivity
Output impedance.
Mini mum load impedance required

Pressure trans du ce r
Ornnidirecl ional

Pressure transduc e r

Maximum sound level .
Supply vo ltage
CUf(ent consumption

Tem perature range
Dimension s

-

-

-

/"'-/--*","---"""'-=-,.,--l
/

"- -

-

-

~ /

1.0 1020,000 Hz
2 mV/pb ± 2 dB
Appro•. 90 Q
Approx. 2000 Q
31 ± 3 dB
63 dB
200 ,ubar

1000

10 000

20000

Every MKH 110 is supplied with an individually plotted frequency response curle .

Technical Data

Equi va lent noise voltage (DIN 45405)
Signal to noi se rali o ref . 1 N/ ml .

I- -

- -~_;

Nominal frequency re spon se curle (wit h to leran ce limits ) MKH 110·1

Output plug
Connections

2

C=

.------------obgeblockl C ~I-

Omnidirect io nal
0.1 10 20 ,000 Hz
0.2 mV/ pb ± 3 dB
Approx. 90 Q
App ro, . 2000 Q
47 ± 3 dB
47 dB
5000 !.Jbar

8V ± 1V
Appro)t . 8 rnA
- 35 0 C 10 + 70 0 C
20 mm cp x 126 mm

8 V

Appro,. 909

App ro,. 90 9

Tuchel T 3262
1 .. AF (+ 3 V)
2 .. 0
3 .. + 8 V

Tu ch el T 3262
1 . . AF ( + 3 V)
2. 0
3 .. + 8 V

, . Ver,storkereingan g

C=w~
fu, IdB Abfoll

± 1V

Approx . 8 rnA
- 35 0 C t o + 70 0 C
20 mm ([> x 126 mm

MKH 110.110/ 1

We re serve the rig ht to alte r tho specifications es pecia lly with regards to technical improvements .
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Condenser Lavalier
Microphones
MKH 124 and MKH 125

The continuing demand for a small high quality
Lavalier microphone prompted Sennheiser electronic to design the MKH 124 and MKH 125. These
microphones are an extension of the Sennheiser
studio condenser microphone line . The electronic
circuitry is basically similar, but in order to achieve
the extremely sm all size of the complete microphone
the membrane di ameter is only 6 millimeters .
The smooth, resonance-free re sponse of a condenser
microphone provides a clear and natura l sound which
cannot be obtained with other microphones . The
omnidirectional characteristics of the microphone
make it largely insensitive to handling and rubbing
noises. The frequency response rises smoothly and
slowly above 1,000 Hz to compensate for the loss of
the higher frequencies caused by the pos ition of the
microphone ; for the same reason the low frequencies
are attenuated . The complete microphone consists of
two parts, the miniature microphone which can be
fastened to clothes by a clip and the electronic unit
which contains the radio frequency transistor system
which can be connected directly to a wireless microphone transmitter and kept in the coat pocket.
The microphone part MK 12 is identical fo r the
MKH 124 and MKH 125 microphone and can be
purchased separately to be connected directly to
the wireless transmitter SK 1007 which cont ains the
radio frequency system fo r the condenser microphone. The MKH 124 is a complete microphone
system with an unbalanced output which may be
connected directly to other wireless microphone
transmitters , e. g. the SK 1005 and the SK 1008. The
MKH 125 which comprises the microphone part
MK 12 and the electronic unit MH 125 has a balanced output with power supply requirements similar to the other Sennheiser series of "05" condenser
microphones. The microphone is supplied with 5
meters of cable between the microphone and the
electronic unit. The cable may be extended to a
maximum of 20 meters without impairing the performance.

An
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Me

use s the MK 12 as a w irEll e ss mi c rophon e

Technical Data

MH 124

MH 125

MK 12

MK 12

Cond enser Lavalier M icrophone MKH 124

Condenser Lavalier Mi c rophone MKH 125

50 , 5
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N omina l frequen cy response curve (wi th tolerance limit s) M K H 124 and MKH 125
Every M K H 124 and M KH 125 is supp lied with an individually plotted fr equency response curve

MKH 125

MKH 124

-

Frequ ency range
Sensitivity
EIA rating
Impedance
M inimum malciling load
Equiv alent noisEl voltag e ( DIN 45405) .
Sign a l to noise ral i o ref. 1 N/ ml
Supply vo ltag e .
Current cons um ption
Temp erature range
D imensions
Mi crophone sec ti o n
Electronic sec tion
Weight of mi crophone
Output plugs
Mi c roph one to electronic sect i on

Ele ctroni c secti o n to amplifier
Connections
Microphone secti o n
Electron i c sec ti on

20 10 20,000 Hz
Approx . 0.32 mV

20 10 20,000 Hz
/ ~ l bar

Approx . 10 Q
Appr o x . 200 Q
App rox . 32 d B
59 dB
10 V :!: 1 V
Approx . 6 mA

Approx. 5 mA

- 10 10

+ 70

0

A ppro x. 2 mV/j(bar

- 121.5 db

- 131.5 db
Approx . 150 Q
Approx . 200Q
Approx . 32 d B
59 dB
8 V :t 1 V
C

11.5,36,12 mm
27 mm (/). 41 mm long
Approx. 3.202.

- 10 10

+

70 ' C

11 .5,36, 12m m
19 mm (f;, 128 mm lung
Approx. 3.2 oz .

Lem o F 00250/ AG/3

Lemo F 00250/ AG13

and

and

Lemo RC 00250/ AG/3
ru che l T 3400/ 1

Lem 0 RA 00250
T uche I T 3262

1 pole Lem a RF p lug

1 pole Lema RF plug

4 ... AF
1, 2, 5, .. . 0
3 .. - 8 V

1 . . AF , + 10 V
2 case
3 ... AF , - 10 V

We reserve Ihe right to alter the specifications especia ll y with rega rds t o technical improvements .
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Transistor Condenser
Microphone MKH 405

The condenser microphone MKH 405 is a pressure
gradient transducer with a cardioid characteristic.
The directionality is accurately maintained over the
full frequency range which makes this microphone

lliENNtlllEOllilER

Christian Milller during a broadcast for th e NOR .
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particularly suitable for stereo recording, film and
television use. The frequency response is extremely
smooth and free from resonances between 40 and
20,000 Hz as shown on the response curve opposite.

MKli 406

Photo : H. E. Muller

Technical Data
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MKH 405
Ac oust ic mode o f ope rat ion
Dire c ti onal cha racteris ti c
F requency range
Ou tput level reI. 1 mW/ l0 dynes/em l

pressure gradie nt rec eive r

.

EIA Raling
Impedance
Mini mum matchin g load

W eig hted noise vollage (DI N 45405)

cardioid
40 10 20,000 Hz
- 27 dbm
- 121.5 dB
approx . 10 ohms
200 ohms
approx. 7 ~volt
s

Equiv a lent noise leve l

DIN 5045-A · Fili e r
DIN 45405
Tot al h armon ic di sto rt ion al 100 I,b ar .

Powe r supply vo ll nge
Operati ng curren t
Temperat ure range
Dimensions
We ight

Con nector
Contact
Contact 2

Contact 3
Plu g shell

approx. 19 dB
ap prox 25 dB
;f 5 0/ 0
10 volts ± 1 vo lt
appro:.:. 5 rna
- to Q to + 70 0 C (14 ' 10 158 ' F)
l / ~ inch diameter, 5 l / " inch long
3.5 oz.
T uche l T 3262
audi o , + 10 vo lts
shield
au di o , - 10 volts
shield

We reserve the right 10 alte r the speci fi catio ns especia lly with regards to techn ic al improvements.
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Transistorized Condenser
Microphone MKH 415

The condenser microphone MKH 415 is a modern
combination of a pressure gradient receiver microphone and an interference microphone.
The directional pattern is a cardioid one at low and
medium frequencies. At a frequency of more than
2000 Hz the pattern is club-shaped . The advantage
of the MKH 415 over the MKH 405 is - due to a
considerably higher acoustical membrane pressure its greatly reduced sensitivity to wind and pop effects
as well as breathing sound and rustle of clothing.

~
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Furthermore, the close-talking effects of the microphone are relatively small. This microphone is therefore particularly suited for use by soloists , and its
unusual length of 10" makes it also very desirable
for reporters.
The MKH 415 can generally be used without a windscreen or a shockmount. For outside recordings the
windscreen MZW 415 is recommended and for recordings affected by mechanical vibrations the
shockmount MZS 415 is suggested.
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Every MKH 415 is supplied with it s individually plotted frequency respo nse curve.

MKH 415
Acoustic mode of ope rat ion
Directional characteristic

gradient interference re ce iver
ca rdioid-narrow beam

Frequency range
Output le ve l ref. 1 mW/10 dynes/em ?

40 10 20,000 Hz
- 21 dbm

EtA Ral ing

-121.5 dB
approx. 20 ohms

Impedance

balanced
ungrounded
Overlo ad so und press ure
Minimum matching load
Signal 10 noi se ratio
Power supply voltage
Operating cu rrent
Temper atu re
Dimensions
Weight
Connector

range

300 ~b a r
200 ohms
71 dB
12 valls ± 2 volts
approx. 6 rn a
- 10 0 to + 70 0 C (14 0 10 158
J/, inch diameter, 10 inch long

0

F)

6 .1 oz.

XLR

Contact

shield

Contact 2
Contact 3

audio, + 12 vo lt s
audio, - 12 volt s

We reserve the right to alter the specifications especially wilh regards to technic al improv ements.
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Transistorized Condenser
Microphone MKH 815

The MKH 815 is a condenser microphone with excellent directional properties; it is the successor to
the well-known MKH 805. Even at a large distance
the microphone can be used without any loss of
sound quality. A very smooth directional frequency
response is being achieved through a special combination of the interference principle and the pressure
gradient principle. To be used in television and film
studios whenever the microphone has to be out of

the camera range. In spite of its unusual length the
MKH 815 is, due to special measures, relatively insensitive to wind and pop effects . However, when
the microphone is being turned quickly or when used
outside, it is advisable to use the windscreen MZW 804.
Especially good is the signal-to-noise ratio. With
this microphone the most difficult sound recordings
can often be made with outstanding quality of
sound .
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Fre qu ency respons e (with tolerance limits) MKH 8t5
Every MKH 815 is su pplied with its individually plotted f requency response cu rve .

MKH 815
Acoustic mode of operation
Directional chara cteristi c
Fr equency range
Output lev el re f. 1 mW/ l0 dyn e s/ em 1
EIA Rating
Im ped ance

O verlo ad sound press ur e
M inim um m atch ing load
Equ ivalent noise level (DIN 45405)

Total harmoni c di st orti on al SO "bar

interference rec ei ve r
nar ro w beam
50 to 20,000 Hz

- 21 db m
 115.4 dB
a ppro)( . 10 ohms. balanced, ungrounded
150 I,ba r
200 ohms
appr o)(. 20 d B
::: 5 It/ o

Pow er supp ly vo lt age
Operating CU Hent
Temperat ure ra ng e
Dimensions

12 vo lt s :t 2 vo lts
ap prox . 5 ma

Woight
Connector
Conta ct
Contact 2
Con tac t 3
Pl ug she ll

14 oz.
Tuchel .. 3262

 10 ' to + 70 0 C (14 ' to 158
J / ~ inch diamete r, 22 inch long

0

F)

shie ld
audio, + d c
audi o ,  de
shield

We reserve the righ t 10 alter the specifications es pe cia lly with regards to tech nica l improvements.
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Microphone
Accessories
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marked A ind icate indir ect connection e . g. by mean s of fl exible
shafts .
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Radio Microphones
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Windshield MZW 22
The MZW 22 is designed to fit the MD 21 and MD 421
seri es of microphones. The diameter of the glass fibre
and polyester screen is 80 mm.

Windscreen MZW 30
Oval foam windscre e n for transistorized condenser microphones MKH 105, MKH 110, MKH 405 and for dynamic
microphones MD 211 N, MD 402 LM, MD 415 N, MD 420-2,
MD 420-2T and MD 420-9. Maximum diameter of the
smallest side ± 2'/' " .

R

I

Windshield MZW 421
An alternative windsh ield for the MD 21 and MD 421
series of microphones. The flexible windshield is made
from open cell sponge. Diamet er 80 mm.

Windscreen MZW 415
This foam windscreen is especially designed for the
transistorized condenser microphone MKH 415. Maximum
diameter of the smallest side 2 " , length ± 8 ".

R

Windshield MZW 411
Sponge windshield MZW 411 fits the super cardioid
microphone MD 411 HLM. It is recommended for all
close spe aking and outdoor applications. Diameter 80 mm .
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Windshield MZW 201
Sponge windshield MZW 201 fits the condenser microphones MKH 105, MKH 405 and the studio dynamic
microphone MD 211. Diameter 80 mm .
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Windshield MZW 804
The windshield MZW 804 is designed for the MKH 805
directional microphone and is used in conjunction with
the MZS 805 boom suspension or the MZP 804 pistol
grip. Length 670 mm, diameter 80 mm.

Desk Stand MZT 12
This stand is fitted with a large Tuchel socket T 3005.
It accepts dynamic microphones MD 21-2, MD 420-2,
MD 420-2T. Dimensions 168 x 100 x 70 mm.

Desk Stand MZT 421
A heavy diecast metal stand for the MD 421 series of
studio microphones. The swan neck microphone MD 408
and other swan neck adaptors may be attached to this
stand by using the MZA 421 adaptor. Dimensions of the
stand 127 x 112 x 22 mm.

Desk Stand MZT 21
A diecast metal stand for the studio microphone MD 21 N
and MD 21 HL. Dimensions 102 x 64 x 25 mm .

Desk Stand MZT 105
A stable and unobtrusive stand for Studio use. It will
accept the MKH 105, MKH 405 and MD 211 N.

Desk Stand MZT 415
A stable and solid stand for studio use. The microphone
connector can be plugged into the mount. To be used
with the following microphones: MKH 415, MKH 105,
MKH 110, MKH 405 and MD 211 N.
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Desk Stand MZT 104
A lightweight plastic stand. The swivel clip may be
detached and mounted on all floor stands having a ]/. "
thread . For use with microphones MKH 105, MKH 405
and MD 211 N.

~

Screw on Socket MZT 141
This socket fits the swan neck MZH 141. The socket is
intended to be screwed to the floor or to a desk for a
permanent installation .

\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\ \\\\\\\ I\ \\\UI \llllH1\\ ) _ 1.)

Table Clamp MZT 237
The clamp has a ]/." thread for use with swan neck
extensions or the two-microphone adaptor bar MZS 235.

12" Swan Neck MZH 141
The MZH 141 can be attached to our floor stands MZS
144, MZS 142 and MZS 210 or any other stand fitted with
a ]/." thread . For permanent installations use in conjunction with screw on adaptor MZT 141. Fitted with
Tuchel socket T 3005 for microphones MD 21-2, MD 4-2,
MD 4-2T , MD 420-2, MD 420-2T, MD 421-2.

8" Swan Neck MZH 142
A swan neck complete with 2 metres of microphone
cable and fitted with a miniature Tuchel socket T 3261 / 1.
The cable is terminated with a standard DIN 3-pin connector. The MZH 142 can be filted to all floor stands
having a ]/." thread , and will accept lightweight microphones such ' as the MD 211.
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8" Swan Neck MZH 21
This swan neck is fitted with a ]/," male and female
thread, and may be used with all microphones and
stands having a ]/. " thread.
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Lightweight Floor Stand MZS 142
A telescopic collapsible stand supplied in a waterproof
transit cover , The stand will extend to a maximum height
of 5' 3 " and closes to 17", The MZS 142 is fitted with a
'/ a" thread ,

Floor Stand MZS 144
The height of this studio floor stand is adjustable between 3' and 5' 6", The detachable legs are rubber
tipped , The MZS 144 is fitted with a '/8" thread,

De Luxe Floor Stand MZS 210
~S
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A he avy duty studio floor stand with

anti-vibration
mounts concealed in the legs, The height is adjustable
between 3' and 5' 6". The legs will fold together for
ease in transportation. The MZS 210 is fitted with a '/a"
thread .

Twin Microphone Adapter Bar MZS 235
A 9" bar which fits all Sennheiser and other stands with
' /a" threads, enabling two microphones to be fitted on
one stand, Particularly useful for stereo,

Anti-Vibration Suspension MZS 105
A combined swivel and anti-vibration suspension for use
with microphones MKH 105 and MKH 405. The MZS 105
is supplied complete with a '/8" - 'I," thread adapter.

Microphone Boom Suspension MZS 805
A heavy duty anti-vibration suspension for the MKH 805
microphone. The MZS 805 terminates in a ' /8" thread,
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Microphone Boom Arm MZS 211
The MZS 211 will fit on all Sennheiser and other stand s
fitted with a '/," thread . The boom arm is fully adjustable
for lenght and angle, and is itself fitted with a '/," thr ead.
Maximum extension 30".

Floor Stand Suspension SZS 1D08
With this accessory the wireless microphone transmitter
SK 1008 can be mounted on a floor- or desk stand. To be
used together with thread adapter MZH 216.

Power Supply MZN 5-1
Power supply for microphones MKH 105, MKH 405, and
MKH 805. Stabilized and filtered power fo r two microphones . Dimensions 100 x 170 x 55 mm .

MZV 125
60 Q coaxial cab le 15 It long for the extension of MK 12
microphone to MH 124 Or MH 125.

KAT 16

=(ZF

S:ENH.~A
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Transistor Pre-Amplifier KAT 15
The pre-amplifier KAT 15 enables Sennheiser condenser
microphones MKH 105, MKH 405 and MKH 805 to be
powered from the accessory socke t of the Nagra III.
Fitted with switchable bass cut and 10 dB attenuator.
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Dual Input Microphone Pre-Amplifier KAT 25
A combined pre-amplifier and voltage stabilizer for use
with Nag ra III tape recorders. Two Sennheiser condenser
microphones can be used simultaneously and powered
from the Nagra III batteries. Channel 1 has a 20 dB
attenuator and connects to the microphone input of the
Nagra. Channel 2 has a 15 dB amplification and connec ts
to the Nagra accessory socket. The bass cut switch
operates on both channels simultaneously. For use with
MKH 105, 405 and 805 . Dim ens ions 170 x 60 x 28 mm.

:ter
be

Roll off Filter MZF 5
A roll off filter MZF 5 for use with microphones MKH
105, 405 and 805 may be fitted between the battery
supply unit and the microphone input. Fitted with a
ruchel connector at either end. Attenuation at 100 Hz 6 dB. Attenuation at 50 Hz > 15 dB.

Batlery Adapter MZA 6-2
A lightweight power supply for condenser microphones
MKH 105, 125, 405 and 805. The battery adapter is fitted
with a Tuchel connector at either end and may be fitted
at any convenient place in the microphone cable. The
battery pack will accept 9 mercury cells (Mallory RM 625).
One set of 9 cells has a nominal life of 60 - 70 hours.
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Power Supply Unit MZN 4-4
Power supply for microphones MKH 110 and 110-1 .
Stabilized and filtered for two microphones. The power
supply can be connected at any convenient point along
the microphone cable. Dimensions 100 x 170 x 55 mm.
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Connecting Cable DAV 5
Fitted with a female T uchel coupling T 308012 to connect
to all dynamic microphones fitted with the male Tuchel
connector T 307912. The other end of the 3 lead shielded
cable is fitted with the male Tuchel T 307912 connector.

M_uu_unu_jQj
T)2~l/

~4e-

Ma530

-

-~

Length : 1.5 m

Length: 7.5 m

Connecting Cable DA 1 HL
Connects all dynamic microphones fitted with 3 prong
plugs as per DIN 41524. The 3 lead shielded cable is fitted
with the 3 prong coupling as per DIN 41524 (e. g. T 3261 / 1).
The other end is fitted with a male connector (e. g. Mas 30).

Connecting Cable DA 7 N
Connects all low impedance dynam ic microphones fitted
with 3 prong connector as per DIN 41524. The 7.5 metre
21ead shielded cable is fitted with a coupling (e. g. T326111)
and a male connector (e. g. Mas 30).
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Mak 305

Mas JO

Length" 75 m

L ength : 7.5 m

Connecting Cable DA 7 NL
Connects low impedance balanced (N) microphones to
low impedance unbalanced inputs (L), Coupling as per
DIN 41524 (e, g, Tuchel T 3261/1) and 3 prong male connector (e , g, Mas 30).

Extension Cable DV 7 HL
To be used with HL-microphones with 3 prong connector
as per DIN 41524. Connects low impedance unbalanced
microphones. Fitted with Mas 30 connector (DIN 41524)
and a coupling Mak 30 S,
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Mak 30 S

Mas 30

T 3261 / 1

Mas 30
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.Length : 7.5 m

Length 7 .5 m

Connecting Cable DA 7 NM
Intended for use with low impedance balanced microphones fitted with 3 prong connector as per DIN 41 524 .
The 2 lead shielded cable is litted with the connector
Mas 30 and a coupling Tuchel T 326111,

Extension Cable DV 7 M
Intended for use with microphones 01 medium impedance
into medium impedance inputs, The 2 lead shielded cable
is wired as per DIN 41 524 with connectors (e,g, Mas 30
male connector and coupling Mak 30 S) ,
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Length' 75 m

Length : 7 .5 m

Connecting Cable DA 7 LM
To be used to connect low impedance unbalanced microphones fitted with standard connector as per 01 N 41 524
to medium impedance inputs, The 2 lead shielded cable
is litted with male conne ctor (e , g, Mas 30) and coupling
(e, g, Tuchel T 3261 / 1) as per DIN 41524,

Extension Cable DV 7 N
For use with low impedance microphones litted with
standard connector as per DIN 41 524, The 2 lead shielded
cable is litted with the necessary connectors (e, g, Mas 30
and coupling Mak 30 S),
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Wiring diagram TM 514 N

W iri ng d iagram TM 514 HL

Cable Transformer TM 514 N
To be used to connect low impedance (200 Q) balanced
microphones to high impedance inputs. The microphone
side of the cable is fitted with a DIN standard coupling
and 5 m of shielded cable , the equipment side with 0.4 m
of shielded cable and the 3 pin standard connector Mas 30.
Pin connections of coupling: 1 and 3 - microphone coil ,
2 and housing - ground, male connector: 1 -+ input, 2 ground, connector housing - shield . Transformation ratio
is 1 : 16.

Cable Transformer TM 514 HL
To be used to connect HL-microphones to high impedance
inputs. Wiring of the coupling: 2 and 3 - > microphone coil,
connector housing - shield. Wiring of male connector:
1 - input, 2 -+ ground, connector housing -+ shield. Transformation ratio is 1 : 16.
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Wiring diagram TM 513 for connection o f bal ance d mi c ro phone s

T 3079/2

TJoeo 12
Wiring diagram TB 501
Wiring diagram TM 513 for connection o f unbalan ced mi c rophone s
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Cable Transformer TM 513
The universal transformer which may be fitted with any
connector. The equipment side is fitted with 0.5 m 1 lead
shielded cable. Transformation ratio is 1 : 20. Source impedance: 200 Q. The above wiring diagrams show the
possibilities for connection of balanced and unbalanced
microphones.
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Connection Cable KA 1 and KA 7
Both cables differ only in length; the KA 1 is 1.5 m and
KA 7 is 7.5 m long. Both are intended for use with the
transistor condenser microphones MKH 105, 405, 415, 805,
815 and the lapel microphone MKH 125, also for MKH 110
and 110-1. The cables KA 1 and KA 7 are fitted with a
connector as per DIN 41524 (e. g . Tuchel T 3260/ 1)
3 pi~
and the corresponding coupling (e. g . Tuchel T 3261/1) .

Cable Transformer TB 501
The highest quality of the Sennheiser wide band transformers. The TB 501 is fitted on the microphone side with
the 3 pin Tuchel connector T 3080 and on the equipment
side with 0.75 m shielded cable with the 3 pin male Tuchel
connector T 3079/2. Pin connections on receptacle: 1 and
2 -+ microphone coil, 3 and connector housing -+ shield.
Male connector: 1 -+ input, 2 and 3 -+ ground.

tQj~-_IPC
Mok 30 S

Coupling With Integrated Transformer TS 514 M
The Transformer-Adapter TS 514 M is to be used to
connect LM-microphones to high impedance inputs.
Transformation ratio is 1 : 6. The 5 m long cable is fitted
with a 3 pin coupling as per DIN 41524 (e. g . Mak 30 S) .
Connections: 1 and 2 -+ microphone coil = medium impedance , unbalanced ; 3 and 2 - microphone coil = low
impedance , unbalanced, 3 and 1 connected . Male plug
connections : 1 - input, high impedance, 2 - ground, 3 -.
input, low impedance.
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Product Group 3
Magnetic Microphones
In many cases the use of light weight miniature microphones is essential, e, g. pocket hearing aids. Subminiature magnetic microphones are used in hearing
aids which are worn in or behind the ear.

Magnetic Button
Microphone MM 23
For many years now Sennheiser electronic has been
manufacturing the magnetic button microphone
MM 23. This microphone with its characteristic "receiving button" is supplied with a connector widely
used for electronic flashlights. It is especially designed for voice transmission and has an impedance
of 2,000 Q which allows transformerless input matching for transistor circuits.

dB 012 m VIlJ bar Z - 2 kQ with a load of 2 kQ
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Technical Data

4

\
6810kHz

MM 23

Fre quenc y range
To lerances in dB flOm standard perfor mance Curve
from
400.
. 4,000 Hz

400 .

. 4,000 Hz

J; 3 dB
~
4 dB
2,000 Q
0 .12 mV/ Jlbar
app ro x. 6 grams
18.9 , 15.5 , 12 .6 mm

fr om 1,000
. 4,000 Hz
Impedance
Sensitivity at 1,000 Hz wi th a load of 2,000 Q
Weight

Dimen sion s
Ca nne,=ting cable '
Mi c rop ho r.e conne ct or.

standa rd el ectronic flash plug
not pro vided

Equipment connector
We reserve the right to aller the specification s especi allv with regard s to technical Improvements.

dB

.20

Magnetic Button
Microphone MM 28
The button microphone MM 28 has a high sensitivity
of 0.2 mV/ pbar with a load of 2,000 Q . The MM 28
which is extremely robust can be used with our "Mikroport" transmitter. The usual impedanc e of the
MM 28 is 2,000 Q therefore it can be matched without
input transformers directly into transistor circuits.
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The body of the MM 28 is extremely slim and flat
beh ind the "b utton hole" receiver. The connecting
cable has a miniature plug and is very flexible. This
microphone may be used with all low and medium
high impedance taperecorder inputs and is capable
of good voice reproduction.

Technical Data

MM 28

Frequen c y range
To lerances in dB from st anditrd perfo rmance curve
between
50 0 and 1,000 Hz
bet we en 1 .000 and 4,000 Hz
Impedance

Se ns itIv ity at 1,000 Hz with a load of 2. 000

Q .

W e i ght
D

t me

n & I ~H

' s

Connect ing ca ble:
Microphone connector
Eq(,l prnenl connector
We reSe rve the nqhl to alte r the specifications espec iall y with rega rds 10 techni ca l i mprov eme nts.
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\

500 , ' . 4,500 Hz

± 4 dB
I. 5 dB
2 ,000 Q
0.2 mV/ pbar
approx . 6 gr am s
26x22x14.5mm

min ia ture pl ug
nol pro vided

6810kHz

Magnetic Microphone
Capsules MM 21 and MM 26
These miniature microphone capsules are designed
for use where mounting space is limited. Intended
mainly for voice reproduction a good legibility is
achieved .
The standard impedance is 2,000 Q which allows
transformerless matching into transistor circuits. The
capsule is constructed from high quality materials
and is insensitive to changes in temperature and
humidity.

Technical Data
10kKz

014 mV/11 bar Z = 2 kQ with a load of 2 kQ
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MM 21

... 4,000 Hz

FrC3quen cy range
To lerances in dB from standard perf or manc e curve

~O

between 400 and 1,000 Hz
between 1,000 and 4,000 Hz

± 3 dB
± 4 dB
2,000 Q

Impedanc e
Sensitivity at 1,000 Hl with 2 .000
We ight

Q

load

0. 14 mV
/ ~Lbar
approx. 5.4 grams

We reserve the right to alter th e specification s especia ll y w i th regD.rds to
techni ca l improvements.

Technical Data

MM 26

Frequency range
Tolerances in dB from standard performance curve

200 . .. 7,000 Hz

uptot,OOGHz.
up to 5,000 Hz .

i 3dB
± 5 dB

Impedance
Sensitivity al 1,000 Hz with 2,000

Q

loa d .

Weig ht

dB

.20

~

o 1.LmYJ /J-bar
- Z = 2 kQ

with a load of 2 kQ
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0.1 1 mV/ ,l bar
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"008
, - ' -mV/"
- - -bar
- Z = 2 kQ with a load of 2 kQ

MM 301

0,1.

appro x. 6 gram s

We reserve the right to alter the specifica tions espe cially with re gards 10
techni ca l improve ments.

Magnetic Sub Miniature
Microphone MM 301

10kKz

The magnetic microphone capsule MM 301 is the
smallest in the Sennheiser program . The tiny capsule
needs only 117 the space of the previously described
microphones and is therefore extremely suitable for
use in hearing aids which are worn behind the ear.
The body of the capsule is made of high quality
material which in most cases needs no additional
shielding against stray magnetic fields. The capsule
is designed to operate over a large range of temperatures and humidity and this allows it to be used
in tropical climates. Standard impedance for the
MM 301 is 4,500 Q and therefore it is easily matched
to transistor circuits .
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MM 301

Fre quency rang6
Tolerance in dB from standard performance curve
between
500 and 1,000 Hz

between 1,000 and 5 .000
Impedan ce at 1,000 Hl

~

~

Sen si tivity at 1,000 Hz with a l oad of 5 kQ

Weig ht

500 ... 6.000 Hz

± 3 dB
± 4 dB
4,500 Q
approx. 0 .12 rnV/lJ.ba r
approx. 0.8 gram

W e reserve the righ t 10 alte r the specif ic ations especially wit h regards 10 technical improvements.
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Product Group 4
Dynamic
Stereo Headphones
Stereo Headphone HO 110
Microphone/Headphone
Combination HMO 110
The HO 110 headphones are designed to the same
standards as the Sennheiser range of professional
microphones. They are therefore equally suitable for
the professional sound recordist and the serious
amateur. The very high quality of reproduction
matches the Philharmonic and enables the listener
to enjoy high fidelity reproduction in the home without inconvenience to the remainder of the family.
The professional user will appreciate the fidelity of
reproduction for the monitoring of recordings. The
ear-pieces are particularly rugged and can be disconnected if required. The ear cushions can be
removed and washed, and the cable can be disconnected for quick replacement in case of damage.
The snug and comfortable fit of the ear-pieces to
the head excludes extraneous sound to a high
degree.
The domestic user will appreciate that the frequency
response has been tailored to equal that of a high
quality monitor loudspeaker - even to the extreme
bass. The soft ear cushions give maximum comfort
for extended periods of listening.
The headphones are also available fitted with a
microphone on an adjustable boom arm and this
combination is the HMO 110. The close talking
microphone is highly directional and makes the
HMO 110 suitable for language laboratories, studio
talk-back and production control purposes.

Technical Data
Frequency range

HD 110 and HMO 110

Impedance
Power consumption

20 to 20,000 Hz linear, in comparison with
free field response
200 Q ± 15 a/a (each capsule)
1 mW per capsule (450 mY into 200 Q) lor an

Maximum audio output .

acoustic output of 98 dB (16 ~b.,)
120 dB (200 ~bar)
for 1 ' I. distortion

al 1,000 Hz

(corresponding 10 an input of 170 mW;

5,8 V per capsute)
Sensitivity

500 -:y

~bar

i' 'V=;A~

at 1,000 Hz
Jlbsr

i. e . 35 --'7."---Waight

V

at 200 Q and 1,000 Hz

approx . 10 oz .

Microphone
Mode of operation .

dynamic, pressure gradient transducer for

Frequency range
Sensitivity
Impedance
Dire ctional characteristic
Discrimination 01 120 0 .
Dimensions .

50 to 14,000 Hz
0.07 mV / ~bar
:!: 3 dB

Weight

1.3 oz.

close range talking

We reserve the right to alter the specifications 8specially with regards to technical improvements.
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200 Q approx.
super-cardioid
18 dB - 3 dB
cap8ule 32 (/J, with boom arm 1'10 mm long

Dynamic
Stereo Headphone HD 414
The HD 414 represents a complete revolution in
design of headphones. The new electro-acoustic
system does not require that the headphones should
be sealed to the ear. In conventional headphones
this ear-seal has always been necessary for obtaining an extended bass response. For long listening
periods the air-tight seal can be uncomfortable and
tiresome to the wearer.

tape recorder on the market without further conversion (US version supplied with standard stereo
phone plug). Unlike other moving coil headphones,
the HD 414 capsules have a usefully high impedance
of 2 kQ per capsule.
The HD 414 De Luxe is supplied with four pairs of
individually coloured ear-pads so that each member
of the family can readily identify his own pair of
ear-pads.

The HD 414 uses a totally new principle . The lightweight porous foam ear cushions fit comfortably
against the ears and allow the ear to " breathe".
In this way a sound impression is received which
resembles normal hearing. This combined with the
wide , smooth frequency response makes reproduction
even more realistic. A new measurement system has
been developed for the measurement of sensitivity
and frequency response which is related to normal
hearing . To add to the outstanding frequency re sponse the HD 414 headphones have the further
features; extreme light weight, rugged removable
sponge ear-pads, detachable ear-pieces, detachable
cables.

Technical Data
20 to 20 ,000 Hz linear, in comparison with
freo field response
2 kQ DPproX. (each capsu le)
1 mW per caps ul e ( 1.41 V into 2 kQ) tor an
aco ustic output o f 102 dB (25 IJbar)

Frequency range
Impedance
Power consu mption

81 1,000 Hz

The headset is supplied at a remarkably low price ,
complete with a set of multi adaptors to enable
them to be connected to almost every amplifier and

Ma ximum audio outp ut

122 dB (250 IIbar) for laIDdistort ion
(corresponding to an input o f 240 mW :
22 V por capsu le)

Sensi ti vity .

790

Weight

i. e . 17.7 _-,,"-::;b8::.r_
V
approx . 5 oz.

~!bar

Y V. A

at 1.000 Hz

at 2 kQ

W e reserve the right to alter th e specifications espe ci ally with regards
10 ternni cal improvements.
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3-Channel Junction Box
HZA 414
With an increasing number of HiFi enthusiasts using
high quality dynamic stereo headphones for the
monitoring of tape recordings and HiFi listening to
a disc or radio, it has become essential to have a
unit into which the headphones can be connected,
without having to disconnect the speaker terminals
from the amplifier. As many stereo amplifiers do not
have any stereo headphone socket fitted this often
means the continuous disconnection of the loudspeaker output in order to connect the headphones
to the amplifier. This is often a great inconvenience
as the loudspeaker sockets on the amplifier are
sometimes placed in an inaccessible position. It was
with these points in mind that Sennheiser Electronic
designed the 3-channel junction box HZA 414 which
provides the easiest method of connecting the headphones and the loudspeakers to one unit. A surface switch offers quick selection between loudspeaker output and headphone output.
The leads from the two loudspeaker enclosures do
not have to be connected into the HZA 414 junction
box but are connected into the back of the plugs
attached to the HZA 414 cable. The connectors on
the HZA 414 cable are then connected directly into
the amplifier. The switching from headphones to
speakers is carried out by the surface mounted
switch. The HZA 414 cable is of necessity large in
diameter as the high currents needed to drive the
speakers must go via the switch.
When using three HD 414 headphones simultaneously the removal of one pair will not cause an increase in volume on the remaining pairs. As illustrated in the circuit diagram a series resistor of
620 Q is fitted to each headphone output. This ensures that headphones varying in impedance between 100 Q and 4,000 Q will have less than ± 2 dB
difference between each of the three outputs . At
the same time these series resistors cause an improvement in the signal to noise ratio usually inadequate when low impedance headphones are con-
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nected. The improvement in signal to noise when a
100 Q pair of headphones are connected to the
HZA 414 is greater than 17 dB and in the case of a
200 Q pair of headphones, greater than 12 dB.
Low value "dummy load" resistors are not fitted to
this unit as modern transistorized power amplifiers
are not harmed by having a high impedance across
their output terminals. When used with valve amplifiers these resistors should be fitted, inside the
HZA 414 by the dealer.
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Throughout Europe record shops have the basic
appearance they did ten years ago, particularly with
regard to the design of the stick headphones which
were designed originally on the same principle as
the telephone earpiece. Many dealers have been
requesting an improvement in design and a more
modern type of stick headphone. Our designers
were conscious of these facts and consequently the
HD 412 was designed to meet the demand.
The capsule of the HD 412 is that of the widely
distributed HD 414 stereo headphone. The capsule
has been fitted with a rugged well-designed handle

manufactured in hard-wearing material. The connecting cable is also very robust.
It is now possible when purchasing a record to hear
the complete dynamic range as heard by the recording engineer on the original recording. Four different
colours of foam rubber ear-pads are supplied with
the H D 412 . The colours are red, blue, green and
grey.
As with the HD 414 the capsules and ear-pads are
all replaceable. The connecting cable supplied has
no plug attached.

R

'i wire

t -- I

R

Technical Data

HD 412

Frequency range

20 to 20,000 Hz linear in compa rison with

Imp eda nce
Power con sumption

free field response
approx. 2 kQ
1 mW per cap sule (1.41

Maximum au dio output .

acousti c output of 102 dB (25 ",bar) at I kHz
122 dB (250 ..,.bar) for 1 % distortion

Sensitivity

22 V p e r capsule)
ubar
,. V. A
a t t ,000 Hz
790

V into 2 k Q)

l or an

(corresponding to an inpu t of 240 mW '

i.

6.

17.7

J.'~ar

.ost 2,000

Q

We reserve the right to alter the spe cifications espe c ially with regards to techni cal impr ove ments .
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Product Group 5
Magnetic Earphone Capsules
Earphone Capsule HM 35
This capsule was designed particularly for use with
steto-clips or ear-clips used with dictating machines.
It is necessary to have a slim lightweight capsule
which is rugged enough to withstand rough treatment. All these requirements are designed in the
inexpensive earphone capsule type HM 35 . The
capsule is so designed to incorporate a considerable
distance between the membrane and the magnetic
system. Even in case the unit suffers a severe knock
the membrane cannot touch the magnetic system.

dB

120 dB at 1 mW
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The capsule can be connected directly with a DC
current if so desired. When a capsule manufactured
at 500 Q is connected into a DC supply of 3 mA the
change in sensitivity will only be ± 1 dB .
The capsule is constructed from high quality materials insensitive to changes in temperature and
humidity.

Technical Data

HM 35

Frequency rang e With 2 c em co uple r .

see cu rve (the fr eque ncy lange extends to
5 kHz when used with the st ef oclip o r earpiece)
approx . 120 dB ref. 2 x 10-~
dyne/em'
app rox. 2 aI ,

Sensitivity at 1 kHz and a power of I mW .
Distortion at 10 mW (a t 1,000 Hz) .
Maximum in pu t power .

25 mW

D is tort ion a t 25 mW (al 1.000 Hz ) .
Impedance (al BOO H z) .

Weight

a ppro x. 35°/",
500 and 5,000 Q (o th or values \0 order)
appro)(. 8 9

Colour

g rey

We reserve th e ri!=Jht to a ltC!r the sp ec i fica tion s especially with regards to techn ical improvements .

Sub-Miniatur Capsule HM 401
The HM 401 sub -miniature capsule is the equivalent
to the well-known sub-miniature microphone MM 301
in weight and dimensions. It can , therefore , be built
in to equipment in a similar manner to the microphone where there is only a very small spa c e e. g.
in spectacle hearing aids and small hearing aids
which are worn behind the ear. The acoustic output
of the earpiece is a small tube which is built in to
the narrow side of the earpiece . The earpiece is
designed to operate in wide changes of temperature
and humidity, and this allows it to be used in the
tropics.
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Technical Data
Fr equency range w i th 2 cem couple r.

0,2

HM 401

Sensitivi ty a t 1,000 H z and a po wer o f 0.3 mW

200 to 3,000 Hz (a l the ear a frequency rang e
up to approx . 5 kHz)
approx . 120 dB ref. 2 x 10-· dyne/em ?

Maxi mum input power

appro )( . 1 mW

Distortion at 1 mW at 400 Hz
Impedance (al 1,000 H z)

:;; 10 O/a

DC

ch a is e between 300 and 2 kQ
approx . 1.1 mA a l Z = 300 Q
2,000 Q
apprQx. 0.4 rnA at Z

D i m ensi ons.
Weight

7.2)( I t.5 x 4.4 mm
approx . 0.8 9

=

We roserve the right to alter th e sp ecif ication s espe cially wi th regards t o technical improve ments .
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Stetoset HZS 21

HM

35

The HZS 21 stetoset is designed for mono operation
only and the small earpiece is permanently built in
to the unit. A particular advantage with this unit is
the flexible joint by the capsule , this allows the earphones to be fitted ind ividually to any shape of
head. Therefore, there is no undue pressure on the
ears after wearing the unit for a long period of time.
The total weight is 10 light that the user can operate
for many hours without undue discomfort.
The HZS 21 has a frequency response from 60 Hz to
6,000 Hz and gives a very natural reproduction of
speech .

6810kHz:

~ e nd

s

to

ip or earpie ce)

Stetoset HZS 22

'de r)

The HZS 22 stetoset is designed on exactly the
same principles as the HZS 21 described above.
This unit has been fitted with a volume control which
is operated by turning the knob as illu strated opposite. The volume control enables the smooth adjustment of sound which is considered pleasant for the
user.

Turning knob

6

8 10kHz:

e

HZS 22

~re quen cy rang e

Technical Data

HZS 21 and HZS 22

Freq ue ncy rang e

60 Hz 10 6.000 Hz

S e ns i tiv it y at 1 kHz

appr OlL 113 dB re f. 2 )( 1 0 -~

Maxi mu m input

25 mW

:m '

Imp edan ce at 800 H z

2,000 Q (oth e r val es 10 order)

Caps ule
W e ;ght HZ S 21 (w;lh o ul cab le)
We; ghl HZ S 22 (w ;lhoul ca ble )

ma g ne tic type HM 33

dyne/ em' an d 1 mW

approx . 18 9
app ro )( .

25 9

We reserv e the rig ht to a lle r the spe cific a ti ons es p e ciall y with regard s to techn ical im provement s.
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dB

Dynamic Earphone
For Use With
Dictating Machines HD 404
The quality of th e modern dictating machine has
improved so much that there is a demand for a
transducer with wider and more linear frequency
response than the magnetic capsule can provide .
The dynamic earphone HD 404 has been designed to
provide maximal tonal quality within the re corded
frequency range, without annoying r e sonac~
peaks
Due to its " open air" capsule it is possible to use the
HD 404 as a single earphone with an earclip or as a
twin system with a stetoclip. A variable control on
the rear of each capsule allows convenient attenuation of the low frequencies , for instance when using
the stetoclip with the re sulting bass boost .
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6810kHz

So lid li nEl sho w s c lo se field res pon se at a d istance o f 1 e m.
D o tte d li ne ::; re spo nse wi th max im um bas s a tt enua tio n.

The dynamic earphone MD 404 has an impedance of
70 Q and can be used for most dictating machines.

Technical Data

HD 404

S en si ti vi ty a t 1 kH z and po w e r o f 1 mW .

104 dB in re fere nc e t o 2 x 10- 4 dyn e/ emf
150 mW
<; 1 ' I.

M a ximum in put po w er.
Di sto rti on at 10 mW and 1,000 H z

'$

a l 25 mW a nd 1,000 Hz .

l Ola

Im pe dance at 1,000 Hz .

70 Il

Body

hea vy du ty g rey plas l lc m ateri al

We re serve th e ri g h t 1o a lt er the spec ifi cClti ons e sp ec ia ll y w ith re g ard s to tochnic al Im prove m e nts.

Earphone Accessories
Stetoclip HZS 1
The HZS 1 is a stetoclip with a flexible joint. In the
centre of the joint there is an opening into which a
small earpiece can be fitted . The fitting will take any
type of Sennheiser ear capsule .

Ear Piece HZe 11
Sennheiser ear pieces can be used on either the
left or the right ear. The HZB 11 when used the
small capsule HM 35 offers a particularly lightweight
unit which can be used when it is essential for the
operator to hear a second sound source.

Cable HZL 18
Very flexible balanced cable 150 cm long fitted with
a sub-miniature connector at one end and no connector at the other.

Cable HZL 19
Very flexible miniature coaxial cable 150 cm long
fitted with a sub-miniature connector at one end
and no connector at the other.
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Ear piece H Z S 11
with earphone ca ps ule HM 35

Siel oc lip H ZS 1
wi th earp hon e c aps ul e HM 35

Product Group 6
HiFi Stereo ReproducerSystem
HS303 "Philharmonic"
6810kHz

l/cm'

The "Philharmonic" is a high quality stereo system
designed for domestic use. For many years it has
been acclaimed by professional users as one of the
foremost systems in studios and was developed in
principle from the professional reproduction system
designed by Sennheiser for studio replay. Details of
the professional system can be seen on page 70.
Those who have seen the "Philharmonic" demonstrated at Audio Fairs and lectures, have commented
on the simplicity of the system. The basic system
incorporates two loudspeaker units with transistorised
amplifiers concealed in the back a mixer and a
remote control unit. As the total system has been
designed by one group of engineers a consistency
of quality has been made possible throughout
the "Philharmonic". In order to suit the requirements of various people the mixer has been designed to accept all types of tape recorders
turntables , etc. produced by various manufactures.
An important feature is the design of the amplifier
and loudspeaker; most conventional systems use the
amplifier and the loudspeaker in separate housings
which can lead in some cases to unsatisfactory

results, therefore, Sennheiser has adopted the
studio technique of incorporating the amplifier with
the loudspeaker and equalising the frequency response in the one unit.
As mentioned above the housing of the amplifier
and the loudspeaker in one unit offers many advantages to the designer; enabling him to tailor the
overall frequency response giving the necessary
equalisation in bass and treble frequencies. The
bass frequencies in particular can be compensated
for and any resonance of the speaker or enclosure
can be smoothed out in the amplifier. Evidence of
the overall frequency response is supplied with
every loudspeaker/amplifier in the form of an individual response curve traced in an anechoic chamber .
With the Philharmonic system consisting of only two
loudspeaker units, a mixer and remote control
unit, the system can be easily installed in an average
size room . The remote control unit can be used at
any distance from the mixer and in a domestic situation usually from a comfortable arm chair as demonstrated in th e illustration below.

1M 35
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Reproducer VKL 303
The stereo remote control unit regulates the signal
from the mixer to the two loudspeaker enclosures
type VKL 303. In each loudspeaker enclosure there
is a built-in main amplifier with the loudspeaker (as
illustrated below). This method of construction offers
the optimum of electro-acoustical quality. The power
amplifier and loudspeaker are electronically equalised one with the other . In this manner the outstanding over-all frequency response is obtained for the
complete system.
A further advantage derived from this method is the
low harmonic distortion of the power amplifier of less
than 0.1 % with an output of 20 W .
The above mentioned mode of construction is the
most important feature of the Philharmonic system .
The loudspeaker being the weakest link in the chain
cannot distort the quality of the signal from the
amplifier. Despite the advantages of this system a
good frequency response could not have been
reached solely through coupling of the amplifier with
the loudspeaker. After many years of research on
loudspeaker systems carried out by a Sennheiser
research team many new techniques of loudspeaker
design were discovered, and alot of superstition
removed. It was discovered that the position of an
individual loudspeaker in a room could have the
bass response electronically tailored by means of a
"room corrector" device built into the amplifier , thus
enabling the bass frequencies of one loudspeaker
to be identically matched to that of another loudspeaker in a different position in the same room.
The VKL 303 amplifier has a "room corrector" switch
supplied, this enables the user to balance the bass
response of a loudspeaker positioned in the corner
of a room and, therefore, giving the impression of
more bass, with that of another speaker positioned
against a flat wall wh ich would tend to be lighter in
bass. The four positioned room corrector switch
would allow the user to compensate the bass response of each enclosure individually.
As the amplifiers are completely transistorized the
enclosures are not subjected to any undue heat
therefore it is possible to mount the loudspeaker
enclosure into a cupboard or built into the wall. The
loudspeaker enclosure can also be mounted horizontally as well as vertically if desired.
Tubular steel feet are available as accessories if
required (see illustration).
The loudspeaker enclosures can be used singly for
mono operation or in pairs for stereo operation and
will accept the following sound sources :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The Philharmonic,
Tape recorders,
Record players having built-in preamplifiers,
Tuners,
Sennheiser Mikroport system,
Electronic musical instruments,
Sound reinforcement systems,
Sennheiser microphone preamplifer VV 303.

With each amplifier having a signal input and output
socket as well as a mains input and output socket,
many VKL 303 enclosures may be connected together for reinforcement purposes in large auditoriums.
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VKL 303
He igh t (w itho ut le g e)

34 "

W;dth
Dept h
Wei ght

to "

Accessories

t6 ..

21 kg
mains cabl e VZN 303
audio cable Vll 303
(Floo. sta nd VZG 303
on reque st)

Technical Data

Frequency response of radiated sound
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Tran sien t response

HS 303
Output power contin uous sine wave
Inputs

opprox . 2 x 30 W

Microphone I

2 mV ot 50 k Q

Microphone II

2 mV at 50 kQ

(magneti c)
Radio

2.5 mV at 50 k Q.
2mVat50kQ
500 mV at 120 kQ

Phono

Tuner

Tape
Output leve l
Electrical frequen ce response ref. 1,000 Hz
Frequency response 0 1 radiLlted sound

220 mV at 100 kQ
500 mV at 50 kQ
20 Hz to 30 kHz ± 1.5 dB
906 cu rve . Each unit is supplied with its own
individually plotted frequency response curve

Tone control

Bass
Tre ble

±

15 dB

± 15 dB

60 Hz - 3 dB 15 dB lo ctave

Scratch filte r
Outputs

6 kHz - 3 dB 15 dB loctove

Tape Rec order II
Headphones
Harmonic distortion dependent upon frequency and output power
Intermodulalion DIN 45503
(at full output measured with 250/8,000 Hz,
level ratio 4 : 1)
Signal to noi se ratio for all inputs.
Signal to noise, power amplifier (rer. 30 W)
Power consumption

_ 303

20 kHz

Rumble filler

Tape Recorder

N 303

30 H z

Control
P owe r ampl ifisr

G 303

2
2

x 15 mV at 1 MQ (Ri = 15 kQ)
x 300 mV at 1 MQ (R i = 2.2 MQ)

2 x 1 V.t 100 Q
see curve

S"

0.70/0

>

65 dB
85 dB

~

3W
2 x 7 W qu iesc ent
2 x 70 W full output

We reselVe th e right to alier the specifications especially with regards to technical improvements.
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Stereo Mixer VMS 303
Three sound sources can be fed into the stereo
mi xer VMS 303 and the output of each channel is
controlled by a slide-fader. The following inputs are
built into the back panel of the mi xer:
Two microphone inputs (2 mV at 50 kQ) which
operate into microphone input 1 and microphone
input 2. Channels 1 and 2 control these inputs .
One input for radio with a sen sitivity switch operating between RADIO (2 mV at 50 kQ) and TUNER
(500 mV at 120 kQ). This input is controlled by
channel 1, labelled "Radio".
One input for each type of gramophone cartridge .
Magnetic pick-up (2.5 mV at 50 kQ) and crystal pickup (500 mV at MQ) . These inputs are controlled
by channel 2 labelled "Phono".
The tape input (220 mV at 100 kQ) is controlled by
channel 3, labelled "Band".
A stereo headphone output is also supplied on the
rear panel.
In order to be adaptable to the many sensitivities of
tuners, radios, magnetic and crystal systems, the
necessary switches have been built into the back of
the mixer. The VMS 303 Mi xer will record stereo as
well as mono and naturally reproduce both modes
of operation. At the top of each slide-fader is a
channel sens itivity control. This control is supplied
in order that the outputs of each channel may be th e
same when each individual slider is at its farthest
limit.
The mi xer is switched on by using the push-button
switch marked " Ein ". The second push-button la belled "Rauschfilter " operates a noise filter network
tailoring the treble frequency response at 6 kHz and
decreasing at 15 dB per octave. A third push-button
labelled " Rumpelfilter " can be used to remove un wanted low frequencies dropping 3 dB at 60 Hz and
decr easing at 15 dB per octave.

Heighl
Wi dth
Depth
W eig ht

3 inche s
9 inches
4 in ches

2.1 kg

St ereo-M !seb'lil l'1 larkc:r

-1
e-.
r

I ...

Stereo Remote Control
Unit VRS 303
The Stereo Remote Control Unit is connected to the
mixer by means of a cable 16 feet long which can be
extended up to 200 feet if necessary. This facility
enabl es the complete control of the system from an
armchair . The versatility of this unit in spite of its
small measurements can be seen from the following
data . The remote control unit has five control knobs
which operate as follows:
1. Treble Control (Diskant)
This treble frequency control will allow a variation
of ± 15 dB at 20 kHz.
2. Bass Control (Bass)
This control gives a variation in the bass frequencies of ± 15 dB at 30 Hz.
3. Stereo Width Control (Basis)
This control enables the stereo image to be increased according to taste. The control operates
continually from mono through stereo to the extreme stereo position.
4. Balance Control (Balance)
The balance control enables a correct image to
be reproduced without the necessity of sitting in
a central position between the two speakers .
5. Loudness Control (LautsHirke)
The loudness control varies the output in sound
and compensates in the bass frequencies when
the setting is below 2.
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VRS 303

Height
Widt h
Depth
We ight

3 inches

4 in ches
9 inch es

1.2 kg

HiFi Microphone
Preamplifier VV 303
The power reproducer VKL 303 described in detail
on page 64 shows the advantages of having the
amplifier built into the loudspeaker enclosure. It was
therefore natural for Sennheiser to design as an
accessory the VV 303 high quality microphone preamplifier.
The preamplifier is designed to accept Sennheiser
microphones and is connected to the VKL 303 by
16 feet of cable . The VKL 303 also supplies the
required power to the VV 303 down the same cable.
The VV 303 is so designed that any type of Sennheiser microphone whether dynamic, balanced or
unbalanced, or condenser, balanced or unbalanced,
can be connected.
The five position impedance and sensitivity selector
allows quick adjustment to match the respective
microphone which has been connected. The VV 303
has been fitted with a volume control wh ich enables
the user to control the desired level of volume at the
source of the sound without having to adjust the
volume control on the amplifier of the VKL 303. The
volume control also acts as an on-off switch .

' l JUTsr~RI(E

OlU/rI£

The small preamplifier is housed in a shockproof
and scratch proof casing, and is designed to allow
the unit to be mounted on a microphone stand
below the microphone. If necessary it can be placed
on a table but to do this the microphone stand
adaptor should be detached.
The whole system has been designed so that
microphone, preamplifier and power reproducer all
allow a high quality performance. The VV 303 corresponds with the HiFi standard DIN 45500. Its frequency response is smooth and extends from 10 Hz
to 30,000 Hz. As two VV 303 preamplifiers can be
connected to a VKL 303 power reproducer, many
combinations and mixing possibilities arise .

Technical Data

VV 303

Input sensitivity

Position N or L, HL or M .
Position TU o r TS .

0.3 mV
2 mV

Input Imp edan ce

Po sition N or L, HL or M .
Position TU
Position T5
Output voltag e.
Output Impedance

Overloo.d c'lpability
Frequency res ponse
Signal 10 noise rati o, OIN 45405 , when using a dyn ami c microphone 200 Q
ref. 0.3 mV input voltage .

Pow e r supply
Input co nnections
Position N
Po si tion L, Hl .
Position M
Positi on TU
Po s ition TS
Output connections
Dimensi on s

approx. 2 kQ
approx. 1 kQ
approx. 400 Q

500 mV
approx.5 kQ
app.ox. 20 dB

10 Hz _ 30 kHz ± 2 dB
a pprox. 60 dB
-35-, - 40V
1 -+ AF , 2

-+

ground , :3 -+ grou nd

1_
1 -+
1 -+
1 - ....
3 -,
1 - ...
4~

nol connected, 2 -+ ground, 3 ->- AF
AF , 2 _ ground , 3 --'>- not connected
AF , 2 .....,.. ground, 3.....,.. power supply
AF, powe, supply, 2 -+ ground,
pow er supply
not connected, 2.....,.. ground, 3 - *" AF ,
power su pply , 5 ~ AF
100 x 60 x 35 mm

We re se rve the right to altsr the specific ations especially with regards to techni ca l improvement s.
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Product Group 7
Mikroport SM 1008
Radio microphones are now widely used in all
branches of the television and film industry and
Sennheiser are justly famed for their original Mikroport radio microphone which is well liked for its
compact size and proven reliability.
The SM 1008 transmitter -microphone combination is
so small that it can be held in the hand like an
ordinary microphone. The complete unit is no larger
than Sennheiser's MD 421 cardioid microphone and
yet it incorporates microphone, transmitter and
battery.

Transmitter SK 1008
The Mikroport transmitter and microphone have
been designed as a single unit. However, the
microphone can be detached instantly, as shown on
the right , and reveals a six pin socket in the end of
the transmitter. To this a cable can be attached to
D ie ler· Thomas He ck during one o f his TV sh ows .
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connect any suitable dynamic microphone to hold
in the hand such as MD 211 (the famous moving coil
microphone with the " condenser quality") or MD 214
(the Lavalier microphone with the built-in equalizer) .
Power is also available at this socket so that a Sennheiser 04 condenser microphone, omni, cardioid, or
ultradirectional , can be connected directly to the
transmi tter .
Detaching the microphone also reveals the batte ry
compartment which houses an Eveready No. 216 or
equivalent dry battery giving 7 hours use, or a nickel
cadmium rechargeable battery .
Like its predecessor, the transmitter has a choice
of 2 operating frequencies selected by a switch In
the side of the case. The audio sensitivity is of
course continuously adjustable to suit the user's
voice but the audio amplifier includes a compressor
circuit to control unexpected signal peaks.

Technical Data

to hold
,ing coil
MD 214
ualizer).
a Senniioid, or
to the
battery
, 216 or
a nickel
choice
witch in
y is of
, user's
pressor

In those cases where the transmitter must be hidden under the clothing the
dynamic microphones MD 214-1, MO 405 T and the conde nser lapel microphone
MKH 124 can be connected.

The
the
The
fore
reciv~

on-off switch of the transmitter Ln conjunction w i th the squelch control of
EM 1008 allows convenient remote control of 1ape recorders.
ver; flexible antenna is scrawed onto the antenna connector and is theresec ured against ac cid ental remo val.

SK 1008
Carrier frequencies

36.7,37.1 and 37.9 MHz
(other frequencies optional)

Frequency drift
Radiated power
Mode of modulal ion
Noi se devi a tion
Audio input sensilivity
A ud io frequency response
Preemphasis
Harmonic distortion at 40 kHz modulation
Power consumption
Type o f battery
Operating time for one battery
D i mensions (without microphone)
We ight (With battery, without microphone )

;5 15 kH z (+ 20
down 20 a/ o)
approx. 1 mW
FM
;;:; 100 Hz

I

-f

45

Q

C, battery vollage

1 mW for 40 kHz modulation

35 Hz 1020kHz
50 J.1sec

'$ 2 0/0
10 mA
standard 9 volt transistor battery Eveready
No . 216 o( equivalent
approx . 7 hours
6 x 1. 7 )( 1.35 in .

8 oz

We res erve the righ t to al te ( the specifications espec ially with regards to technical imp rov ements .
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Plug-in Microphone
Module MD 1008

The dynamic microphone MD 1008 plugs in to the
transmitter type SK 1008 making the complete unit
appear as a stick microphone. The frequency response of 60 Hz to 14,000 Hz is designed to have a
rise of 8 dB above 1,000 cycles. This rise in treble
response compensates for the lack in treble when
the microphone is used as a Lavalier microphone.
The microphone has an omnidirectional characteristic and is impervious to wind noise in exterior locations .

_ _

.... .:....lio.-\ ...... _..A...:..

.......... __

SENNHEI5ER

Plug-in Cardioid Microphone
MD 4008
The MD 4008 is designed to operate with the SK
1008 transmitter when used in acoustically unfavourable situations, and is designed as an alternative microphone to the MD 1008. The MD 4008 is
always used for the stage and for other sound reinforcement systems where loudspeakers are in close
proximity to the user. The accurate cardioid characteristic reduces the tendency to feedback. The front
to back ratio is approximately 20 dB at 120 ' and the
frequency response is so tailored between 80 Hz to
12,000 Hz that the microphone can be used with the
SK 1008 as a Lavalier microphone.

Technical Data
T ransduce r type
De viation from nominal Curve
Impedance

Output level

MD 1008

dyn amic
$ ± 3 dB
700 Q
0 .25 mV /~ bar

Direct ional characte ristic

omnidirectional

Dimensions .

1.57 x 1.7 x 1.34 ;n.
3 oz .

We;ghl

MD 4008
Frequenc y range

8010 12,000 Hz

Tolerance on frequoncy curve (as a Lavalier microphone)
Sens itivity at 1,000 Hz .

0.2

Electrical imp edance

700

Dir ec tional charact eristic

super -card ioid

Dimension s .

1.57 1( 1.7)( 1.34 in.
3 oz .

We ;ghl
We reserve the right 10 alt e r the specifications especially with regards to tech nica l impro vem ent s.
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± 3 dB
mV/~bar

Q

Receiver EM 1008

This new compact receiver contains virtually every
refinement required for a radio microphone. It can
be powered from an internal dry battery (Eveready
No. 276 or equivalent), a nickel cadmium battery or
from 220/117 volt AC line. The dual fitting telescopic
aerial allows the receiver to be mounted on a table
or on its back on the floor or, if a more elaborate
aerial is required, a separate balanced input socket
may be used.

used to set the "take over" level if two receivers
are used for diversity reception. The volume control
adjusts only the volume of the internal monitor loudspeaker, the line output being at a fixed level of
1.55 V for 40 % modulation.
For difficult situations where the proximity of metal
structures may cause dead spots, two separated
receivers may be used so that when the signal fades
in one receiver, the other is receiving strongly.

The four pushbuttons control ON/OFF; channel
selection (for rapid switching between two transmitters) and battery test. Besides showing battery
voltage the meter gives a continuous indication of
signal strength which is particularly useful for the
detection of possible "dead spots" in the acting
area during rehearsal.

The two receivers are interconnected via their diversity sockets, and the squelch controls adjusted so
that when the signal in either receiver falls to a
preset level, that receiver is muted , and the output is fed automatically from the other receiver .
A third socket gives access to a pair of carrieroperated relay contacts . When the transmitter is
switched on, the contacts close to remote control a
tape recorder or cue light or other device .

The control beside the meter is an adjustable noise
suppressor or "squelch " control which can also be
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Technical Data

EM 1008

Antan na inpu t 1
Antenna input 2

60 ohms unb a lan ced
240 ohm s balanced

Output voltage at 40 kHz modulal lo n and 5 "V voltage.

1.55 V ± 2 dB

Ou l pul
Matching load

balanced, ungrounded

Audio frequency response

Hal mo ni c distortion at 40 kHz modulation and 200 IL V antenna voll age
S igna l-I e- noise ratio at 40 kHz modulalion and 2.5 J.lV antenna vo lta ge
At 40 kHz modulation and 20 ,.. V antenna volt age.
At 40 kHz modulalion and 50 pV antenna voltage.
Re ceivi ng frequencies

300 ohms or more

50 Hz 1015 ,000 Hz :!: 2 dB
~
2 0/ 0
~
26 dB
<:: 50 dB
- 65 dB
36.7 and 37. 1 MHz
(other frequencies optional)

AFC range
C hanne l sepa rati on for 4 MHz .
Squelch, adjustable
Di ve rsity operat ion
Rem ot e contro l
Powe r requ irement
P owsr co nsu mpti on
Dimensions.
We ight

~
± 100 kHz
> 60 dB
2 JlV to 1 mV

(d isp la y on fi e ld strength meter)
2 or more receivers have 10 be connected at
tho sockets "Dive rs ity"
associated equipment can be aclivated with
built in sque lch re lay co ntac t
110 VAC line or 9 vo lt battery
2 watts when connected 10 110 VAC
1 P I, x 6' h )( 3 11 / , . in .

8.8 Ib, .

We reserve the right to alter the specifications especially with regards to technical improvements .
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Accessories

Apart from the MD 1008 and MD 4008 already mentioned as microphones for the SK 1008 transmitter,
there are two other microphones which may be used.
Sennheiser have designed the MD 405 T as a microphone which can be clipped into a pocket of a jacket
or the MD 214-1, a Lavalier microphone. A recent
innovation is the design of the MK 12 transistorized
condenser microphone which when used with the
MH 124 unit can be connected directly into the
SK 1008 transmitter. The MD 405 T super-cardioid
microphone is often used by reporters in television

news work. The smooth frequency response from
100 Hz to 15,000 Hz has a slight rise above 1,000 Hz
as is necessary for this type of work . The front to
back ratio at 1,000 Hz is approximately 15 dB.

This aerial extends to 1.90 m and can be connected
directly in either the horizontal or vertical position
to the EM 1008 receiver.

Sup E: r-cardioid Microphone MD 405 T

Lavalier ~."'

Telescopic Aerial TA 203

i crophne

Technical Data
Transducer type
Frequency re sponse
De v ia tion from nominal curve.
Output level
Impedan c e
Directional characteristic

Fronl t o back ratio .
Dimens i ons .
Weight

MD 214 - 1

MD 405 T
dynamic
100 10 14.000 Hz

± 3 dB
0. 15 mV/ Jlbar ± 3 dB
200 Q
super-ca r dioid
:> 12 db al 150 '
1.7 r]l x 5.5 ;n .
7 oz.

MD 214·1
Direc l i onal characteristic
Acoustical mode of operation.
Ma ... imum dev iation from nominal frequency re sp o nse
Output level
Impedance

omnidirect'lonal
pressure receive r

± 2.5 db
0.2 mV/ pbar ± 2.5 dB
700 Q

Magnetic stray interference

8 ),VI50 mGaus s

Weight

3)( 1'Is )( P / a in.
cord length 33 teet
5 oz. (without cord)

We reserve the ri ght 10 alter the s pecifications espe c ially with regards 10 techn i cal impro vements .
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Portable Receiver T 203

The radio microphone receiver T 203 is a lightweight
unit and receives its power from a small battery
(Eveready No. 226 or equivalent). This unit can be
used for monitoring purposes. The audio output can
be varied by a volume control built into the top of
the T 203, and with only a maximum output of 2 V
the stetoset earpiece can be connected via the
miniature jack socket in the top panel. Amplifiers
and tape recorders can also be connected to the
T 203 by the same miniature jack socket.

e from
000 Hz
ront to
l.

nected
)osition

According to the mode of operation you can use
two types of aerial. A telescopic aerial normally
supplied with this unit at extra charge or an aerial
built into the shoulder carrying strap can be used .
The volume control also serves as the on-off switch
and next to the aerial input is the channel selector
switch offering selection between channel 1 and
channel 2 (reCeiver frequencies 36.7 MHz and 37.1
MHz). The batteries used for this unit 2.re 9 V dry
batteries or a 7.5 Deac rechargeable cell . The radio
receiver T 203 is normally supplied at the frequencies mentioned but special frequencies are available
on request.

Technical Data

T 203

Antenna

60 ohms unb a lanced

input

Output

unbalanced, nominal

Output voltage at 40 kHz modulati on and antenna vol lage exceeding 5 ,N .

load 2000 ohms
1 voll , adjust ab le

Frequen cy respo nse
Tolerance of nominal audio re sponse CUIVe
H a rmoni c distortion al 40 kHz modulalion and 200 antenna voltage for 1 V audio ou tput
S ignal·l a- noi se ratio at 40 kHz modulat ion an d an antenna vollage of "> 20 )IV .

100 Hz to 15 kHz
---: -': 2 dB
50 dB

Receiving frequencies

36.7 an d 37.1 MHz (o ther

Se lechvit y for a channel ra ster of 0.4 MHz

arprox . 50 dB

frcq

'-I(~nc

i s

oplionJ.l)

Type of ballery .

9 volt s Eve ready

Operating lime for 1 batiery

approx. 20 hrs .
1.3 x 3.4 x 4.7 in .

No .
Dim~nso

.
Weight

226 or equ ivalent

12 .5 oz . w ith battery

We reserv e the riqht 10 alter the spec ifi ca tions especially with regards to technical imorovements.
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Product
Group 8
Audio
Transformers

Stand ard construction
and remarks

Typ e

1K

The main possibilities for using
the various tr ansformers are in
dicated by means of the letters
E, Z and A.
E
A

= Input, Z = Inter Stage
= Output.

and

Those whi ch are add itionally
marked "I" indicate that this
type of construction is for industrial use only in very large quan
tities . There is no stand ard form
of const ruc tion for thes e trans
formers .

,

'

$0

and

@';:~i
A,

Broad Band Transformer
Standard Construction:
Input Tran sformer TB 432

Bro ad Band
Transformer

On the left of the table you will
find the list showing the type
and grouping, e. g. broad band
or miniature transformers. You
can find the desired type of
construction horizontally at the
top of the table. If you are look
ing for example, for a transfor
mer for printed circuits, which
must be shi elded, you can find
th e TM 005 unde r the miniature
tran sformers .

m

The r. e are small unsh ielded
transforme rs fo r industrial use only.

Sma ll Transformer

1B

A comprehensive program of
transformers has been devel
oped by Sennheiser electronic
for all conceivable uses.

Unencapsulated,
unscreened

1MB

..

I~"

~; [

Interstage and Output Tra nsforme r
for industrial use only .
Standard Co nstru ction :
Input Transform er
TMB 103

Broad Band
M inia ture
Transformer

"'i

1 . . i~

"_~

.



[., ...J"
- ,e -

"

E,Z,A

1M

\-n

Interstage and Output Transformer
for industrial use only.
Standard Construction :
Input Transform er TM 003

Miniature
Tra nsform er

~ _'

~/

.

il

' " ~ , [ ..',j '
/ -' -'{-

E,Z,A

~ ",, ' ~

TS
Production for use in industry only in
accordance with special requirements.

Sub
Miniature
Tran sfo rmer

...

tl

~

'.,
"

'- 174 -

-

Z, A, I

Technical Data for the Standard Construction (Input Transformers)
Type

Frequency Curves

Hili., DlltlWI II1IIIIIIIIIi
. fE

TB 432

(I"

J~

"

'0<

,J

Iff tH

,

J

I



=

"

,.

" 
"'

Broad Band 0
1 : 30, Source Impedance 200 Q
secondary load 500 kQ II 10 pF

HmII4YttIJIIIIIII II11110

TMB 103

I.a/f

a's

.'

'/"

41' ff

I

I

,

•

r

_

'H'", _ .. _10

=

Broad Band Min ina ture Tran sfo rmer, upper curve 0
1 : 15
lowe r curve [j
1 : 25, Sourc e Impedance in both cases 200 Q
secondary load 500 kQ II 10 pF

=

TM 003

r~WIG

qO I

QI

111111111 I 111111111111
, ,. ,.

ql

qJ

q~

(Ii

,

I

J

gg
's

/0

= -""--

Miniature Transformer, upper curve 0
1 : 15
lower curve (j =: 1 : 30, Source Impedance in both cases 200 Q
secon dary load 500 kQ II 10 pF

T8 501
1M 514
TM 513
74

20 ... 20,000 Hz, secondary load 500 kQ II 10 pF
45 .. . 20,000 Hz, secondary load 500 kQ II 10 pF
50 ... 20,000 Hz, seco ndary load 500 kQ II 10 pF

Unencapsulated,
fur printed circuits

Unencapsulated,
unscreened

Hermetically sealed
for printed circuits

"~
BJ
,

Magnetically
screened
for printed circuits

Magnetically
screened for outer
chassis mounting

Magnetically
screened for inner
chassis mounting

Cable Transformers

-u

,

M

j]{0;:;jii

'"

If.S

A,I

"'

E

..

I , A, I

E,Z,A

- ~ :.

-

TB 501

E

E, I

E

TM 514 N
TM 514 HL

E

E, I

E

TM 513

6 -

Z, A, I

E,Z,A

E

Z, A, I
- "5 -

~

i,5

~

_
-

~

~' ' l

I ~ 5 ---"

• • +

1}.3

Z, A, I

Z, A, I

.l ;

Special Types. Transformers with other adaptations and adjustments can
be developed and manufactured on request but only in suitable quantities .
We would ask you for the sake of speed in dealing with your request to use
our Transformer Ouestionnaire Form, or if not to hand, to ask for some of
these.

rmers)

IiH
.

f

rl

~
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'"'  

Primary
Inductance

Coil
Resistance

Ratio

Source
Impedance

1 : 15

200 Q

1 : 30

200 Q

1 : 15

200 Q

60 Q

Prima ry :

1 : 25

200 Q

45 Q

Secondary : blue lead (ground )

Connections

16 Q
1,7 H

16 Q

1ce 200 Q
F

eo
•

S'

_

'N, __/0
,~

~

urve Ii = 1 : 15
loth cases 200 Q

R

f5 Jo
__''0N, __

= 1: 15
'oth cases 200 Q

grey and green lead

red lead (input)

1 : 15

1 : 30

200 Q
200 Q

1,5 H
0,4 H

180 Q

90 Q

Primary :

grey and green lead

Secondary : blue lead (ground )
red lead (input)

:2 II 10 pF

1 : 20

200 Q

16 Q

t II 10 pF

1 : 16

200 Q

45 Q

t l110pF

1 : 20

200 Q

140 Q
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Product Group 9
Studio Equipment
Transmitter SER 1 and
Receiver ER 2
The SER 1 transmitter and ER 2 receiver are widely
used in television and broadcasting stations throughout the world. Both transmitter and receiver are
supplied in a practical rugged leather carrying case.
The shoulder strap aerial can be used efficiently for
television and film news work. The performance of
both units meet the highest broadcast standards.
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Several transmitters and receivers may be linked together and provided that adequate aerials are used ,
transmission can be obtained over considerable
distances.
The transmitter SER 111 is manufactured with a smaller
frequency swing which allows 50 kHz channel raster

Technical Data

SER 1
2 frequencies in the range 25 to 110 MHz,
ma~iu
spacing 0.5 MHz
1 W w;'h 15 V balte,y voltage (7 .75 V al 60 \1)

Tr ansmitting frequency
Transmitting power.
Frequency stability (temperature -

inked lone use d ,
;iderab le
a smal ler
e l raster.

10 ':- C to

+

40 '. C and :!: 10

%

battery ....a.riL'.tion)

Aer ial socket
Modulation
N oise fre quency dev iation, measured to DIN 45405 , and with 50 !Isec de-emphas i s
2 Inputs for microphone and line
M icrophone inpu t
Sensitivity. variable
Line input
Input impe dance
Sen.iitivity
Limite r

3 x 10- '
60 Q co-axia l (Amph eno l)
FM. maximum ± 75 kHt devi atio n (150 F 3)
or ± 15 kHz (50 F 3)

:- 100 Hz
for 200 Q impedance
max . 0.8 mV for 40 kHz dev iati on
(8 kHz de via t ion)
for 200 Q impedance

;:, 3 kQ

Lim i ting ra nge
Normal frequency deviation
Maximum frequency deviation

1.55 V for 40 kHz de vi ation (8 kHz deviation)
opera tes on both i nputs
.~
30 dB
± 40 kHz (± 8 kHz)
± 70 kHz (± 13.5 kHz)

AudIo frequency ra nge

80 Hz 10 18 kHz

D i stortion
at 40 kHz dev iati on (8 kHz )
a t 20 dB overload
Supply voltago
Power consu mpt ion
Ac cumulator
Ope rating l ife
Met er {unc:t ion !S

~
~

~;

dB

1 'I.
2 ,/,

12 - 16 V
approx. 250 mA
15 V, 1 Ah
3 to 4 hr9 (down to - 10 C)
for ba llery vo lt age , carrier frequency .
put vo lt age . frequen cy d ev
i at'~ n

Dim ensions with b atlery case
Aerial

170 x 135 x 65 mm
steel tape aerial 80 em l ong or
st rap o f l ea.:h er ca rrying case

Weight without battery
W e igh! o f th e batt ery case

1.2 kg
O.g kg

iJ4

RF out-

aerial i(1

We re serve the tight to alte r the spec ificat i ons especially with regards to technical im provement s.

ER 2

Rocei vi ng

fr oquenc y

2 frequencies in th e range 25 to 110 MHz ,
max spac i ng 0 .5 MHz

RF input
Fr eque ncy st il b i li ! y
Receiver syst om
I. Intorm edlal o freql.lcncy
2. interm cd lO\le fre que ncy
Dem odu lat or
Modu Lllion
Sensitivily at 40 kHz deviat i on
Adjacent channe l rej ec tion at 0 .3 MHz spacing at 40 kHz d evia t ion
Imag~
rejection o f 2. IF
Imilgo rejc c!lon of 1. IF
Squel ch
Squelch Je ve l
Audio freq ue ncy range
Dist ortio n at 40 kHz dev i at ion .
Audio fre quency output
Oulput impedance
O;.J!put volta go
Headphon e output
Met er fun ctions
Function switch
Supp ly vo lt age
Power consu mpt ion
Op erall ng life
Accumu lator
Dimension s wilh batle ry case
Waigh! o f th e receiver .
Weight of the batlery case.

60 Q co -axi al (Amphenol)
3 x 10- 1 , crysta l controlled
double superhet

10 .7 MHz
470 kHz
countin g circuil
::t 75 kHz devi ation (150 F 3)
beUer than 2 ltV for 26 d8 SIN
, 55 dB

· 60 dB

· 70 dB
sWitched audiO output
adj ustable
5 ltV
30 Hz to 20 kHz ± 2 riB

a...

::. 1

DID

mat chi ng impedanc e 300 Q, bala nced and
ground free, Tuchel T 3062
approx . 50 Q
1.55 V for 40 kHz deviati on
Ri::: 1 kQ
battery voltag e , RF Input vo ltag e ,
sque lch level, audio output
combined with IJn-off switch

12 - 16 V
50 mA
approx . 20 hours
15 V , 1 Ah
170 x 136 x 65 mm

1.1 kg
0 .9 kg

We reserve the right to aller IhR spe c ifications especially with regnrds to technical imp rovemen ts .
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Receiver ER 3

The ER 3 is a transistorized receiver with narrow
frequency deviation. The unit which in appearance
and dimensions is similar to the well known ER 2 can
be successfully lIsed for 50 kHz channel raster. The
receiver is normally laid out for the two frequenc ies
of 77,53 and 77,59 MHz.
The ER 3 differs from the ER 2 in thai it employs a
46 kHz band pass mechanical filter in the second
I. F. amplifier.
The ER 3 which similarly to the SER 1 and ER 2 is
delivered with leather carrying case , can be fitted
with a shoulder strap antenna for portable u::;e.

Technical Data
Rec e Iving frequency

RF lop!J!
Freque'lcy stability
Typ€! of receiver
I. I. F
2. I . F.

Demodulator
Modulation
Sensil;vily at 8
Seleeill/ily at 8
Image rejection
Image rejection

kHz deviatIon
kHz deviation and 40 kHz chennel raster
of 2 I. F.
of 1 I. F.

Squelch
Squelch level
Audio frequency range

THO at

e kH z

frequency deviolion

Audio frequency output
Source impedance
Audio output level
Headphone impedance
Meier fun c tion s
S up~ly
lIoltago
Power consumption
Operating time, fully charged
Accumulator
Dimensions with battery ca se
We igh I of the receiver .
Weight of the battery case

We re se rve the right to aller the specifications especi ::l lly with regards to technic a l improvements
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ER J
2 frequoncies in the (::l nge of 25 10 110 MH :!
max. distance between dlo.nncl s 0 5 MHz ,
pref e rably 77 .53 and 77.59 MHz
60 Q coax ial (Amphenol)
::: x IO-s, crystal controlled
cJoublB superhel

10.B MHz
455 kHz
counting circuil
± 15 kHz deviation
betler than 2.5 11V for 26 cJ8 SiN

BO dB
: 70 dB
BO dB
switrnes audio output relay
adjustable 0 . . .. . 5 ,IV

30 Hz .. . 12 kHz ± 3 dB

:;3%
matching impedance 300 Q ,
balanced, groundlree; Tuchel T 3082
approx . 50 Q
1.55 V for 8 kHz frequency dev iation

R;

=

1 kQ

battery voltage, R. F. input vollage, squelch
levcl , audio output . combinecJ with on-off swi tch

12 - 16 V

50 mA
approx. 20 hours
15 V, 1 Ah
170 x 136 x 65 mm
1.1 kg
09 kg

Studio Pocket Transmitter
SK 1007

Sennheiser has been manufacturing radio microphones designed particularly for studio applications
over the past ten years. The experience gained over
this period of time has been combined with new
design techniques to develop the studio pocket
transmitter S K 1007.

The SK 1007 transmitter has a high output and weighs
only 14 oz. Because of its extremely slim shape it can
be easily concealed in the pocket of a suit. Sennheiser dynamic microphones and RF transistorized condenser microphones can be connecied to the SK 1007
by means of a 6 pin tuchel connector . The MK 12 condenser capsule can be connected to the SK 1007transmitter via a sub-miniature coaxial connector built
into the top panel. The transmitter co,ltains the

necessary crystal controlled oscillator which is part
of the circuitry of the MK 12 microphone.
The circuit of the SK 1007 is comprised of a fourstage RF section, an eight-stage audio frequency
section and a voltage stabilizer. The circuitry is
constructed from silicon planar transistors. The unit
allows low noise broad band frequency modulation.
Th e audio frequency amplifier is a limiter amplifier,
that is the limiter becomes operative when the audio
level produces a deviation of 40 kHz. An increase in
level of 15 dB produces a frequency change of only
3 dB . This means in effect that it is practically impossible to overload either the transmitter or the
receiver. The quality and technical data of the
SK 1007 meets the most stringent studio requirements. The power supply for the transmitter is
obtained from three Eveready No. 216 9 V batteries.

10 110 MHz
) MHz,

j

Technical Data
Ca rlle r freq;Jcncy (as oldcrcd )

spe c ify 367 or 37 . 1 MHz (ot her fr eque nc ies

Carrier ctabi l i ty

betwc0n 30 <lnd 45 MHz op tio na l)
:. ± 15 kHz, at temperatu res 50 ' F .

RF output power

100mW

Effecti ve radiated powe r. ERP .

approx . 10 m\N
FM
" 100 Hz
0.5 mV for full modubtion
50 micro seconds

Type o f modulation
Noi so modulation
AF·input - minimt.:m (m , d"J b: lon con:ro l opc")

age, squelch
on-off swi tch

SK 1007

Pre-emphasis
Distortion
Power supp ly
P owe r co nsump ti on

<:

. 102

F

1%

J b.:J. tteri cs 9 V ( Eveready No . 226 o r e qUi valen t)

Opera ting lime

AF-section ap pro x. 10 rnA,
RF -se c ti on ap prox. 20 rn A
approx. 3 hou rs for one set o f carbo n- zinc

Usab le dist ance

batt e rie s
1000 feel average . depending on lo ca l

Dimensi ons.
Weight

conditions
1.3 x 3.4 x 4. 7 Inches
ap prox 14 ounces

We res e rve thc ri gh t to .:J. l\ c r the specificat ions especia lly wi th re ga:ds to te chn icot Improvements.
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Portable Mixer M 101

The portable mixer M 101 is designed for use with
the Nagra and other professional-type tape recorders . The total unit is only 347 x 233 x 126 mm
and weighs only 6 kg and, therefore, when used with
a portable t ape recorder offers the sound recordist
a very lightweight versatile system .
The power supply is from two built-in 9 V ba tt eries
which with intermittent working will allow for more
than 30 hours battery life. Alternatively , the power
may be supplied to the mixer from the Nagra tape
recorder . The M 101 has four bal anced microphone
inputs each having a sensitivity of 0.1 mV . The inputs
will accept dynamic microphones , conventional
condenser microphones and Sennheiser "05 " series
RF transistorised microphones in which the power to
the microphone is fed through the microphone cable.
The M 101 is most versatile when Sennheiser RF condenser microphones powered directly f rom the mixer
are l lsed .
The input sens itivity of each microphone channel
can be swi1ched in three steps of 20 dB and the
input impedance will remain almo st unchanged . A
further attenuator in the amplifier is operated by a
smooth control allowing a further attenuation or
20 dB, therefore , the total attenuation possible on
each channel is a ma ximum of 80 dB. The maximum
input is + 6 dB . Immediately after the attenuator
the input is balanced by a transformer connected to
the first low noise transistor. Each channel has a
bas s cut filter fitted which operates from 100 Hz at
approximately 10 db per octave.
In order that the M 101 can operate over a wide

Ru mb le Filt er

Prea mp lifier

Fad er

Am p lifi e r

temperature range and to ensure a low consumption
of power, the input stages of each pannel are fitted
with low noise silicon planar transistors. The overload capability of the input stage is appro ximately
26 dB and the summing amplifier has an adequate
overload reserve. The final stage of each channel
has an overload factor of approximately 6 dB.
The outputs of the four microphone channels are fed
to one master slide-fader . The junction is fed via
a buffer amplifier and a coupling resistor. The junction is brought out to a socket to allow the possibility of connecting a second mixer in parallel to give
eight channels . The junction signal is fed through
the main fader to the summing amplifier. The tone
controls in the summing amplifier can , if required .
also be switched into the fourth microphone channel.
The output comes from the push - pull amplifier with
a very low output impedance. The output level is
+ 6 dB at an output impedance of 200 Q . For coupling to installations th e control instrument ML 101
has been provided with a symmetrical transformer
which can also give an output of + 15 dB at 600 Q .
The output voltage is measured by a peak reading
meter which is capable of being switched to read
battery volts.
The built-in 1 kHz oscillator provides line-up t one
controlled by the mast e r slide-fader and its level
is shown directly on the meter. A switch situat e d on
every microphone channel makes it possible to prefade listen, if the mixer is used in conjunction with
the ML 101.

Master
Amplifie r

Equa lize r

.~

O ut pu t
Am plif ie r

t6dB

A tt e nu alor

nL&~

Balle r;

Tone
Ge ner at o r

~@-

~
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Juncti on

Technical Data
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3-Up tone
its level
tuated on
Ie to pre: tion with
M 101
Inputs
Input sen si tivity
Input att enuatar

4, bal ance d

0.1 mV
4 posit ion, switched in 20 dB steps
and variable 20 dB, g lidin g
control in feedback circuit of first amp. stage

Input imped ance

120 Hz . , . 12 kHz G 1 kO
40 Hz , . . 15 kHz :<; 400 0

Input symmetry
High-pass filter switchable in each input.

40 Hz . , . 15 kHz ;;: 60 dB
- 3 dB a l 120 Hz
- 10 dB/octave below 100 Hz

Power for condenser microphones.

in each input 8wilchable

Oulpul

unbalanced + 6 dB al60 0
:040
40 .. , 15,000 Hz ± 1.5 dB
0.5 '1.60 Hz . . 15 kHz
(+ 6 dB al oulpul inlo 200 0)
1 '1.60 Hz .. . 15 kHz
(+ 12 dB al oulpul inlo 200 OJ
approx . 3 dB
rise time 90 % of full scale 30 ms,

with attenuator :: 1.8 kQ

-<

t6d6

Output impedance
Frequency response
Distortion

Meter

Amplifier
Battery
Noise figure

Peak level meter
\'~odulatjn

Meter

Line up oscillator
Tone controls switchable, summing amplifier or channel 4

Junction

Operating temperature range
Dimensions
Batteries
Current drain
B attery life with interm ittent use
Weight with batteries

decay time 1.4 sec .
frequency 1 kHz ± 10010, distortion
level adjustable by main fader
~

l°/Q,

Ireb'e ± 12 dB a l 15 kHz
bas s + 10 dB - 14 dB al40 Hz
_ 20 0 C 10 + 50 0 C
347 x 233 x 126 mm
2 x 9 V Eveready No . 276 or equivalent
40 mA for full output
6 30 hours
with 4 condenser microphones approx . 15 hours

6 kg

We re serve the right to alter the specifications e specially with reg ards to technical improvements.
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Mixer Monitoring Unit ML 101

In order to extend the versatility of the 4 channel
mixer M 101, the control accessory ML 101 was designed. The combination of instruments M 101/
ML 101 offers extensive operating and controlling
facilities, which previously were only available in
large fixed installations. It permits direct and offtape monitoring as well as pre-fade listening by
means of headphones or the built in loudspeaker.
Cues can be added to the material to be recorded
or instructions can be given separately to the headphones of the cameraman etc.
The control unit contains two 4-watt amplifiers. With
one of these, according to requirements, a wide
range loudspeaker or a headphone outlet can be
operated. This amplifier serves various control functions;
1. The output signal of the mixer M 101 can be
monitored.
2. Through simple switching off-tape monitoring
is possible. For this functions 2 symmetrical
ground-free tape recorder inputs are available.
With a preset control, the airect and off-tape
signal levels can be balanced.

Connecting between the output of the ML 101 and
the junction point of the M 101, comments from the
sound recordist can be recorded directly on tape
using the internal loudspeaker switched to act as
a microphone.
The ML 101 also contains a transformer which provides a balanced output from the output amplifier of
the mixer. This transformer has two secondary windings giving levels of + 15 dB and + 6 dB. The
+ 6 dB winding is fed to be 3 pin large Tuchel connector and the + 15 dB output to two screw terminals.
When using two mixers connected in parallel via
the junction points, the links from the two mixers
are fed to the two junction sockets on the ML 101.
The ML 101 has the same dimensions as the mixer.
It can be powered either by built-in batteries (2 x 9 V
PP 9) or from the Nagra tape recorder. The supply
voltage can be adjusted by means of a small control.

3. The signal at the input of a microphone channel can be monitored with the channel fader
down by pushing the corresponding pre-fade
button.
The second amplifier feeds 2 parallel switched headphone outputs. Through these it is possible to listen
to the output of the mixer, or for example to give
directions to a cameraman or interviewer. When
used in this way, the built in loud speaker acts as a
microphone. There is a button to carry out this
operation. All this results in a simple talk-back installation.

Technical Data
lnp'uls
1. Two inputs for connection to M 101
Sensiti v ity
Input impedance

2 Two inputs for pre-fade listen .
Sensitivity
Input impedance
3. Two inputs for off-tape monitoring .

Sensitivity
Maximum allowable input level.
Impedan c e

ML 101

unbalanced

1.55 V
5 kQ
unbalanced
80 mV

120 kQ
balanced, ground free
300 mV adjuslable
2V
20 kQ

Outputs

t, Record output s
Output level 1
Output level 2
2. Headphone outputs
Output level .
Minimum load impedance

balanced, ground free

Operating temperature range
Current drain

- 20 0 C 10
35 rnA

Oimensions .
Batteries
Weight with batteries .

347 x 233 x 126 mrn

We reserve the right to alter the specifications especially with regards 10 technical improvements .
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+
+

6 dB .1 200 Q
15 dB al 600 Q

unbalanced
4 V variable
4 II

+

50

0

C

2 x 9 V Eveready No . 276 or equivalent
6 kg

Studio Monitors
VKL 303-1 and VKL 303-4
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The VKL 303 combined amplifier loudspeaker units
are useful for studio monitoring and high quality
sound reproduction in control rooms . Their high
power combined with high sound quality make them
ideal for playback purposes and high fidelity sound
reinforcement systems.
To overcome the difficulties usually associated with
the bass response of compact loudspeakers an integrated design of amplifier and loudspeaker has been
used .
At frequencies below the natural resonance of a
loudspeaker system there is a fall in response of
12 dB per octave. In a compact loudspeaker the resonance frequency tends to be inconveniently high
and occurs well within the audio band (the frequency
of resonance is determined by the mass of the
loudspeaker diaphragm and the volume of the enclosed air). In the diagram below curve 1 indicates
the fall-off for a large eclosure volume and curve 2
that for a smaller volume.
Various means may be used to modify the frequency
response in the region of the natural response frequency. The output impedance may be lowered or

raised to give more or less electro magnetic damping
of the voice coil. For a good transient response a
relatively low output impedance of the amplifier is
required .
A technique which has frequently been used is to
increase the mass of the loudspeaker diaphragm to
give extended bass response. The extension of
response is on Iy gained at the expense of sensitivity.
Curves 3 and 4 in the diagram illustrate this effect.
Curve 3 represents a loudspeaker with a heavy
diaphragm. Curve 4 shows a comparable response
for a lighter weight diaphragm. As one can see the
penalty for increased bass response is loss of sensitivity throughout the whole of the rest of the frequency range .
Since the VKL 303 is an integrated unit of amplifier
and loudspeaker an alternate method of frequency
range extension can be used . The low frequency
resonance is not artificially lowered but is allowed
to lie within the audio spectrum. The transient response is controlled by a suitable choice of output
impedance of the amplifier and the frequency response is controlled by electrical equalization of the
amplitude and phase response of the amplifier.

e._
e

tnt
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To what extent this method has been successfu l can
be seen from the frequency response curve and the
oscillograms below. For the tone burst tests the
loudspeaker was sunk into the ground in the open
air with its diaphragm flush with the earth , radiating
in an upwards direction . The measuring microphone
was placed approximately two meters above the
loudspeaker. The upper oscillograms show the
bursts of tone applied to the input of the amplifier,
the lower oscillograms show the amplified output of
the microphone . The frequency response diagram
shows also the harmonic distortion of the loudspeaker. The measurements were made using 1/3
octave band filters. The sound pressure was 12 flbar
at a distance of 1 meter from the loudspeaker.
The acoustical properties of the listening room and
the sitting of the loudspeaker within the room affect

the reproduction of the low frequencies to a large
degree . The output amplifier has, therefore, variab le
equalization which can be switched to suit the situation .
The built-in 30 W amplifier has a transformerless
output stage with heavy negative feedback so that
the distortion, even at 25 W, amounts to less than
0.2 %. All parts requiring to be cooled are mounted
on a heavy, cast aluminium plate with cooling fins.
By this means cooling slots are rendered totally unnecessary and the amplifier remains completely free
of dust.
The power reproducer is offered in two different
finishes . The VKL 303-1 has a walnut housing . The
exterior of VKL 303-4 is covered in light grey Hornitex and is additionally provided with carrying
handles and easy-run casters .

D im en sions

10)( 16

x 26 inch es

wil hout casters

We ig ht

ap pro. , 48 lbs .

,

I
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Technical Data
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60 Hz

125 Hz
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250 Hz

Transient response

VKL 303-1 and VKL 303-4

I nput impedance

Input sensitivity
Output power co ntinuous si no wave of the amplifi e r .
Maximum pressure at ' ,000 Hz at a dis tance of 1 m
Power con sumption quiescent.
Power consumption full outpot .
Dimen si ons .

We;ghl

;: 20 kll

+

6 dB for full output variable

approx . 30 W

approx . lOa

~bar

7W

70 W
24 x 40" 65 em w ith o ut wheels
approx . 48 Ibs .

We reserve the right to alter the specifications especially with re gards to technical imp rovemen ts .
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Product Group 10
Audio Test Equipment
Sennhe iser Audio Test Equipment is widely used
throughout all the major acoustic laboratories in
Europe. In some gramophone and tape recorder
companies the Sennheiser range of test equipment
has become a standard. Many service departments
in radio and television stat ions also use this equipment for testing and alignment purposes.
The first reason for the standardisation on this test
equipment is mainly economical. It is essential that
the design engineer, service technician and inspection departments all operate with the same make
and type of equipment in order to guarantee a constant quality throughout the whole production.
Sennheiser test equipment is manufactured to very
fine tolerances, which is essential when two or three
units of the same type are used in one laboratory.
A piece of equipment manufactured and tested at
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the factory on one set of test apparatus must meet
the same stringent tolerances when tested by the
user on his own audio test equipment.
The test equipment is neat in appearance and all
controls and push buttons are fitted on the front
panel. Each unit is so designed to enable vertical
stacking of a few units . This gives the operator the
total range of test equipment within easy reach, as
illustrated below.
In this illustration the RV 55 Voltmeter, FO 55
Weighting Network and Filter unit, and KB 55 Harmonic Distortion Bridge are being used to check the
quality of a tape recorder.
The following pages give detailed descriptions and
technical data of all the Sennheiser Audio Test
Equipment.

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter RV 56

ust meet
d by the
l and all
the front
, vertical
rator the
-each, as

FO 55
55 Har:heck the
ions and
::lio Test

The RV 56 has emerged out of the successful predecessor the model RV 54 . The band width of
amplifier and meter is now 10 Hz to 1 MHz with a
maximum sensitivity of 1 mV for full scale deflection.
The twelve overlapping ranges selected by pushbuttons combined with a large meter ensure ease of
operation and error-free readings .
The meter has two voltage scales 0 to 10 and 0 to 30
so that whichever sensitivity setting is in use, the
meter reading need only be multiplied by a power
of ten . Similarly the range selection switches are in
steps of 10 dB so that measurement on the decibel
scales is equally simple . For extra simplicity of observation, two dB scales are fitted . The dbm scale is
related to a zero at 0.775 V (voltage equivalent of
1 mW in 600 Q). The dbv scale relates to zero at
1 Volt.
The input' signal passes first through a high impedance voltage divider, a cathode follower amplifier
and second voltage divider. In the succeeding 4
stage high stability amplifier the signal is amplified

GZL55

Block Diagram

( ' "

~
An

to approximately 5 V. for full scale deflection of the
meter. The rectifying system responds to the average value of the input signal. The meter is calibrated
in RMS values for a sine-wave input.
The instrument is exceptionally stable due to the
use of heavy n'egative feedback and an electronically stabilized power supply.
For recalibration purposes a zener-stabilized alternating voltage is applied to the amplifier input by a
push-button.
The RV 56 meter may be used simultaneously as a
measuring instrument and wide band amplifier. The
output socket has a source impedance of 600 Q,
for connection to an oscilloscope or headphones.

l C ~interconnec b ng

measuring
fitted

cab le

oquipmen t.

with

two
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mm
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Se nnheis er

shield ed
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conn ectors .

Technical Data

RV 56

Measurin g range

o , , , 1/3110/3 0/ 100/300

mV

1/3/10130/ 1001300 V
- 90 , , , + 50 dBv
- 90 , . + 52,5 dBm
F requency rang e
M eas urement error
Input Impedance

Max . superi mp ose d DC al the input
O ut put imp edanc e
Out put EMF
Pow er supply

10 Hz . .. 1 MHz
20 Hz , , . 200 kHz ::0 3 ." f, s, d,
10 Hz ... 1 MHz ::;; 5 ." f. s, d .
1 M Q II 30 pF
400 V
600 Q nominal

0.3 V no minal
50, , , 60 Hz
115! 220 V ± 10

0/ 0

40 VA nominal

Va lves
Dimens ions .

Weighl

4 x EF 80, 2 x EF 184 , EL 86. 85 A 2
296 x 197 x 165 mm
approx. 14 Ib s.

We reserv e the right to alter th e specif icat ions especi ally with regards to te chni ca l improvem ents .
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Vacuum Tube Voltmeter RV 55

By virtue of its wide frequency range (10 Hz 1 MHz), high sensitivity, choice of rectifying system
and filter insertion facilities, the RV 55 is a uniquely
versatile laboratory instrument.
By push-button selection the instrument will measure
true RMS values, (for accurate indication of noise
voltage, distortion factor or impulsive signals) or
alternately the peak value of the applied signal to
DIN standard 45505.
The two coaxial jack sockets enable any required
filters to be inserted in the measuring chain at a
constant high voltage level and between fixed impedances.
The integration time of the meter circuit may be
altered by push-button selection in both RMS and
peak indicating mode .

As with the RV 56 the selection of the twelve sensitivity ranges by push-button together with the large
easily read meter scales allow comfortable operation
and error free readings .
There are two voltage scales 0 to 30 and 0 to 10
and two dB scales. The dBm scale is related to a
zero at 0.775 V (voltage equivalent of 1 mW in
600 Q). The dBv scale relates to zero at 1 V.
The test signal is available at the output socket at
600 Q impedance for connecting to an oscilloscope
or our headphone HD 414.
For recalibration purposes a zener stabilised alternating voltage is applied to the amplifier input by a
push-button (Eichen) .

-

Block Diagram
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Frequency respons e RV 55 and RV 66

Technical Data

RV 55

Measuring range

o .. . 113110/30/ 100/300 mV ,

Frequen cy rang e
Measurement erro r fo r sine waves peak or RMS measurement

Measurement error for impulsive signa l s with peak to mean ratio up to 10 : 1, for both measuring methods
Integration time for RMS measurement
Integration time for peak measurements

113/10130/100/300 V

- 90 ... + 50 dB v, - 90
. + 52,5 dBm
10 Hz .
1 MHz
20 Hz ... 200 kHz ~ 3 'I, f . s. d.
10 Hz ... 1 MHz ~ 5 'I, f. s. d.
20 Hz .. 100 kHz ::i 5 'I, f. s. d.
fast "Schnell": 500 msec approx.
slow "Trage" : 1.5 sec approx.
fast "Schnell" : DIN 45405
slow flTrlige" : Ele c t rica l time constant
increased by a factor of 5

Input impedance
Maximum superimposed DC at the input
Output impedance
Oulput EMF
Outpu t impedance at the filter socket
Out put EMF at the fil ler socket
Input impedance of the filter socket
Power supp ly
Valves
D i mensions

Weighl
We reserve the right to alter the specifications especially with regards to technical improvements.
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1 Mil 1130 pF
400 V
600 Q ap pro)!; ,
0.3 V approx .

600 Il approx .
BO mV 8pprox. for L s. d .
1 MQ app rQx .

50 ... 60 Hz. 115 , 220 V ± 10

'I,

40 VA ap pro)(,
2 x pce 88 , 2 x EF 80 , 2 x EF 164, EL 86, 85 A 2
296 x 197 x 165 mm
approx, 14 Ib s.

Harmonic Distortion Bridge
KB 55

ve sensithe large
Jperation
I 0 to 10
Ited to a
mW in

1 V.
:;ocket at
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ed alterlput by a

The Harmonic Distortion Bridge is a passive unit
designed as an accessory for the sensitive vacuum
tube voltmeter RV 55. The KB 55 can also be used
with other true RMS reading vacuum tube milli voltmeters having an input impedance greater than
1 MQ and a sufficiently wide bandwidth.
The KB 55 is designed for fundamental frequencies
of 40, 100, 1,000, 6,300 and 12,500 Hz to DIN standard.

The KB 55 Bridge uses a double T filter for the
suppression of the fundamental frequency, followed
by an equalizer. By this means the transfer coefficient is maintained correctly from the second to the
tenth harmonic. For fundamental frequencies of
400 Hz and above a high-pass filter is incorporated
to attenuate hum voltages.

Measurement of the Distortion of a Generator

The combination of RV 55 and KB 55 permits the
measurement of distortion factors from 0.05 % to
30 %. The bridge may be tuned over a range of
± 10 % for frequencies which differ from the nominal values . Measurement error using a true RMS
reading meter is better than 0.5 % .

RV 65
GZL 55
KB 65

=IZI=

Ilirrlaktorbruckf
18 II

Block Diagram

0/3011 001300 V
dBm

Technical Data
Measurement principle
Di sto rtion factor measurement range.

ani

Rang •• (us ing RV 55)
Measurement accuracy .
Measuring frequencies (fu ndamental)
Tolerance for each fundamental frequency .
Suppression of the fundamental frequen cy.
Altenuatlon in the measuring range (second to tenlh harmonic, 75 kHz max.) .
Input

Imped ance
Minimum input voltage .
Maximum input voltage .

EL 86. B5 A 2

Output (to vol1metor)
Suitable voltmeter .
Case dimension s

Weighl

KB 55
Double T filter with harmonic equalization
0.05 to 30 "I,
o to 1. Ot03. 0 to 10. 0 to 30 '10
± 0.5 dB
401100/40011000/ 6300112500 Hz

± 10
;<; 80

D/o

dB
20 dB ± 0.5 dB
unbalanced
?, 10 kQ

1V
100 V
voltage (mV) equals distortion (DJo)

RV 55
296 x 94 x 165 mm
approx. 7 Ibs .

We reserve the right to alter the specifications especially with regard s to technical improvements.
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Weighting Filter FO 55

There is a frequent r~quiemnt
for the standardized
measurement of noise voltages and loudness levels
in the broadcast, television and recording industries,
and by manufacturers of tape recorders, record
players, amplifiers and microphones. Special filters
a.re necessary for these measurements in order to
weight each frequency component according to its
nuisance value or effective loudness.
Standardized weighting curves have been produced
by international agreement for the measurement of
the nuisance value of noise voltages and the subjective loudness of sounds.
The weighting filter FO 55 is designed as an accessory for the vacuum tube voltmeter RV 55. It can
however be used in conjunction with other vacuum
tube voltmeters of the true RMS or peak reading
type as appropriate, providing that their input im pedance is sufficiently high.
The FO 55 contains a band pass fi Iter (31.5 Hz to
20 kHz), a weighting filter for noise voltage measurements in broadband transmission systems (as speci fied by the CCITT) as well as a weighting filter for
sound level measurements according · to IEC 123
curve A. The band pass filter consists of a high-pass
basic section with a cut off frequency of 31.5 Hz
together with a steep cut high pass filter with a cut
off frequency of 20 kHz .
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The weighting filter is most conveniently used with
the voltmeter RV 55 wh ich is fitted with sockets for
the purpose. The filter is then connected between
circuits of the correct impedance and at a suitable
voltage level. To avoid high frequency measurement
errors, it is not permissible to extend the leads of
the FO 55. The cases of .the instruments are designed for the stacking of one instrument on top of
the other with complete stability, and with such an
arrangement a neat and convenient set-up results .
By inserting the plugs of the FO 55 into the appropriate sockets on the RV 55, the filter is automatically connected into the amplifier circuit ofthe voltmeter.
By depressing key 1 of the FO 55, all filters are
disconnected and the RV 55 has full bandwidth.
Key 2 inserts the band pass filter.
Key 3 of the FO 55 is required for measurements of
noise voltage to CCITT - C standard and also for
measurements to DIN 45405 . For CCITT standard
measurements the voltmeter should be set for RMS
measurement, whereas DIN 45405 requires peak
readings.
Key 4 is required for sound level measurements to
IEC 123-A standard, the voltmeter being set to
RMS reading .
In all filter positions the measurements can be read
directly without conversion.
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FO 55
Frequen c y response
Input
Input impedance
Maximum input voltage.

see curve

unbalanced
600 Q
1 V RM S
a dB
296 x 94 x 165 mm

Voltag e loss at 1 kHz "
Dimensions.

approx . 7lbs.

Weight
We reserv e the right to alt er the specifications e6c~ialy

with regard s to technical improvements .
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Weighting Filter FO 2

An aural sensitivity network or weight ing filter is a
necessary accessory in the measurement of noise
voltages in tape recorders, amplifiers, microphones
and other elechoacoustic equipment.
The weighting filter FO 2 is designed for use with
the vacuum tube voltmeter RV 55 . Its transmission
curve corresponds to DIN standard 45405 and the
CCITT curve for noise voltages in wideband transmission equipment.
The use of the filter is extremely simple since it
merely requires to be plugged into the sockets on

the front panel of the RV 55. The filter is then automatically connected into the voltmeter circuit . The
voltage loss in the filter network is arranged to be
zero at 1 kHz so that noise levels can be read
directly from the voltmeter without any conversion
factor.

Block Diagram

Technical Data

I{Z)r=

FO 2

OIrtc~fl'.

Input impedance
Ins ertion la ss at 1 kHz .
M axim um inp ut vo ltag e .

F02

-, .........

"10

Weight

.. . 1

"~

1.5 V RM S
190 x 130 x 90 mm
0.9 k g ap p rox .
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Balance to Unbalance
Transformer RVZ 11

. . ..
'

~

,

This transformer is designed to enable audio measurements to be made on circuits that are balanced
to ground. It is designed in particular for use with
the Sennheiser vacuum tube voltmeters into which it
will connect directly.
The transformer input is via two 4 mm signal sock~t
and a 4 mm ground socket to accept "banana" plugs
to DIN 41628.

Technical Data
RVZ 11
Frequen cy range
Meas urement error .

Input voltage
Input impedance
Rejecti on of unb al anced
si gn a l components .

30 Hz .. . 15 ,000 Hz
50 Hz ... 10 kHz:!: 0.1 dB
30 Hz ... 15 kHz:!: 0.5 dB
up to 10 V RMS
> 15,000 Q
'" 60 dB

We reserve the ri ght to alter th e specifi cat ions especially
with re ga rds to te chn ica l improv e ments.
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Impedance Tester ZP 2
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The ZP 2 is designed for the quick and easy measurement of impedance. It has proven to be an invaluable aid in the design and construction of audio
circuits.
Because of the minuteness of the signal that it
appfies to the object under test, the ZP 2 may be
used for impedance measurements on microphones,
magnetic recording heads, microphone transformers
and any other object that would be damaged by the
application of a large test signal. It can of course be
used for the rapid measurement of all other components of resistance , capacitance and inductance.
The ZP 2 operates with one of three audio test frequencies, selected by push-button and gives a direct reading of impedance in ohms on the clear-view
meter. A change of frequency will show instantly
whether the impedance is inductive or capacitive,
and reference to the nomogram supplied with the
instrument will give the actual value of the component under test.
The test frequencies of the ZP 2 are 250 Hz, 1 kHz
and 4 kHz. The range of measurement is 1 Q to
1 MQ, divided into twelve push-button selected
ranges. The large number of ranges availqble means
that each range has a clear, open and easy-to-read
scale .
The internal transistorized oscillator applies to a
small signal to the test object. The alternating current passing through the test object is amplified by
the internal transistorized amplifier and applied to
the meter. Range selection is achieved by the alteration of the turns ratio of two transformers and is
therefore stable and not prone to ageing errors.
Changes of sensitivity of the instrument with time
can be checked by reference to one standard component and the sensitivity corrected if necessary by
a front panel control. The single recalibration will
hold good for all twelve ranges. Power is supplied
from an internal 9 V dry battery, Eveready No. 276
or equivalent.

The Nomogram shown below is printed in 3 colors and is included with each
unit. Further copys aro available on reque s t.

Ii sock(Jts
1a" plugs

Block Diagram

Hz

± 0.1 dB
± 0.5 dB

Technical Data

ZP 2

Test fro qu encies

250 Hz

Range of measurement:
Re sis tance and impedance.
Capacitance
Inductance
Measurement acc uracy .

os especi ally

Pow er dissipated in test obj ec t
Power supply required .
Transistors used
Dimensions.
Weight

( IJ.) = 1,570)
1 kHz (IJ.) = 6 ,280)
4 kHz (IJ.) = 25 ,000)

1 Q to 1 MQ

40 pF to 650 ,.F
40 "H 10650 H

± 5 % at 1 kHz
± 10 % at 250 Hz and 4 kHz
maximum 90 ",VA

7-9V
5, AC 161, 1 ,AC 117
220 , 155 , 115 mm
approx , 5.5 Ibs .

We reserve Ihe right to alter the specifi cations esp ecially with regards to te ch nical improvements.
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Resistance Decades
RD 1 and RD 2
Decade resistance boxes are one of the most frequently used auxiliary instruments in any laboratory.
The Sennheiser resistance decades are in use all
over the world, under their own and other brand
names, in laboratories, technical colleges and development departments.

Capacitance Decade CD 1
The Sennheiser capacitance decade is as well
known in the test laboratories of the world as their
resistance decades. A capacitance decade is useful
not only for bridge measurements and other laboratory measurements, but also as an accurate component substitution box for the development engineer.
The effects of variation of component tolerances
can be quickly determined by the substitution of a
calibrated variable capacitance .
The usefulness of this decade capacitance is increased by the clear labelling and compact size of
the box.

Inductance Decades
LD 1, LD 2 and LD 3
The three Sennheiser inductance decades cover a
range of values from 1 mH to 1 H and offer obvious
uses to the development laboratory for the empirical
design and testing of filters, equalizers, etc.
The inductors are wound on large ferrite pot-cores
with the resultant advantage of high 0 values.
The 0

value

~

-

varies with frequency and is

illustrated on the front panel of each decade. Also
illustrated in table form is the value of alternating
current in mA that will cause a 2 % increase of
inductance value for each step of the decade. For
a further increase of current the inductance value
rises a little further then falls. The cases of the three
different decades are finished in different colours
for quick identification.

Technical Data

RD 1

RD 2

Range
Sleps

o to

11 .1 kQ

01011.1 MQ
10 kQ

Accuracy
Tempera ture co e fficient
Maximum dissipation
Dimensions .

± lOfa
- 2 '/,/ 100 0 C
1 Watt
190 x 130 x 60 mm
1.8 Ibs .

± lOla
$ - 5 '/0/100

10

Weight

Q

0 C
1 Watt
190 x 130 x 60 mm
1.8 Ib s.

CD 1
.. 1.~F
1 nF

Range

Steps
Accuracy
Lo ss facto r:

2 DID
?; 10-'

1 nF to 100 nF .
100 nF to
1 ~F
.

:;;; 10-'

Appli e d voltage

400 V DC max .

Dimensions.

190 x 130 x 90 mm
1 .9 Ibs .

We ighl

Range

Steps
Accuracy (at tem peratu res bctweon 15 ~

Capacities C"
Weight
Dimen sions .

el,

and 40 ~ C)

C3 .

Case colour
We reserve the right to alter the specifications especially w i th regards to technical Improvements.
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LD 1

LD 2

LD 3

0- 11 mH
1 mH
± 2/J/o
200 pF max .
1.25 kg approx.
190x130x90 mm

0- 110 mH
10 mH
± 2 ' /0
200 pF max.
1.25 kg approx.
190x130x90 mm

0- 1.1 H
100 mH
± 2 ~/ Q
200 pF max.
1.25 kg approx.
190x130x90 min

grey

rod

green

I E ~E

R

:::{Z):::

West Germany

Representatives

® 85 Nurnberg 2

G) 1 Berlin

W 15
Lissne r-Electronic,
FasanenstraBe 26,

eg

(0311) 8819116

® 43 Essen
Rundlunk-,
Fernseh- u. Elektrovertrieb KG,
HolzstraBe 11,
~

CD

(02141) 225051 - 53

6 Bergen-Enkheim
Jean H. Nies,
Max-Planck-StraBe 7,
~

e:;c

(0411) 2 48 91

® 3 Hannover
August Martens,
PelikanstraBe 61,

e:E (0511) 690902

@5

Koln
Leo Melters KG,
GroBe Witschgasse 9 -11

e:E (0211) 23 50 98 - 99

CD

60 mm

45 Osnabruck
Walter Diekhoner,
Werk sv ertretungen,
MartinistraBe 63,

eE (0541) 45071172
48 Bielefeld
Walter Diekhoner,
Werksve rtretungen,
HauptstraBe 247,
&; (0521) 2 30 71

®

1.1H
ImH

2 G/a
I

pF max.

5 kg approx.

Ixl30x90
,on

~

Hayden Laboratories Ltd.,
12 - 13 Poland Street,
London W. 1 V,

(0911) 533333
~

01 7343748-9

® 66 Saarbriicken
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Studying Boundary Microphones
R. Danielson 10.2006

The Pressure Zone Microphone (PZM)

A boundary microphone is a microphone designed to be used on a surface for these benefits:
 A clearer, more natural sound quality

Extra sensitivity and lower noise

Consistent tone quality anywhere around the microphone

Natural-sounding pickup of local acoustics
When a microphone is placed near a reflective surface, sound travels to the microphone from
two paths: (1) directly from the sound source to the microphone, and (2) reflected off the
surface. The PZM design allows the direct and reflected sound waves to be added in phase to
increase the output of the mic capsule by 6dB.

The reflected sound waves travel a slightly longer path than the direct Sound waves so the
reflected sound is delayed a bit in time. This difference could introduce high frequency phase
cancellation, but as long as the distance between the mic capsule and the collector plate is

kept small, the amount of phase cancellation created is minimal.

High-end response at 20 kHz is -3 dB when spacing is .085" (1⁄8 wavelength at 20 kHz)
High-end response at 20 kHz is -1 dB when spacing is .052" (1⁄13 wavelength at 20 kHz).
High-end response at 52 kHz is -1 dB when spacing is .020" –- the spacing used by the Crown
PZM microphone.

PZM BOUNDARIES

You can greatly broaden your range of applications by mounting the PZM’s on one or
more boundaries. A boundary is a stiff, nonabsorbent surface such as a floor, table, or
plexiglass panel-- any stiff, sound-reflective material can be used.
Single, large boundary. Now suppose the PZM capsule is placed very near (within .020" of) a
single large boundary, such as a wall. Incoming sound reflects off the wall. The reflected sound
wave adds to the incoming sound wave in the “pressure zone” next to the boundary. This
coherent addition of sound waves doubles the sound pressure at the microphone, effectively
increasing the microphone sensitivity 6 dB.
Here’s one called the PZM single boundary rig called the, “Wedge:”

Two boundaries at right angles to each other. Now suppose the PZM capsule is placed at the
junction of two boundaries at right angles to each other, such as the floor and a wall. The wall
increases sensitivity 6 dB, and the floor increases sensitivity another 6 dB. Thus, adding two
boundaries at right angles increases sensitivity 12 dB.

A boundary on each channel using the floor as second boundary.

At the junction of three boundaries at right angles. Now let’s place the PZM element at the

junction of three boundaries at right angles, such as in the corner of the floor and two walls.
Microphone sensitivity will be 18 dB higher than what it was in open space.

L2 Floor Array

Here’s another stereo PZM array (Fig. 47) designed by recording engineers Mike Lamm
and John Lehmann. It simulates the O.R.T.F. stereo mic technique. According to one
user, “You can take this array, set it down, and just roll. You get a very close
approximation of the real event.” Suspending the inverted array results in less bass
and more highs, while placing it on the floor reverses the balance. When this array is
used on a stage floor, the construction shown in Fig. 48 is useful. It has decreased side
pickup and increased pattern overlap. The axes of the left and right polar patterns
may be at any desired angle, just so the 120° boundary angle and 6.7-inch capsule
spacing are maintained.

Frequency-Response Effects of PZM Mounts

The size of the boundary on which the PZM is mounted affects the PZM’s lowfrequency response. The bigger the boundary, the better the bass. Specifically,
the response begins to shelve down 6 dB at the transition frequency FT, where
FT = 750/D D is the boundary dimension in feet. The response is down 6 dB at the
frequency F-6 where F-6 = 188/D.
For example, if the boundary is 2 feet square, FT = 750/D = 750/2 = 375 Hz and F-6 = 188/D =
188/2 = 94 Hz. If a PZM is mounted on a 4' square boundary,
FT = 750/4 = 178 Hz and F-6 = 188/4 = 47 Hz. This is called the “4' – 40 Hz” rule.

What are the acoustic causes of these frequency-response effects?
When sound waves strike a boundary, pressure doubling occurs at the boundary
surface, but does not occur outside the boundary. Thus there is a pressure difference
at the edge of the boundary. This pressure difference creates sound waves.
These sound waves generated at the edge of the boundary travel to the microphone in
the center of the boundary. At low frequencies, these edge waves are opposite
in polarity to the incoming sound waves. Consequently, the edge waves cancel the
pressure doubling effect. Thus, at low frequencies, pressure doubling does not occur;
but at mid-to-high frequencies, pressure doubling does occur. The net effect is a midto-high frequency boost, or – looked at another way - a low-frequency attenuator.

Crown PZM 180 Polar Hz Response

Crown PZM 180-- Polar pattern: Hemispherical when mounted on a surface boundary. On a
stand the mic is omni-directional at lower frequencies and unidirectional at higher frequencies.

The Pressure Coherent Cardioid ( PCC)
The Phase Coherent Cardioid (PCC) is a surface-mounted super-cardioid microphone which
provides the same benefits previously mentioned for the PZM. Unlike the PZM, however, the
PCC uses a subminiature super-cardioid mic capsule. Its directional polar pattern improves gainbefore-feedback, reduces unwanted room noise and acoustics, and rejects sound from the rear.
The below figure shows the difference in construction and polar patterns of the PZM and PCC.

The diaphragm of the PZM is parallel to the boundary and facing down whereas the diaphragm
of the PCC is perpendicular to the boundary and the main axis is parallel with the plane. If a
unidirectional polar pattern is used, the PCC should have a 6 dB higher direct-to-reverberation
ratio than the PZM; consequently, distant sources will sound closer and clearer.
Note that the PCC rig is designed to be place on a large boundary surface like a floor.
On a boundary, the direct and reflected sounds arrive at the diaphragm in-phase. This coherent
addition of direct and reflected waves increases sensitivity 6 dB and prevents phase
cancellations. If the mic capsule is small, it ensures phase coherency up to the highest
frequencies in the audible spectrum, resulting in a wide, smooth frequency response free of
phase interference. A small electret condenser mic like the EM-158, Rapid 35=0190 or
Panasonic WM-61A seems to meet the criteria:

Based on sound traveling through air @ 300 meters/second, the direct sound from a source at
10 meters will reach the mic capsule in 33.33333 ms (milliseconds). The sound relected from
the boundary will travel an additional 3mm’s or 10.003 meters arriving very slightly delayed at
33.3433333 ms (milliseconds)
The difference of . 0100033 ms or 1/100,000 sec is capable of producing phase cancellation
onlt for with sounds higher in pitch than 50 K Hz, which is more than 1 octave higher than
humans can hear.
Crown states about the PCC,”clarity and reach are also enhanced by this design… thus
eliminating comb filtering in the audible spectrum. Note there is a lift, or a rise in response at
high frequencies in their diagram.

Curt Olson’s Experiments
Curt Olson is an Audio Producer/Editor/Mixer from Minneapolis Minnesota who has been
experimenting with boundary mic rigs for the last few years. His instructive posts can be found
on the Nature Recordist List and he present a number of sound recordings with corresponding
mic fixtures here.
His most most recent stereo boundary rigs using omni-directional mic capsules are similar to
the PCC design in that the capsules are mounted facing “forward,” and perpendicular to the
boundary with the mic bodies strapped directly onto the boundaries. (Curt feels there is little
or no resonance created by this direct contact.)

Curt calls this a, “head-spaced parallel barrier array.” It uses standard 1”X 4” wood stock for
two, parallel boundaries (3.5” x 9”) with the mic capules recessed about 2.5” from the front
edge of the boundaries. The capsules are about 6” apart to approximate the spacing of human
ears. Here are some field recording samples from this rig:
Frog Chorus (1:22)
Spring Thunder w/Siren (1:31)
Belching Bubbles (1:25)
All these were recorded on a Sony MZ-NHF 700 Hi-MD (~$200), with condenser Audio-Technica
AT3032 microphones (~$170 each) powered by an Art Phantom II portable phantom power
supply ($50).
Prior to this, he built a rig featuring slightly larger boundaries with the omni capsules set back
about 6” from the front edge of the boundaries.

(I could not find any soundfiles on Curt’s site that were identified as made with this rig.)
Before trying the above, very simple designs using front facing mics strapped onto the
boundaries, Curt experimented with omni-directional capsules there were mounted to the
boundaries and angled at about 110 degrees loosely imitating Crown’s SASS rig.

One Curts’ earlier rigs (which he feels may be less successful) was based on some principles
one can observe in Crown’s “SASS” design (below). This features including mounting the mic
capsule so the diaphgram is flush with the surface of the wood barrier. Note that Curt’s design
does not include the SASS’s foam baffle but rather an opening. It looks as though the front
edge of the opening is about 2.5” from the capsules– close where the foam baffle would be.

An overhead view of Crown’s SASS enclosure for comparison. Olson’s opening
between the wood barriers seems to correspond with two simplified
boundaries meeting the location of Crown’s foam baffle. Original photo by
Walt Knapp.

Here are some recordings Curt made with his wooden version of the SASS sans foam baffle
stereo mic rig:
Feather Dance (1:10) Saturday morning in mid-September 2005, I dropped in on
a Native American festival at Harriet Island Park directly across the Mississippi
River from downtown St. Paul, Minnesota. One of the activities was an

exhibition of Native American dances. Here is a short excerpt from the Feather
Dance. Recording equipment: Sony MZ-NHF 800 Hi-MD recorder, Sony ECM-155
(omni-directional) microphones.
Thunder Overhead (1:00) I managed to capture two clean thunder claps almost
directly overhead, with some slap echoes off the back of my home. The two
discharges actually occurred about 2 minutes apart, but I pulled them together
into this single clip. Sony MZ-NHF 800 Hi-MD recorder, Shure WL-183
microphones.
Grouse Drumming and more... (1:00) A close-up recording of a male ruffed
grouse drumming (vigorous fluffing of the wings intended to declare the bird's
territory and attract females). These drumming episodes occur at intervals of
about four to six minutes and can go on for many hours at a time -- often all
night. This clip was captured shortly after sunrise. Notice also winnowing snipe
in the background and a low duck fly-over at the end. Sony MZ-NHF 800 Hi-MD
recorder, Shure WL-183 mics.
Dawn Woodpeckers, Loon and more... (3:08) The Chippewa National Forest in north
central Minnesota is alive with birds in early spring -- especially woodpeckers. In this
fairly long clip, I enjoy the spaciousness, the busyness, and the sense of being
surrounded by all kinds of interesting critters, near and far. Sony MZ-NHF 800 Hi-MD
recorder, Shure WL-183 microphones.

With this design, Curt again uses flush-mounted omni-directional capsules but the barriers joint
in a “V” the “Wedge” Rig suggested above in Crown’s Literature. I believe the pictured
windscreens are made from wire baskets that have been covered with the thick “TerryCloth”
weave fabric. Here are some recordings Curt made with this rig:
Beavers At Work (2:25) A remote lake in Minnesota. I positioned the rig at the shoreline, and
walked away for about an hour as the sun was going down. Sony TCD-D7 DAT recorder, Shure
WL-183s omni-directional mics.
Feathered Flight (1:20) Wings beating the air as an unknown large bird flies low and slow past
my microphone, on the left. A few seconds later, two ducks fly by from right to left. Sony MZNHF 800 Hi-MD recorder, Shure WL-183 microphones in a tree-mounted wedge array.

This rig seems to be very similar to the one above except the “wedge” angle formed seems to
be very close to 90 degrees. Here’s one recording Curt posted with this rig:
Pheasant Fluff (0:16) On April 1, 2005, I accompanied friend Rich Peet to Crex
Meadows, pre-dawn this time, to capture wildlife sounds at sunrise. We set up
my wedge microphone and digital recorder in one location, then moved to
another with Rich's gear. Back at home later that day, I discovered this nice
pheasant call followed by a vigorous feather fluff, among many other quieter
sounds. Sony TCD-D7 DAT recorder, Shure WL-183 microphones.

Walter Knapp’s SASS Modifications
Another sound recordist who spends many hours per year in the field recording amphibians and
stereo ambience in and around Georgia (USA), Walt Knapp has been modifying the Crown SASS
fixture which is also is based on boundary principles. He has be replacing the fairly noisy Crown
mic capsules with much low noise omni directional mics like Sennheiser MKH-110;s , MKH-20’s
and more recently, the same mics Curt has been using, the Audio Technica AT-3032’s which
seem to perform very well at a much lower cost. He also positions ho rigs on top of a hefty 17’
high lighting stand that can be elevated with a hand-crank.
Here are some mp3’s of Walt’s modified SASS rigs. This set of four recordings also allows one to
compare the performance of the expensive mkh-20 mics with that of the lower-cost AT-3032’s:
Home recording at sunrise:
SASS/AT3032 Mics on 17' high tripod
SASS/MKH-20 Mics on 17' high tripod
Recording at Whitetail Pond Charlie Elliott Wildlife preserve, at
midnight:
SASS/AT3032 Mics on 17' high tripod
SASS/MKH-20 Mics on 17' high tripod

Here are two recordings made on the same location one with the modified SASS rig positioned 4
feet above the ground and the other positioned at 17 feet :
SASS/MKH-20 recording of River Frogs:
4’ high tripod
17’ high tripod

17’ Tripod on location for River Frogs Recordings. Photo by Walt Knapp

The Crown SASS® or Stereo Ambient Sampling System

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

Walter Knapp’s modified Crown fixture with two MKH 110’s mics. Photo by Walt Knapp

A Knapp modified SASS fixture with AT-3032 Mics installed. Photo by Walt Knapp

To Scale printable templates of SASS Fixture
11” X 17” paper (top and front views)
8.5“ X 11” paper (top view only)
8.5“ X 11” paper (front view only)
One way to record in stereo with PZM’s is to mount two PZM’s on a wedge: two 2'-square
panels, angled apart to form a “V.” The Crown SASS fixture does this on a smaller head-size
boundary.
SASS uses two small microphones spaced a few inches apart. Each microphone is on a surface
that blocks sound from the rear, and these surfaces are angled apart. The SASS is like a near
coincident pair, in which two directional mics are angled apart and spaced horizontally a few
inches.
The surfaces make the microphones directional only at mid-to-high frequencies. At low
frequencies, the microphones pick up all around them—they are omni-directional. The SASS
produces stereo in different ways at different frequencies. At low frequencies, the SASS acts
like a spaced pair, producing time differences between channels to make a stereo effect. At
high frequencies, the SASS acts like coincident pair, producing mostly loudness differences
between channels to make a stereo effect. At mid-frequencies, the SASS acts like a nearcoincident pair, using both loudness and time differences to make stereo. This is the same way
the human hearing system works. Our ears are omni-directional at low frequencies, directional
at high frequencies (because the head blocks sounds), and are spaced apart a few inches. Since
the SASS hears sounds the same way our ears do, it produces very natural stereo with easy-tolocalize images. It also gives a pleasing sense of spaciousness, a sense of the environment in
which the sound was recorded. The fixture uses a block of dense foam between the mic
capsules. This foam barrier absorbs sound. It prevents sound from the right side from reaching
the left microphone, and vice versa. Thus, the signal is much louder in one channel than the
other. For a phase cancellation to be complete when two channels are combined to mono, the
levels in both channels must be about the same. But the levels in both channels are different in
the SASS (due to the foam barrier between capsules), so phase cancellation in mono is

relatively slight (Fig. 57). Thus the tone quality stays the same in stereo or mono with the
SASS.
SASS-P MKII Polar pattern for Right Mic

Other Barrier Designs

Above is a microphone designed in 1998 by George W. Swenson, Jr. of the US
Army Corp of Engineers described as, “flat-reflector microphone designed for
the frequency band 10 to 40 Hz. Such low frequencies are characteristic of the
sounds produced by explosions, and the device illustrated was constructed to
monitor the environmental noise of a military artillery training facility. The
dimensions of the reflector are 4.5 x 9.0 m, and the microphone is mounted at
ground level immediately in front of the surface. The system, including the
ground surface, which is assumed impermeable at these frequencies, is
equivalent (with respect to its reception pattern) to a 9.0 m square reflector in
unbounded air.”
Other Non-Barrier Designs
Walter Knapp’s Parabolic Mic
Quad Pac” 4 channel Rig (cold be used with double-deck Hi-MD)
Richard’s Contact Mic Page
Electret Tri Capsule Stereo Mic Heads using 6- Rapid 35-0190 Capsules (Richard)
Tom Robinson’s Thin Boundary Mic Rig
Stereo Parabolic Mic Rigs (Rich Peet)
Stereo Shotgun Mic Rigs
Misc.
Mic Power Supply (If the Hi-MD mic input does not provide enough voltage)
Source for small order Primo EM-158’s Gene Dorcas
First draft- to be continued

ISO 389-1:1998(en)
Acoustics — Reference zero for the calibration of
audiometric equipment — Part 1: Reference equivalent
threshold sound pressure levels for pure tones and supraaural earphones
Foreword
ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation
of national standards bodies (ISO member bodies). The work of preparing
International Standards is normally carried out through ISO technical committees.
Each member body interested in a subject for which a technical committee has
been established has the right to be represented on that committee. International
organizations, governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take
part in the work. ISO collaborates closely with the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) on all matters of electrotechnical standardization.
International Standards are drafted in accordance with ISO/IEC Directives, Part 3.
Draft International Standards adopted by the technical committees are circulated
to the member bodies for voting. Publication as an International Standard
requires approval by at least 75 % of the member bodies casting a vote.
International Standard ISO 389-1 was prepared by Technical Committee ISO/
TC 43, Acoustics.
This ﬁrst edition cancels and replaces ISO 389:1991. It is a minor revision in
order to make it part of the ISO 389 series.
ISO 389 consists of the following parts, under the general title Acoustics —
Reference zero for the calibration of audiometric equipment:
•
— Part 1: Reference equivalent threshold sound pressure levels for
pure tones and supra-aural earphones
•
— Part 2: Reference equivalent threshold sound pressure levels for
pure tones and insert earphones
•
— Part 3: Reference equivalent threshold force levels for pure tones
and bone vibrators
•
— Part 4: Reference levels for narrow-band masking noise
•
— Part 5: Reference equivalent threshold sound pressure levels for
pure tones in the frequency range 8 kHz to 16 kHz
•
— Part 6: Reference equivalent threshold sound pressure levels for
acoustic test signals of short duration
•
— Part 7: Reference threshold of hearing under free-ﬁeld and diffuseﬁeld listening conditions
Annex A of this part of ISO 389 is for information only.

Introduction
Each part of ISO 389 speciﬁes a speciﬁc reference zero for the calibration of
audiometric equipment. The present part 1 is applicable to audiometric equipment
for the transmission of pure tones by air conduction and supra-aural earphones.
ISO 389-2 is applicable to audiometric equipment for the transmission of pure
tones by air conduction and insert earphones. ISO 389-3 is applicable to puretone bone-conduction audiometers, ISO 389-4 speciﬁes reference levels for
narrow-band masking noise, and ISO 389-7 speciﬁes reference levels for
presentation in free and diffuse sound ﬁelds.
The ﬁrst edition of ISO 389 speciﬁed a standard reference zero for the scale of
hearing threshold level applicable to pure-tone air conduction audiometers in
terms of the response of certain models of earphone measured on an artiﬁcial ear
or coupler of stated type. Five of these earphone-coupler combinations
corresponded with those used at that time in standardizing laboratories in France,
Germany, the United Kingdom, the USA and the USSR. In a second set of
values, the corresponding reference equivalent threshold sound pressure levels
(RETSPL) for eleven audiometric earphones were given, referred to a single type
of coupler, the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, USA type 9A coupler,
which was later speciﬁed in IEC 303:1970 (now IEC 60303).
Most of the earphone-coupler combinations mentioned in the ﬁrst edition of
ISO 389 are now no longer in use. The ISO member bodies of the countries
primarily concerned with those types of standard earphones and artiﬁcial ears
agreed to eliminate obsolete data. This was done in the second edition of
ISO 389. It contained only RETSPL values for two earphone models still widely in
use for audiometric purposes, namely Telephonics type TDH 39 with cushion type
MX 41/AR (or model 51) and Beyer type DT 48, both in conjunction with an
acoustic coupler complying with IEC 303:1970.
The two remaining sets of data differ mainly as a consequence of differences
between the acoustical properties of the coupler and those of the average human
ear.
For the same reason, the RETSPL for an earphone of a model not covered by
ISO 389 could not be inferred from the data given in that International Standard.
Until then it had been necessary to obtain the appropriate values by subjective
comparison with one of the speciﬁed models of earphone.
In principle, RETSPL values would be rendered independent of earphone model
if they were referred to an artiﬁcial ear having acoustical properties exactly
simulating those of the average human ear. A device designed with this aim in
view was standardized in 1970 in IEC 318:1970 (now IEC 60318).
Addendum 1 to ISO 389:1985 was therefore prepared, based on an assessment
of technical data provided by laboratories listed in annex A on RETSPL values
relative to the IEC artiﬁcial ear, covering a variety of earphone models.
These data were analysed to produce a set of RETSPL values which, within an
acceptable tolerance, provide a standard audiometric reference zero for
earphones of any model within a broadly deﬁned class. A note on the derivation

of the standard values and the origin of the data input is given in annex A for
information.
Use of the standard reference zero speciﬁed in Addendum 1 obviated the need
for subjective calibration of supra-aural audiometric earphones which meet the
broad requirements speciﬁed, and thus promoted agreement and uniformity in the
expression of hearing threshold levels throughout the world, without inhibiting the
development of improved models of supra-aural earphone.
The data of Addendum 1 were incorporated in ISO 389:1991.
In both ISO 389 and ISO 389/Add. 1, the RETSPL values were speciﬁed for pure
tones in octave steps from 125 Hz to 8 000 Hz and for the intermediate
audiometric frequencies 1 500 Hz, 3 000 Hz and 6 000 Hz. However, in addition,
750 Hz is sometimes used as an intermediate audiometric frequency, and
Addendum 2 to ISO 389:1985 therefore speciﬁed RETSPL values for that
frequency.
Moreover, it had been considered desirable to harmonize intermediate
frequencies used in pure-tone audiometry with the preferred frequencies in
acoustics as speciﬁed in ISO 266. Addendum 2 therefore speciﬁed RETSPL
values at all preferred frequencies in one-third-octave steps in the frequency
range from 125 Hz to 8 000 Hz. Details of the derivation of the RETSPL values
are given in annex A for further information. The data of Addendum 2 were also
incorporated in ISO 389:1991.
The RETSPL value speciﬁed at 750 Hz is intended for calibration of audiometers
providing pure tones of a ﬁxed frequency of 750 Hz. The other RETSPL values
speciﬁed are primarily intended for calibration of pure-tone audiometers having a
continuously variable frequency, but they may also be used in other applications,
for example for establishing reference levels for masking noise. The frequencies
given in ISO 389:1985 and Addendum 2 are consistent with the frequencies used
in ISO 389-3 for the speciﬁcation of the standard reference zero for the calibration
of bone conduction audiometers. Three sets of RETSPL values were speciﬁed.
Two of these concern the same earphone models as in ISO 389:1985. The third
set of RETSPL values were speciﬁed for supra-aural earphones other than those
covered by ISO 389:1985 but which fulﬁl the requirements speciﬁed in ISO 389/
Add. 1.

1 Scope
This part of ISO 389 speciﬁes a standard reference zero for the scale of hearing
threshold level applicable to pure-tone air conduction audiometers, in order to
promote agreement and uniformity in the expression of hearing threshold level
measurements throughout the world.
It states the information in a form suitable for direct application to the calibration
of audiometers, that is, in terms of the response of two different standard models
of earphone measured on a coupler complying with IEC 60303 and in terms of

other supra-aural earphones of models speciﬁed in 4.3 measured on an artiﬁcial
ear complying with IEC 60318.
It is based on an assessment of the information available from the various
standardizing laboratories responsible for audiometric standards and from
scientiﬁc publications.
Some notes on the derivation and application of the recommended reference
levels are given in annex A.

2 Normative references
The following normative documents contain provisions which, through reference
in this text, constitute provisions of this part of ISO 389. For dated references,
subsequent amendments to, or revisions of, any of these publications do not
apply. However, parties to agreements based on this part of ISO 389 are
encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of
the normative documents indicated below. For undated references, the latest
edition of the normative document referred to applies. Members of ISO and IEC
maintain registers of currently valid International Standards.
•
IEC 60303, IEC provisional reference coupler for the calibration of
earphones used in audiometry.1)
•
IEC 60318, An IEC artiﬁcial ear, of the wide band type, for the
calibration of earphones used in audiometry.2)

3 Terms and deﬁnitions
For the purposes of this part of ISO 389, the following terms and deﬁnitions apply.
3.1

air conduction
transmission of sound through the external and middle ear to the inner ear
3.2

acoustic coupler
cavity of speciﬁed shape and volume which is used for the calibration of a supraaural earphone in conjunction with a calibrated microphone to measure the sound
pressure developed within the cavity
Note 1 to entry: An acoustic coupler is speciﬁed in IEC 60303.
3.3

artiﬁcial ear
device for the calibration of an earphone which presents to the earphone an
acoustic impedance equivalent to the impedance presented by the average
human ear

Note 1 to entry: It is equipped with a calibrated microphone for the measurement
of the sound pressure developed by the earphone.
Note 2 to entry: An artiﬁcial ear is speciﬁed in IEC 60318.
3.4

threshold of hearing
level of a sound at which, under speciﬁed conditions, a person gives 50 % of
correct detection responses on repeated trials
3.5

otologically normal person
person in a normal state of health who is free from all signs or symptoms of ear
disease and from obstructing wax in the ear canal, and who has no history of
undue exposure to noise, exposure to potentially oxotoxic drugs, or familial
hearing loss
3.6

equivalent threshold sound pressure level (monaural
earphone listening)
for a given ear, at a speciﬁed frequency, for a speciﬁed model of earphone and
for a stated force of application of the earphone to the human ear, the sound
pressure level set up by the earphone in a speciﬁed acoustic coupler or artiﬁcial
ear when the earphone is actuated by that voltage which, with the earphone
applied to the ear concerned, would correspond to the threshold of hearing
3.7

reference equivalent threshold sound pressure level
(RETSPL)
at a speciﬁed frequency, the modal value of the equivalent threshold sound
pressure levels of a sufﬁciently large number of ears of otologically normal
persons, of both sexes, aged between 18 and 30 years inclusive, expressing the
threshold of hearing in a speciﬁed acoustic coupler or artiﬁcial ear for a speciﬁed
type of earphone
Note 1 to entry: The relationship between hearing threshold levels for air
conduction and age is speciﬁed in ISO 7029.
3.8

hearing level (of a pure tone)
at a speciﬁed frequency, for a speciﬁed model of earphone and for a speciﬁed
manner of application, the sound pressure level of this pure tone produced by the
earphone in a speciﬁed acoustic coupler or artiﬁcial ear minus the appropriate
reference equivalent threshold sound pressure level

3.9

hearing threshold level (of a given ear)
at a speciﬁed frequency and for a speciﬁed model of transducer, the threshold of
hearing expressed as hearing level
Note 1 to entry: For appropriate test conditions see, for example, ISO 6189 and
ISO 8253-1.

Only informative sections of standards are publicly available. To view the
full content, you will need to purchase the standard by clicking on the
"Buy" button.
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